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ABSTRACT
	
  
The purpose of this research was to investigate ways Classical Composers of
African Descent have been included in the mainstream academic canon. I examined the
insights of 4 scholars who have been committed to including Classical Composers of
African Descent throughout their music careers. The initial research questions of this
study were: 1) How do participants describe their frameworks for making the
commitment to include Classical Composers of African Descent throughout their
careers? 2) What have been the challenges and benefits associated with their
commitment? 3) What might contemporary scholars view as strategies for integrating
Classical Composers of African Descent into the mainstream academic canon? Four
musicians, who have contributed to the scholarship related to classical works by
composers of African descent in very different ways, participated in this qualitative
collective case study: Dr. Ysaye Maria Barnwell, a composer and performer; Dr.
Dominique-René de Lerma, musicologist; Dr. Anthony Thomas Leach, educator,
conductor, and organist; and Mr. Hannibal Lokumbe, composer, trumpeter, and
visionary. Through two in-depth interviews with each of the four scholars, a related
question emerged: How have the participants contributed to the inclusion of Classical
Composers of African Descent throughout their professional careers and personal lives?
I transcribed the interviews, returned them to the participants for member checks, and
prepared final, revised transcripts based on their feedback for analysis.
I examined the interview data to obtain a collective representation related to the
research questions. I analyzed the data for emerging codes, categories, and themes until
details considered substantive to the research emerged. Themes that emerged focused on
iii
	
  

the need to identify the importance of seeing the contributions for Classical Composers of
African Descent from an Afrocentric as well as a Eurocentric perspective; the impact of
the Civil Rights Movement on how each participant engaged the music throughout their
lives; the importance of informal and formal education and the roles family, community,
and school played in their relationship with the music they shared; and, the significance
of professional organizations regarding their agency to engage the music associated with
them.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The ultimate effectiveness (power) of any group of people is the degree to
which they have an awareness of who they are and respect for themselves.
The instruments that facilitate this development is [sic] education, cultural
images and celebration that build a shared aesthetic, role models, and the
projection of cultural heroes and heroines. (Akbar, 2001)
Background
In 1978, I was a freshman music education major. I remember my two music
history professors fondly; one was my most provocative and academically challenging
educational mentor. The class text was A History of Western Music (1973) authored by
Donald Jay Grout (1902-1987). The sequence of required music history classes
reinforced the importance of learning about the music of great classical composers. I had
long wanted to know about Black composers who contributed to classical music. I
wondered where I fit in, as a developing “classically trained” musician. Why did I feel
like a foreigner regarding classical music? Why was Porgy and Bess, composed by
George Gershwin, who was not of African descent, my only reference point for a
classical work related to people of African descent? Did any people of African descent
compose classical music? If so, did they compose music to convey their relationship to
the Black experience? Why were most of the professional music organizations I was
exposed to majority Caucasian (DeLorenzo, 2012)? Did I want to engage music and teach
the way I was being taught (Delpit, 2002; Gay, 2010; Henderson, 1993; Howard, 2006)?
These questions had not been explored at the music magnet high school I attended (a
majority Black student population), nor at the Black church I attended in Philadelphia,
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across the street from the Union Baptist Church where Marian Anderson1 worshipped. As
I would soon learn, they would not be addressed at the college I attended, either. If not in
my academic environment or community experience, where could I ascertain information
on the music created by people of African descent? I wanted to better understand why the
all-American types of music I came to know growing up—gospel, jazz, blues, rhythm
and blues—all American musics, were not included in any of my required music history
or academic musical experiences. Instead, the core of the course content focused on
people who did not look like me. For the most part, they were immensely talented
deceased Caucasian-European men. I remember having a tremendous musical identity
crisis (Koza, 2008). Was the American music experience of less value? Personally
significant, was the music of Black Americans of even less importance, relevance, and
value to the music academy? While I ask those questions in the past tense, research
shows that the questions remain relatively unanswered (Bonds, 2013; Burkholder, Grout,
& Palisca, 2010; Humphreys, 1998; Roden, Wright, & Simms, 2010; Taruskin & Gibbs,
2013; Wright & Simms, 2010).
While an undergraduate student, limited access to answers to some of my
questions became available when one African American professor began his tenure as
head of the developing jazz studies program. Unfortunately, the music education and jazz
studies programs did not interact much in the late 1970s, and I was unaware of the
potential opportunities to learn from this professor in the jazz department.
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Marian Anderson (1897–1993) was an African American contralto. Due to racial prejudice, she was not
allowed to sing before an integrated audience in Constitution Hall. First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt and
President Franklin D. Roosevelt assisted in her performing at an open-air concert on Easter Sunday, April
9, 1939, on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial.
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Since the late 70s, students have access in the academic canon to information
about spirituals, ragtime, blues, jazz, rhythm and blues, and other twentieth-century styles
based on African American traditions. This is in part because American music history is
becoming whole in its content. Nevertheless, respected academic resources that include
researched information on the history and performance of classical composers of the
African descent are still difficult to find. Sources that do include such information are
less often featured in course texts and content (Wyatt, 1996). Since the late 70s, students
also have access to more diverse university faculty and administrators, particularly
African American faculty, and students have increased opportunities to interact across
curricular programs (McGinty, 1993). Faculty and administrators foster a bridge that
brings the educational experiences for all students into significant synergy. Synergy will
engender the change needed to bring a value for Afrocentricity to the still-largelyEurocentric core tenets of teaching and debate of possibilities in the academy. While
changes are occurring, they are at times slow (Race Relations on Campus, 2006).
As an educator whose life’s work focuses on building bridges between cultures
and educational empowerment through music of the African American experience, I ask
why the academy is still resistant to incorporating composers of African descent—
whether contemporary or having composed during the sixteenth century—in their
textbooks and course content. With the continued expansion of philosophical
perspectives in music education, the profession has examples of more significant research
inquiries focused on contributors to music borne of the African Diaspora and growing
respect for ethnomusicology and multicultural music. Why, then, are Classical
Composers of African Descent not featured in the mainstream academic canon? What
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goals might music educators adopt to ensure significant inquiry and inclusion? What
might we learn from scholars’ experiences and expertise that could guide synergy and
generate some answers to those questions? Suggestions for access and action would
increase the inclusion of Classical Composers of African Descent in the mainstream
academic canon, continuing to benefit music education and helping to bring the history of
American music to a more complete whole.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research was to investigate ways Classical Composers of
African Descent have been included in the mainstream academic canon. The initial three
overarching questions of the study were 1) How do participants describe their
frameworks for making the commitment to include Classical Composers of African
Descent throughout their careers? 2) What have been the challenges and benefits
associated with their commitment? 3) What might contemporary scholars view as
strategies for integrating Classical Composers of African Descent into the mainstream
academic canon? By documenting the perspectives and insights of four musicians whose
professional work reflect contributions to furthering the engagement of Classical
Composers of African Descent through teaching, conducting, performance settings, or
composition, this study may offer educators best practices (materials and methods) to
inform and inspire others to incorporate the music in their musical endeavors.
Definitions of Key Terms and Word Usage
Classical Composers of African Descent (CCAD) is defined as
composers borne (carried or transported by the thing specified) of the
African Diaspora from the 1700s to present whose musical contributions
focus on classical literature as defined by standards set by Western
European and Afrocentric musical traditions.
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Mainstream Academic Canons (MAC) is defined as the prevailing
direction of activity and influence of academic intention and output. A
canon is a body of fundamental rules, principles, or standards accepted as
the universal criteria.
While word usage is a broader subject than the framework and focus of this
particular dissertation, two terms are the focus of the overall research: 1) Classical
Composers of African Descent and, 2) Mainstream Academic Canon I acknowledge the
need for vigilance in the desire to bracket any potential bias (Moustakas, 1994) regarding
the words and what they mean to the experience. As a qualitative researcher, a thoughtful
evaluation of my perceptions of how and why these words are used is important to the
integrity and validity of the conclusions. Word choice cannot be fully discussed without
setting a sociological context that reveals how race, ethnicity, and groups (minority and
majority) affect our understanding of lived experiences. This is not only a sociological
phenomenon, but it is a sociolinguistic construct (Smitherman, 1991). Inherent in this
discussion is our individual and collective relationship with how and why we use the
words we choose. “The semantics of race have been recurring themes in our
sociolinguistic constructions of reality since 1619, when the first cargo of African slaves
landed at Jamestown” (Smitherman, 1991, p. 117).
When initially exploring possible themes and foci for the dissertation, I
discovered repeated words and scenarios that communicated supports or challenges to the
inclusion of Classical Composers of African Descent in the mainstream academic canon.
One of the first issues to surface was developing criteria to define a scholar. Is an adult
with a high school diploma a scholar? Are advanced degrees required to positively
influence scholarship? Can a person further the scholarship of music and education
without advanced degrees?
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The other issue that surfaced was the use of the word Black. The term Black
Classical Composers seemed to convey in a very concise way the focus of the participant
population. I decided that in this case, the word Black might have an unsettling impact on
some readers or might limit the possible audience for which this information could have a
positive impact. As a positive alternative, the term Classical Composers of African
Descent kept the word choice from being a distraction from the larger message and
intentions of the dissertation. Use of the term Classical Composers of African Descent
also gave me a certain level of comfort. For instance, when discussing this subject in
majority academic settings, it was more comfortable to say classical composers of
African descent. I am very passionate about bringing a more accurate representation of
the African diaspora portion of multiculturalism to academia. Bringing our spoken and
written voice to concerns of diversity and inclusion, each of us aids in fostering a fully
vibrant patchwork quilt of cultures. This is not only within our relationships with our
individual selves but also extended to our local and world communities.
Throughout this research, I initiated and have had continued discussions regarding
race and its impact on how we create a climate that fosters open and honest academic
discourse. The impact of why and how words are used is of importance in the discussion
of experiences related to the broad-ranging manifestations of the African Diaspora.
Just as Black, an adjective, a color term only, is an inappropriate
sociolinguistic construction for Africans in America, so too is the label
white inappropriate for Europeans in American. Further, shifting from
white to European American resolves the seeming contradiction of
capitalizing Black with lowercasing white, a practice I have used in the
past and have defended on the following grounds. First, Black as a racial
designation replaced Negro, and Negro was capitalized (at least since
1930), whereas white was not. Second, for people of African descent in
America, Black functions to designate race AND ethnicity because the
slave trade and U.S. enslavement practices made it impossible for
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“Blacks” to trace their ethnic origins in Africa. This has not been the case
for Europeans in the U.S., who typically have labeled themselves German,
Italian, English, Irish, Polish, etc., according to their European ethnicity.
In fact, it was not until the rise of Black that European Americans raised
questions about the lowercasing of white. (Smitherman, 1991, p. 129)
Related to this dissertation, does the word Black have a different meaning from
the words African Descent? Prior to inviting participants to the study, I informally asked
the following question of eight music educators of which five were men (two Black and
three Caucasian and three females (one Asian, one Black, and one Caucasian): Does the
term Black Classical Composers as compared to Classical Composers of African Descent
mean something different to you? Of the eight people asked, five said there was no
difference and three said there was a difference. I later followed up my inquiry and asked
them if they had a preference (five said it did not matter and three said African American
descent was their preference). For me, there is a difference.
The word Black, in an American historical context, has a more politically charged
tone, reflective of the challenges set forth by the Civil Rights Movement’s call for esteem
within the Black community, as depicted in the songs titled Say it loud – I’m Black and
I’m proud, or To Be Young, Gifted, and Black. Scholarly resources such as the Black
Music Anthology, Black Perspectives in Music, Black Writers of America, used the word
Black in their titles. As with the evolution of words used to identify men, women, and
children of the African Diaspora (e.g., Slave, Negro, Black, African American, and many
degradations between), names and titles matter (Asante, 2005). Challenged by the “N”
word and its use in social and popular art as well as some forms of scholarship (Hornsby,
2001; Lester, 2014), many people around the world, particularly those in America,
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continue to struggle to unearth the meaning and influence of the “N” word. Other words,
concepts, and terms warranting additional explanation follow.
Composers of African Descent
Exactly what constitutes a composer being accurately described as being of
African descent and how does that figure into discussions that focus on Black
experiences? As Fredrickson (1995) reminds us,
When using the term people of African descent there is a need to be
mindful of how Africans who do not define themselves as Black fit into
our discussions. Should they not be considered? For instance, the
statement people of African descent includes South Africans who are no
longer exclusively descendants of African tribespeople speaking Bantu
languages. Today, South Africans are “people who are white, and Asian
South Africans, who are mostly of Indian descent, and the mixed race
group known as “Coloreds” a hybrid population of European, Asian, and
southern African. (p. 4)
Smitherman (1991) speaks of how the ethnic identities of Africans in North America
were eradicated so that Ibos, Yorubas, Hausas, and other African ethnic groups were
robbed of their distinctiveness, and everybody just became Black. She goes on to say,
“While this analysis fits the Black condition, it fails to recognize that the ‘white’ race
created in America retained its European ethnic identity” (p. 128). When discussing the
African Diaspora, perspectives on race and ethnicity are central to perceptions of the
discussion. For instance, through an Afrocentric lens, people are Africans who live in
America (Asante, 2007) and have high regard for their histories and cultural heritage.
Through this lens, we can discuss, in a larger context, the elements that make people of
African descent unique.
To evaluate how the terms Black Classical Composers versus Classical
Composers of African Descent, African American vs. African-American, and the use of
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Black vs. black or Black and white, are used in the dissertation, I reviewed recent
publications (2010-2013) by scholars such as Dr. Molefi K. Asante, Dr. Henry Louis
Gates, Dr. Gloria Watkins (nee bell hooks), Dr. Claude Steele, and Dr. Cornel West (see
Appendix A). I also reviewed resources identified as entities that guide styles of scholarly
writing like the American Psychological Association 6th edition (2009), the National
Association of Black Journalists (NABJ), and publications by scholars within the field of
African American Studies or Afrology—which is described as the Afrocentric study of
Africa phenomena (Asante, 2007). I could discover no set rules. Following are the
guiding definitions.
Afrocentricity
The term Afrocentricity provides a framework of evaluation that requires
us to start our evaluations from an esteemed understanding of Africa.
Asante (2007) states, “Afrocentricity seeks to obliterate the mental,
physical, cultural, and economic dislocation of African people by thrusting
Africans as centered, healthy human beings in the context of African
thought” (p. 121).2
Afrocentric and Eurocentric Lens
Afrocentricity is a quality of thought, practice and perspective that
perceives Africans as subjects and agents of phenomena acting in their
own cultural image and human interest (Karenga, 2002).
Eurocentricity imposes its consciousness as universal, making a particular
historical reality the sum total, in the European’s view, of the human
experience (Asante, 1998).
African American vs. African-American (Hyphen – No Hyphen)
I will not use hyphens when discussing African Americans or other groups
of people in the dissertation. My decision is a personal one, but is also
based on APA 6th edition (2009) “do not use hyphens” p. 75; and
Smitherman (1991) who concludes that hyphens denote land of origin, as
in Polish Americans, Italian Americans, Hispanic Americans, German
Americans, Asian Americans, for example. “The term African American
brings the “Black” race into semantic line with these other ethnolinguistic
traditions the term employed” (p. 129).
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  Afrocentricity will be one consideration when discussing portions of the feedback provided by the
research participants.	
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Black vs. black and White vs. white
I do not use the word black as a color when referring to people of African
descent. Instead, I use Black with a capital “B.” and a capital “W” when
referring to people of European descent. I also will use White and
Caucasian interchangeably throughout the dissertation. APA 6th edition
states, “Racial and ethnic groups are designated by proper nouns and are
capitalized” (p. 75).
Wachal (2000) a professor emeritus of the Department of Linguistics at
the University of Iowa states, “Consider this a ‘call to the colors.’ Let us
please capitalize the names of races as a matter of courtesy, logic, and
accuracy” (p. 365). All uses of small “b” or “w” appear in quotes, for
which I provide citations.
African Diaspora
The African Diaspora describes the dislocation and resettlements of
African people during the Atlantic slave trade (Shepperson, 1968).
Civil Rights Movement
The Civil Rights Movement’s main purpose was/is to play a central role in
eliminating discrimination in public accommodations, housing,
employment, and education (Banks, 2013). In 1948, Truman signed
Executive Order 9981, mandating equal treatment and opportunities for all
persons in the armed services. This was to be implemented without regard
to race, color, religion, or national origin. From 1955, the landmark year
of Brown v Board of Education, to 1968, there was a central shift toward a
deeper understanding of the power of words and how and why they are
used to mobilize societies through laws and social expectations through
norms and customs
Classical Composers and their Music
Leonard Bernstein (1961) describes a classical composer as:
. . . someone who writes down the exact notes that he wants, the exact instruments
or voices that he wants to play or sing those notes—even the exact number of
instruments or voices; and he also writes down as many directions as he can think
of, to tell the players or singers as carefully as he can everything they need to
know about how fast or slow it should go, how loud or soft it should be, and
millions of other things to help the performers to give an exact performance of
those notes he thought up. The performer’s exciting job is to try and find out from
what the composer did write down as exactly as possible what he meant
(Bernstein, 1961, para. 3).
Diasporas
The use of the term Diaspora has expanded since the late 1980s
(Brubaker, 2005). The earliest association of the term diaspora was with
the displacement of Jewish people from their homeland, around 587 BC.
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The term more broadly defined the context surrounding the kingdom of
Judea being conquered by the Babylonians, who destroyed the temple in
Jerusalem and exiled a large part of the Jewish population to Babylonia
(now southern Iraq). Shepperson (1966) speaks of the Jewish displacement
and uses it as a framework for the atrocities associated with people from
Africa. Gallay (n.d.) speaks of the displacement of Native Americans.
The modern use of the term diaspora is sometimes associated with human
trafficking, refugees, or as were the America run-away slaves, Internally
Displaced People. The United Nations Refugee Agency does not have an
official category for “internally displaced person” but describes them as
people who have fled their homes for reasons similar to refugees,
remaining within their own national territory and subject to the laws of
that state. This was indeed the plight of the enslaved Africans in America.
There still remains the question, could America initially have been
considered home to the enslaved Africans (Asanti, 2007; Peretti, 2009).
Music Education (Informal and Formal)
Informal Music Education is often self- or peer-driven. The interactions
most often occur in unstructured and non-institutional environments.
These interactions can involve interactions with recorded music, books,
jam sessions, and computer technology. Informal music education often
involves self-teaching, however, interactions and guidance from mentors
who are professional musician educators are common. These interactions
occur outside of the traditional classroom setting. As perspectives on what
constitutes a classroom expand, so do the boundaries of what defines an
informal educational encounter. In addition, informal music learning can
be designed to be implemented in formal classroom settings (Green,
2008).
Formal Music Education involves teaching people to read and perform
music through formal training and education in structured systems of
education, such as accredited institutions or schools of music. The
interactions are teacher-led and involves assessment and evaluation.
Completion may lead to acceptance into or graduation from various
academic programming; such as course credits or degrees (Greene, 2008).
Musicking
Musicking is the present participle of the verb phrase to music. To music is
to take part, in any capacity, in a musical performance, whether by
performing, listening, rehearsing or practicing, or by providing material
for performance, including composing, or dancing (Small, 1998).
Froehlich (2004) states,
Christopher Small gave us insights into his then newly coined
word “musicking,” a term which today seems to have found
acceptance by many music education scholars. It reminds us that
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all of music making should be an act of exploring, affirming, and
celebrating the relationships that come about as the result of people
interacting with each other through music (p. 3).
Participants’ Engagement in Professional Music Organizations
The following professional music organizations represent the organizations discussed in
this dissertation.
American Choral Directors Association (ACDA)
Founded in 1959, the American Choral Directors Association (ACDA) is a
nonprofit music-education organization whose central purpose is to
promote excellence in choral music through performance, composition,
publication, research, and teaching. In addition, ACDA strives through
arts advocacy to elevate choral music’s position in American society
(acda.org).
American Musicological Society (AMS)
The American Musicological Society was founded in 1934 to advance
scholarship in the various fields of music through research, learning, and
teaching. A sum of 3,400 individuals and 1,000 institutional subscribers
from over 40 nations participate in the Society (ams-net.org).
Center for Black Music Research (CBMR)
The CBMR provides research services, fellowships, education and
engagement programming, performance programming, and publications
(Floyd, 1989). These services are provided for academic researchers;
musicians, composers, arrangers, and conductors; high school and grade
school teachers and students; journalists and music writers; and
filmmakers and television producers (colum.edu/CBMR/).
National Association for Music Education NAfME
NAfME is among the world’s largest arts education organizations and is
the only association that addresses all aspects of music education.
NAfME, founded in 1907 advocates at the local, state, and national levels;
provides resources for teachers, parents, and administrators; hosts
professional development events; and offers a variety of opportunities for
students and teachers. The association orchestrates success for millions of
students nationwide and has supported music educators at all teaching
levels for more than a century (nafme.org).
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National Association for Negro Musicians, Inc. (NANM)
Founded in Chicago in 1919, NANM is the country’s oldest organization
dedicated to the preservation, encouragement, and advocacy of all genres
of the music of African Americans (nanm.org).
National Association for Study and Performance of African American
Music (NASPAAM)
NASPAAM is an organization whose purpose is to further the
development and dissemination of African American music through
advocacy, education, and performance. The organization is committed to
providing leadership and motivation for music educators, musicians, and
others interested in fostering the inclusion of African and African
American music in education and society. The organization serves its
members and others by increasing the awareness of Black Music and its
contribution to the arts, culture, and society.
National Black Music Caucus of MENC (NBMC)
The National Black Music Caucus, (NBMC) of then MENC, created in
1972, was an organization whose purpose was to be a stern voice for the
underutilized and often misrepresentation of music created by Black
composers (Mark, 2008; Taylor, 2008).
Taylor (2008) states, “The Black Music Caucus began as a protest
organization and developed into an advisory organization for the
identification and promotion of Black and minority music experts within
MENC. It eventually identified and defined Black derived music as a
legitimate area of study and became an associated organization of MENC”
(p. 1). One of the main charges of the NBMC was mainstreaming the
music and contributions of music created by composers of African
descent. It was often felt that the music of Black composers and music of
the Black experience in general was not respected and was not treated as if
it had and in some instances has comparative aesthetic value for inclusion
in music education curricula, performance, and research opportunities.
NBMC members felt that organizations like MENC had to be held
accountable as an organization focused on the overall voice for quality
music educational experiences in America. Today the organization is an
independent music organization known as NASPAAM (naspaam.org).
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Delimitations and Limitations of the Study
Throughout the dissertation via my purpose statement, research questions,
points of interest, and theoretical framework, I discuss the delimitations by laying out
those things that limit the scope and define the boundaries of the study (Lichtman, 2010;
Simons, 2011). First, when using a purposeful sample, as opposed to a random sample, I
cannot generally apply the results of a study to a larger population, only share them in
relation to this study’s participants. Readers make inferences about ways the results
resonate with and could be transferred to their settings (Patton, 2002). I disclose my prior
relationships with the participants and acknowledge the subjective nature of participantresearcher roles in the qualitative research process. Too much personal involvement can
create subjectivity of the interpretation of the data, and needs be addressed mindfully
(Lichtman, 2010). “Accepting that there is bias in qualitative research” (Lichtman, 2010,
p. 17), my personal bias statement as it relates to this dissertation research follows.
Bias Statement
In this dissertation, I explored ways in which four scholars engaged CCAD
throughout their careers. There were several layers of potential bias regarding this
examination. The possibilities of these concerns regarding potential bias may have
stemmed from how I was introduced to classical music. I experienced classical music as
if it would be at the expense of my love for African American sacred music and jazz. For
instance, when I was an undergraduate student (1978-1982), I wanted to learn about
CCAD who contributed to classical music, as it was experienced colloquially from the
ninth century to the present. Over the years, I learned that the contributions of CCAD are
significant and extend beyond the ubiquitous forms of black music, such as spirituals
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(slave songs), blues, jazz, gospel, and hip-hop genres that are often associated with
African American musical output. However, my college music education curriculum was
based on a Eurocentric paradigm. Most of my academic experiences, courses, textbooks,
and other related materials were largely devoid of black composers who contributed to
the classical genre. I often wondered if Asians, Blacks, Hispanics, Native Americans, and
women composed classical music. I questioned whether musical contributions of Blacks
of African descent were really desired by the music academy. Furthermore, as an African
American student, where did I, as a developing classically trained musician, fit in? The
absence of ethnically diverse composers seemed like a widespread phenomenon
(Banfield, 2004; de Lerma, 1970).
My worldview continues to emerge. All of the aforementioned has the potential to
make me vulnerable to bias. It is however, the essence of these opportunities to learn that
motivated me to explore the challenging life and professional issues presented regarding
music related to the African diaspora. The experiences in music, education, and society
are interconnected with our life experiences. My awareness of these voiced potential
areas of concern may decrease the likelihood that bias was a critical factor in this
dissertation research, regarding engaging four musicians’ inclusion of CCAD throughout
their professional careers.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Minority blinders are placed on university music students by following
“the gospel according to St. Grout” [and many others], who never
intended to have women or minorities in their universally used textbooks,
no matter the small extent these matters have moved up from footnotes by
more recent editors. The result is that students are informed what is the
canon—not only for their repertoires, but for their class plans. (D. de
Lerma, personal communication, October 24, 2013)
Scholars interested in the contributions of Classical Composers of African
Descent (CCAD) have researched and produced published scholarly articles, and
curriculum guides to inform generations of educators about the music, lives, and other
output of CCAD. Their research reveals that CCAD have a significant place in history
and have made major contributions as composers of classical music for more than 300
years (Appendix B). To date, information about CCAD is often excluded from the
mainstream academic canon (MAC), pedagogy, and related publications (Abdul, 1977;
Banfield, 2004; Bean, 1990; Brook, 1961; Carey, 2003; Carretta, 1998; Curtis, 1988; de
Lerma, 1980, 1984, 1990; Early African Musicians in Europe, 1973; Everett, 1978;
Flandreau 1998, Floyd, 1989, 1995, 1999; Greene, 2003, 2007; Guédé, 20033; Locke,
1972; Maxile, 2008; McGinty, 1993; Moss, 2000; Nichols, 1782; Perlman, 1989;
Rothstein, 1994; Sadoh, 2010a, 2010b; Selected Resources, 1971; Smith, 1935; Smith,
2011; Southern, 1975, 1982, 1997; Trotter, 1878; Wilkinson, 1993; Wise, 2013; Wyatt,
1980, 1996; Zick, 2013).
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I opted to leave this information in, in order to bring attention to Guédé (2003) as communicated by Dr.
de Lerma. Dr. de Lerma writes, “Within your bibliography, you cite the book on Saint-Georges by Alain
Guédé. This person, audaciously self-appointed authority on Saint-Georges, is a musically illiterate
journalist and musicological fraud, whose book (which has been published more recently in English!) is
filled with errors and shameless invention, starting with the year in which the composer was born. Far more
reliable -- even masterful -- is that by the aforementioned Gabriel Banat.” (personal communication,
October 2, 2013)
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Compositions by CCAD, while available in standard-printed musical scores, are
often absent in music education and music history textbooks. This omission often results
in significant underutilization of repertoire and information as educational resources in
classical music history, music education (the teaching and training of in-service and preservice teachers), and performance practice considerations (research and performances by
musicologists, music educators, students, and society).
The exclusion of music by CCAD in the MAC still occurs for many reasons that
are underpinned by at least the following:
1. Perceptions that CCAD are not a necessary part of mainstream philosophical
perspectives;
2. Lack of clarity regarding the relevance of the inclusion of works by CCAD;
3. Questions regarding the value, importance, and relevance of CCAD to society;
4. Perspectives that the works by CCAD are a specialty area not significant when
compared to Eurocentric composers;
5. Aesthetic misconceptions regarding CCAD when compared to music from the
same periods and genres i.e. Le Chevalier de Saint- Georges (1745-1799) and
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791); George Augustus Polgreen Bridgetower
(1779-1860) and Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827); Samuel Coleridge-Taylor
(1875-1912) and Ralph Vaughn Williams (1872-1958);
6. Historical oversights on the part of musicologists, educators, and publishers;
7. Stereotypes about the music of CCAD and who would be interested in studying
and performing the literature;
8. Misinformation about the sociocultural implications regarding the techniques and
performance practices related to CCAD;
9. Perception that the works are not easily assessable and accessible (e.g.,
pedagogically, manuscripts, publications, techniques, websites, techniques, and
performance practices).
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While some Black focused specialty organizations and publications focus on
CCAD (Bean, 1990; de Lerma, 1981, 1990; Moss, 2000; Southern & McGinty, 2003;
Taylor, 1984), this may not be the optimal way of incorporating the works in the
mainstream academic canon. Some suggest that a focus on CCAD, resulting from the
African Diaspora, is too limited and does not take into account the many ways in which
diasporic activities had impact on groups of people throughout history. I acknowledge
that while this is not the focus of this dissertation, no less important are the countless
Diasporas that have occurred for many cultures worldwide.
Such displacements have affected humankind since the dawn of time, and
educators must do more to bring these rich musical developments into academic
discourse (Parker & Lynn, 2002; Scheding & Levi, 2010; Wilkinson, 1993). In addition,
women, lesbian, gay, queer, and transgendered composers are underrepresented in the
MAC. To change this, international efforts to expand research beyond issues of race and
ethnicity to include women’s issues, lesbian and gay studies, queer theory, and sexuality
are more frequently implemented in the MAC (Allsup & Shieh, 2012; Barg, 2013;
Bergonzi, 2009; Brett, Wood, & Thomas, 2006; Cheng, Cusick, Hubbs, Mahon, Morris,
Pennington, Peraino, Revuluri, & Whitesell, 2013; Green, 2008; Wright, 2010).
Diversity and cultural competence extends beyond music—for example, Laurence
(2011) provides evidence that understanding and inclusion across gender, race, and
cultural lines promotes organizational and military effectiveness. Overall, contributions
other than European men often remain underutilized relative to their historical
significance. I hoped that the findings of this research and the subsequent interpretations
add to the broad ranging call for more diversity in the MAC.
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When developing the rationale for this research, I attempted to identify where
CCAD were included in respected academic college level textbooks and other scholarly
publications. The findings suggested that more inclusion of the contributions of CCAD is
warranted (Borroff, 1971; Burkholder, Grout, & Palisca, 2006; Burkholder & Palisca,
1996; Grout, 1968, 1973; Headington, 1976; Hughes, 1974; Palisca, 1996; Reimer, 1970;
Rosenstiel, 1982; Scherer, 2007). Only Burkholder & Palisca (1996) briefly mentioned
William Grant Still’s Symphony No. 1 in A-flat, “Afro-American” (1930). At the
suggestion of a professor, and to no avail, I reviewed more recent textbooks. Grout
(2001) offers one sentence on African French composer Le Chevalier de Saint-Georges’s
contributions to the symphonies concertantes. Craig Wright’s Music in Western
Civilization, Mark Evan Bonds’ A History of Music in Western Culture (4th Edition), and
Richard Taruskin’s The Oxford History of Western Music: 5 Volume Set did not include
any significant information on CCAD. The publications listed above are considered
industry standard collegiate music history textbooks.
Unfortunately, none of the historical resources share information about the impact
of the African diaspora on Western European music. When we study the contributions of
Blacks to American music, there is limited exposure to CCAD. William Grant Still was
included with four sentences related to the form and harmonic aspects of his AfroAmerican Symphony. There is additional information regarding other forms of musical
influences created by Black composers. For instance, Burkholder, et al. (2006) included a
section titled Music of African Americans providing significant information on spirituals
and how similar characteristics are found in ragtime, blues, jazz, rhythm and blues, and
other twentieth-century styles based on African American traditions. However, none of
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the contributors were Black classical composers. To this point, George Walker (1991)
expressed dismay that so little attention was given to contributions of CCAD. Walker
represents a prolific living CCAD who candidly speaks of the challenges he faces as a
composer. He continues to try to get his music into mainstream performance and
educational contexts.
Other scholars acknowledge that gaps in the literature exist, and that access can
still be an issue with unpublished resources (Sands, 1988). Authors’ educational
backgrounds, prior in-depth knowledge, and exposure (educational pedigree, and lived
experiences) influence what they write about (Grout, 1968; Howard, 2006; Levi &
Scheding, 2010). Grout (1968) explains in his lecture Music History and Musical Reality,
that our area of expertise and our comfort levels influence what we write about and,
ultimately, what we decided to focus on in our areas of expertise.
From this point on I shall use the term “history of music” in the same restricted
and specialized sense that it had up to a generation ago, namely as meaning the
history of European-American art music, excluding folk, popular, and commercial
music and excluding the other great world musical systems. (Don’t
misunderstand: I know they exist.) [sic] This limitation is deliberate, (and I make
it for practical reasons) because now I want to speak in some detail about the only
field of music history in which I can claim any specialized knowledge or
competence. (Grout, 1968, p. 142)
Some scholars state that there is evidence of more inclusion in some recent mainstream
academic publications (Swift, 2011; S. Zohn, personal communication, July 21, 2013).
However, most of the newer publications include mostly popular music by composers of
African descent. Genres of music listed in order of frequency of inclusion in some of the
reviewed publications are: hip-hop, jazz, blues, rhythm and blues, and even fewer CCAD
(Bonds, 2013; Burkholder, Grout, & Palisca, 2010; Roden, Wright, & Simms, 2010;
Taruskin & Gibbs, 2013; Wright & Simms, 2010). Examples of evidence of expanding
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inclusion in some mainstream academic publications are found in Rosenstiel (1982) with
the inclusion of CCAD like Samuel Coleridge-Taylor, Le Chevalier de Saint-Georges,
and William Grant Still. Also included are Edward K. “Duke” Ellington and Scott Joplin,
and other classical composers of African descent, as defined in this dissertation.
As with many gains resulting from the Civil Rights Movement’s impact on
education in general (Banks, 2013), music education (Robinson, 2006) and music history
(de Lerma, 1981), more can be done to engage CCAD in the MAC. The four participants
revealed examples of ways to include more of the literature created by and about CCAD
in academia.
The Civil Rights Movement and Inclusion in America
Over the past 50 years, viewpoints on diversity in general education have
improved (Banks & Banks, 1995, 2013; Gay, 2010; Ladson-Billings, 1994, 2001). James
A. Banks, considered by many the father of multicultural education (Holland & Soifer,
2009), states that multicultural education grew out of the “ferments of the Civil Rights
Movement of the 1960s” (Banks, 2013, p. 4). These improvements regarding the need to
be inclusive in education has expanded to music (Anderson & Campbell, 2010; Nettl,
2005; Volk, 1993). Multiculturalism and inclusiveness in music education and music
history are strongly encouraged in various practices, laws, and mandates. Some of the
organizations leading the developments in multicultural music education were the
National Association for Music Education (NAfME), formerly known as the Music
Educators National Conference (MENC); the Society for Ethnomusicology (SEM); and
the Smithsonian Institution (Anderson & Campbell, 2010). NAfME, and governmental
initiatives were the catalyst for events like the Tanglewood Symposium, which took place
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from July 23 to August 2, 1967 in Tanglewood, Massachusetts. The American
Musicological Society also took actions supporting multicultural music education (S.
Zohn, personal communication, July 21, 2013).
The Tanglewood Symposium was sponsored by MENC (NAfME), Boston
University, and the Theodore Presser Foundation from July 23 to August 2, 1967. Many
considered it a response to the Yale Seminar: Music In Our Schools A Search for
Improvement’s negative portrayal of American music education (Choate, 1968; Hinckley,
2000a; Mark, 2008; Volk, 1993). The contributors to the Tanglewood Symposium were
philosophers, educators, scientists, labor leaders, philanthropists, social scientists,
theologians, industrialists, representatives of government and foundations, music
educators, and other musicians. Hinckley (2000a) identified the Tanglewood Symposium
as the “seminal event, which was held to determine the role of music education in
society, focused on better music for young people and the inclusion of music of varied
cultures and genres in the school curriculum” (p. 21). At the end of the symposium Allen
Britton, Arnold Broido, and Charles Gary authored the guiding principles for the music
education profession in a time of change. Mark (2008) states, “We believe that education
must have as major goals the art of living, the building of personal identity, and nurturing
creativity” (p. 111). All three attributes expressed by Mark are aligned with several of the
outcomes of the Tanglewood Symposium, which depict perspectives that are set for the
successful inclusion of CCAD.
Several of the outcomes of the Tanglewood Symposium supported holistic
approaches to understanding the needs of people through music education. MENC’s
response to the findings of the Tanglewood Symposium was the Goals and Objectives
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Project. Its purpose was to identify the responsibilities of MENC as they pertained to
future needs in music education. The project, directed by Paul Lehman, began in 1969
with a steering committee and eighteen subcommittees, each of which related in some
way to the Tanglewood Declaration. Thirty-five objectives were identified (Choate,
1968). Of those thirty-five, I offer sixteen in the list that follows, preserving their relative
order within which delegates originally presented the full list, that, to me, shows how
objectives align with the rationale for the inclusion of the music and lives of CCAD in
MAC. The italicized portions are specifically germane to arguments regarding the
inclusion of CCAD in the music history and music education canons. Some citations are
included to provide some insights regarding scholars who are contributors to the selected
objectives.
2. Lead in the development of programs of study that correlate performing,
creating, and listening to music and encompass a diversity of
musical behaviors
4. Advance the teaching of music of all periods, styles, forms and cultures
(Leach, 1993; Humphreys, 1998; Reimer, 1970)
5. Promote the development of instructional programs in aesthetic education
8. Lead in efforts to ensure that every secondary school offers an array of
music courses to meet all youth’s needs
10. Advocate the expansion of music education for adults both in and out of
school (Jorgensen, 1995)
11. Develop standards to ensure that all music instruction is provided by teachers
well prepared in music (Henderson, 1993; Howard, 2006)
12. Encourage the improvement and continuous updating of pre-service and
in-service education program for all persons who teach music programs and in
the certification of music teachers (Burton & Reynolds, 2009; Henderson, 1993;
Sands, 1996; Volk, 1993)
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14. Assist graduate schools in developing curricula especially designed for the
preparation of teachers (Banks, 2013; Gay, 2010)
19. Cooperate in the development of exemplary models of desirable programs and
practices in the teaching of music (Dilworth, 2006, 2010, 2012)
20. Encourage maximum use of community music resources to enhance
educational programs (Jorgensen, 1995)
23. Conduct public relations programs to build community support for music
education
24. Promote the conduct of research and research-related activities in music
education
25. Disseminate news of research in order that research findings may be
applied promptly and effectively
27. Gather and disseminate information about music and education
30. Pursue effective working relationships with organizations and groups
having mutual interests CBMR, GMWA, NANM, NASPAAM
(Southern & McGinty, 2003; Taylor, 1984).
34. Periodically evaluate the effectiveness of its policies and programs
As reflected in the previous list, the work of then MENC now NAfME, through projects
like Tanglewood, and the contributions of other organizations aligned with their mission,
including government initiatives, proved to be very important for sustained national and
international support. One such entity was Goals 2000: Educate America Act (PL 103227).
Goals 2000 was significant because it led to the creation of the National
Standards for Arts Education. President William Jefferson Clinton signed it into law in
1999. The musical portion of Goals 2000 consisted of nine standards in music education.
The ninth standard, which identified the need to understand how music related to history
and culture, supports the rationale for the inclusion of CCAD in the MAC. Mark (2008)
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states, “Of all the education projects the federal government initiated or participated in,
the most significant for arts education was the national standards for arts education [sic]”
(p. 146). The music standards were another very important step in bringing diverse music
to the classroom.
During that same period, Vision 2020: The Housewright Symposium On The
Future of Music Education produced a report known as the Housewright Declaration
(Hinckley, 2000a, 2000b). It served dual purposes by affirming the findings of the
Tanglewood Symposium and identifying the needs for music education over the next 20
years. Indeed, the foundation for the inclusion of CCAD and their music in MAC in
music education has been laid. There is little or no evidence of these significant
achievements having an impact on how music history is reflected in music history
textbooks and other pedagogical publications (Humphreys, 1998). CCAD are still
missing from the MAC.
Studying the contributions of CCAD provides opportunities for educators to
bridge cultures through music by intentionally coupling CCAD with Western European
and American non-Black classical composers. Such bridging can be achieved when
music and artistic directors’ choices about programming pair composers like Joseph
Boulogne, Chevalier de Saint-Georges and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (classical);
George Walker and Paul Hindemith (neo-classical); John W. Work and George
Gershwin, or Amy Beach and Undine Moore (modern era) in the same concert program
or concert series. These activities represent culturally relevant intentions that expand
repertoire options and can help educators, students, and audiences better understand how
musics by diverse composers are meaningful educational content.
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Courses in music history can be utilized to increase the inclusion of the music and
lives of CCAD in mainstream publications. If students encounter that content during their
own studies, perhaps it improves the likelihood that they will incorporate CCAD in the
design and planning of courses and approaches to their own research, performance, and
teaching. There is much potential for significantly impacting how music is taught, thus
impacting pre-service educators, practicing educators, graduate students, scholars,
policymakers, and performers (Choate 1968; Howard, 2006). When teachers are exposed
to information about CCAD in their training, the chance of inclusion of the literature in
their future teaching increases (Banfield, 2004; Bean, 1990; de Lerma, 1970; Flandreau,
1998; Howard, 2006; Perlman, 1989; Taylor, 1984; Waytt, 1996).
The intrinsic and extrinsic value of works by CCAD can be more evident in
MAC. Through this dissertation I share the insights of four musicians who have had
success engaging CCAD throughout their lives in order to communicate to in-service and
pre-service teachers, performers, and community ways that academic resources,
repertoire choices, and overall historical accuracy can be deepened by incorporating
CCAD in the MAC and performance programming. We see evidence of philosophical
perspectives being expanded, from aesthetic insights as espoused by Bennett Reimer
(1970) to include more insights on the praxial approaches to music education as
advocated by scholars Wayne Bowman (Bowman, 2005), David Elliott (Elliott, 1995),
and Estelle Jorgensen (Jorgensen, 1995). Still, when the MAC publications are evaluated
for the inclusion of CCAD, the information is often still missing. With the increasingly
global focus in music history and education, mainstream academic music publications
that focus on Eurocentric traditions can benefit by including CCAD and other cultures
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too (Anderson & Campbell, 1996, 2010; Crawford, 2001; Volk, 1993, 2003; Wilkinson,
1993). Most music history textbooks in this country give almost equal space to European
and American music during the 20th century (S. Zohn, personal communication, July 21,
2013). While the publications may give more space, the inclusion of Black composers
who focus on popular music may be better, but CCAD are not included in an equal way
(de Lerma, 1981, 1990; Southern & McGinty, 2003; Taylor, 1984).
Sociological Rationales for the Inclusion of CCAD in the MAC
Music is a sociocultural experience that has the potential to bring to the forefront
an increased understanding of the people, the places, and the artifacts—the values,
customs and norms of societies. Through musicking, one participates in music from many
perspectives. Small (1998) defines musicking as “taking part in any capacity in a musical
performance, whether by performing, by listening, by rehearsing or practicing, by
providing material for performance (what is called composing), or by dancing” (p. 9).
Music fosters a deeper understanding of human relations “in” and “out” of one’s culture.
The work of sociologists, anthropologists, and ethnomusicologists provide an everbroadening framework to study and gain more understanding of the social dimensions of
cultures (Anderson & Campbell, 1996, 2010; Choate, 1968; Froehlich, 2006; Lowe,
2010; Nettl, 2005; Nooshin, 2011; Wright, 2010). Sociocultural awareness influences
how we assess, plan, and engage musics that are holistically based on an understanding of
the home, family, and community while considering the impact sociocultural dynamics
have on the students and educational stakeholders.
Sociocultural awareness is needed in order for the contributions of CCAD to be
more completely included in the MAC. Learning from the feedback of four participants
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Dr. Ysaye Maria Barnwell (a composer and performer); Dr. Dominique-René de Lerma
(a musicologist and adviser); Dr. Anthony Thomas Leach (an educator, conductor,
organist, and arranger); and Mr. Hannibal Lokumbe (a composer, trumpeter, and
visionary), may bring many insights regarding the role of sociology as it relates to music
and inclusion (ethnomusicology and multicultural education) played in their agency to
include CCAD throughout their careers.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Research Design
A qualitative collective case study design supported my investigation into four
scholars’ engagement of works by Classical Composers of African Descent (CCAD).
Based on their success working with or as CCAD, I purposefully selected (Patton, 2002)
four participants and created in-depth, phenomenological interviewing protocols to
investigate the three initial research questions for this study: 1) How do participants
describe their frameworks for making the commitment to include Classical Composers of
African Descent throughout their careers? 2) What have been the challenges and benefits
associated with their commitment? 3) What might contemporary scholars view as
strategies for integrating Classical Composers of African Descent into the mainstream
academic canon? I was particularly interested in how the participants individually and
collectively experienced similar structural and social conditions. The stories of relatively
few participants can have tremendous impact (Seidman, 2012, p. 59). Creswell (2007)
encourages researchers to use no more than 4 or 5 participants in a case study. That
number should provide enough opportunities to identify emerging themes and conduct
cross case analysis (p. 128). I used a two-step procedure: data collection (foreshadowing
and semi-structured interviews), and data analysis through reduction (Bowen, 2005).
Data Collection
Foreshadowing
The concept of foreshadowing (Simmons, 2009) allows the researcher to establish
intentions at the beginning of the research process, but with the expectation that the
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foreshadowed issues may change or be redefined during data collection and as the
knowledge from the field deepens. Through foreshadowing, I was able to consider
methodological, historical, sociocultural, and philosophical issues that may have been
relevant to the participants’ agency to engage CCAD throughout their careers.
The data collection process began after IRB permission was granted and consisted
of invitations to the participants, scheduling and completing two interview, transcriptions,
and member checks. The interviews occurred from October 5 through November 1, 2014
and, entailed semi-structured interview questions (Seidman, 2013; Yin, 2009). Loosely
designed interview questions served as prompts for the participants to answer questions
that provided rich content via stories, anecdotes, pedagogical process and procedures,
experiences, and suggestions (see Appendix C). In addition, the data collection process
involved electronic Internet searches of diverse academic databases to aid in a deeper
understanding of issues related to the participants’ agency to include CCAD throughout
their careers. The collected data is stored on a personal computer with access password
protection.
The research process adhered to the mandates set forth by the Temple University
Institutional Review Board (IRB). Upon approval of Temple University’s IRB, I initiated
a participant recruitment process via phone and email. I used a set pre- approved script
(see Appendix D). To ensure that the participants felt at ease with the actual research
process each participant was 1) informed about the title, purpose and research design; 2)
given the opportunity to review the interview questions, which were open-ended, guided,
and closed questions (Allsup & Baxter, 2004); 3) encouraged to ask questions about any
procedures; 4) informed of steps taken to assure they did not experience a sense of
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intrusiveness during the study; 5) informed of the opportunity to review their transcripts
and express any concerns regarding accuracy of the transcribed information; 6) informed
that they could review the recorded interview and edit the transcript to address any
remaining concerns; 7) informed of their right to withdraw from the study at any time
without consequence by submitting a written statement of withdrawal from the study.
The first four people I invited agreed and remained participants throughout the
research process. That may have been, in part, due to their early opportunity to review the
types of questions they would encounter and ample time to make an informed decision
about whether the study was right for them.
Once a participant accepted the verbal invitation, I thanked him or her via email
and attached a scanned copy of the consent form (PDF), signed by me (see Appendix E).
One participant signed and mailed his form to me via the United States Postal Service.
The remaining three printed, signed, scanned, and returned their consent forms to me via
email attachment. Each of the four indicated the preference that I refer to him or her in
the dissertation using real names.
Upon receipt of the participants’ signed forms, I scheduled 2 two-hour interviews
with each participant in a location and at a time of his or her choosing. In order to keep
continuity, we completed the two interviews in a one-week timeframe. The participant
interviews occurred at the participants’ convenience in locations that were best for each
of them. I interviewed Mr. Hannibal Lokumbe in my office at the Arch Street
Presbyterian Church in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on Monday, October 7 and Friday,
October 11, 2013. Due to personal circumstances, Dr. Dominique-René de Lerma
requested that he complete his interview via a comprehensive emailed document. I
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checked with my dissertation advisor. We both concluded that the email approach would
be acceptable (Palys & Atchison, 2012). In order to assure maximum results, I requested
a phone follow-up interview with Dr. de Lerma. He graciously agreed. Dr. Ysaye M.
Barnwell participated in two Skype™ sessions (Bertrand & Bourdeau, 2010; Cater, n.d.;
Palys & Atchison, 2012) on Wednesday, October 23, and Thursday, October 24, 2013,
due to her heavy travel and performance schedule, I interview Dr. Anthony T. Leach at
Penn State University in State College, Pennsylvania on Thursday, October 31, and
Friday, November 1, 2013.
While technological issues with Skype™ did not keep the interviews from
occurring, delays and freezing picture frames were at times distracting. The quality of
transmission is not dependent upon a server but on the number of people using Skype™
(Cater, n.d.). We decided to do a portion of the interview via phone. It was a good
decision. The removal of the distracting visual effects ultimately produced a better
interview. Even though I could not see her facial expressions when we switched to the
phone, knowing her and having just been on Skype™ with her, I continued to imagine
Dr. Barnwell’s facial expressions with her continued expressive vocal inflections.
Throughout, I found Dr. Barnwell to be very forthcoming.
Periodically, participants mentioned things about people, places, or things that
might be considered damaging to those people or organizations’ reputations. In
consultation with participants during the member checks and dissertation writing process,
I used discretion regarding ways to handle information that might inadvertently injure the
non-participant’s personal or professional well-being (Kelman, 1977).
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There was no financial cost to the participants. I interviewed participants at a time
and location of their choice. All travel costs were at my expense. Each participant was
mailed a $75.00 Wells Fargo gift card and a thank you card once the official document
was sent to the dissertation committee. The amount of the gift card took into
consideration all concerns related to outside influences and their impact on research. It
was concluded that the gift amount was appropriate for the time and effort of the
participants.
Interview Questions
Pre-set questions were used to guide and prompt the participants for our semistructured interviews. The prompts also served as a launching point for what turned out to
be very rich, inspiring, and sometimes challenging feedback. I constructed the interview
questions (prompts), to help ensure conversations would contribute to an understanding
of each the three overarching research questions: 1) How do participants describe their
frameworks for making the commitment to include Classical Composers of African
Descent throughout their careers? 2) What have been the challenges and benefits
associated with their commitment? 3) What might contemporary scholars view as
strategies for integrating Classical Composers of African Descent into the mainstream
academic canon?
Research question number one included prompts divided into three categories: (1.
background, 2. perspectives regarding music education and diversity, and 3. academic
and personal exposure to CCAD) with questions designed to ascertain information about
the participants’ personal and professional background. See Figure 1. In addition,
inquires about the participants’ views of themselves professionally, their early exposure
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to music and CCAD, as well as their associations with mainstream and Black
professional music organizations. Research question number two included eight prompts
designed to facilitate ascertaining information regarding the pros and cons of the
inclusion of CCAD in the mainstream academic canon (MAC).
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Figure 1. Research Interview Questions Framework
Research question number three included four prompts designed to start the
conversation regarding the participants’ thoughts about the future and contemporary
perspectives for the inclusion of CCAD in the MAC. A final prompt asked the participant
if they had a question or discussion point that they wanted considered in the research
process.
Participants
Throughout the dissertation, I refer to the four scholars as participants to best
describe the informants’ roles during the in-depth interview and member checking
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process (Seidman, 2013). The four adult participants were selected through a purposeful
sampling process (Creswell, 2007; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Patton, 2002). Participants
were selected because of my prior knowledge of each of their personal and professional
commitment to furthering progress related to music by CCAD. Dr. Ysaye Maria Barnwell
(a composer and performer); Dr. Dominique-René de Lerma (a musicologist and
adviser); Dr. Anthony Thomas Leach (an educator, conductor, organist, and arranger);
and Mr. Hannibal Lokumbe (nee Marvin Charles Peterson, a composer, trumpeter, and
visionary), have contributed to the inclusion of Classical Composers of African Descent
throughout their professional careers and personal lives. Each has succeeded in bringing
their works related to CCAD to the mainstream academic canon. Their actions have
served as a means of empowering present and pre-service educators, students, musicians,
and the community at large with information and access to works by CCAD and has
helped place these materials in academic setting throughout American and around the
world.
My Association With The Participants
I met Dr. Ysaye Barnwell in Washington, DC (2001) when a friend took me to
see her lead a community-sing at the Levine School of Music. In 2005, Dr. Barnwell
invited me to serve as the chorus master to perform with Sweet Honey in the Rock at the
New Jersey Performing Arts Center (NJPAC). For this performance I used the
Westminster Choir College Jubilee Singers. I did not get to know Dr. Barnwell very well,
but I knew middle school, high school, collegiate, community, and church choir directors
had secured her as a guest conductor and had performed her compositions.
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I met Dr. Dominique-René de Lerma while a graduate student in choral
conducting at Morgan State University in Baltimore, Maryland 1982-83. I never took an
official course with Dr. de Lerma, but know from our conversations that I had never met
a musicologist like him. I never asked him about his race while a student at Morgan. In
retrospect, I wondered. He was my first introduction to a musicologist that might be of
African descent. I later learned that his family crest displays Catholic Spain and Islamic
Africa. What stood out most was his broad range of knowledge. He was able to freely
share information on mainstream classical Eurocentric composers through very insightful
and challenging discussions and was able to provide the same intense scholarship
regarding composers of African descent, classical and non-classical. He functioned in
both Afrocentric and Eurocentric realms of music scholarship with a great deal of ease.
Those early impressions of Dr. de Lerma remain with me today and were revisited when I
interviewed him as a participant in the dissertation research.
Dr. Anthony Leach and I met at the American Choral Directors Association
National Convention in Chicago, Illinois in 1999. He is the first college music professor I
spoke with about entering a doctoral program. He is my confidant and remains my
mentor and friend, and some of my contributions to music are inspired by his outstanding
work. His ensemble Essence of Joy and choral ensembles like it provided the model for
the creation of the Westminster Choir College Jubilee Singers. Dr. Leach’s commitment
to excellence in music and education from an Afrocentric and Eurocentric perspective has
been a significant catalyst for this research topic.
I first learned of Hannibal Lokumbe through his recording African Portraits
performed by the Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Daniel Barenboim and the Morgan State
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Choir led by the late Dr. Nathan Carter. Years later I had the privilege of collaborating
with Hannibal as chorus master for the New Jersey Symphony Orchestra (NJSO) when
he premiered his work God, Mississippi and a Man Called Evers (2002). For that
performance I engaged the Westminster Jubilee Singers and the New Jersey Symphony
Orchestra Community Chorus. That experience would lead to two more world premiers:
A Shepherd Among Us, (2008), and Can You Hear God Crying (2012) Both works were
set for chorus, soloists, jazz ensemble, with Hannibal on trumpet. For each performance, I
assembled a large ensemble of singers drawn mostly from inner city churches,
community, high school and college choirs. The goal, as with the NJSO Community
Chorus was to foster exceptional choral experiences from within the inner city
communities. The invitation to sing with the symphony is not normally extended to the
talented singers from the Black inner city communities.
Analysis Procedures and Coding Process
The data analysis process started with the Constant Comparative Method (CCM)
as the planned analysis design. CCM is the “process of taking information from data
collection and comparing it to emerging categories” (Creswell, 2007, p. 64). My initial
use of CCM during the analysis process entailed reading and re-reading the complete
manuscript containing field notes and interviews.
Subsequently I discovered that the Typological Analysis Design (Hatch, 2002)
seemed to provide a detailed framework for me to successfully analyze the data from the
interviews. Typological Analysis Design is an outgrowth of analytical approaches that
require cross-case analysis, a strategic form of case study method that allows
comparisons of codes, themes, and categories among participants (Hatch, 2002; Stake,
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2000). I decided to base my data analysis on Typological Analysis (Hatch, 2002), which
includes the following steps: 1. Identify typologies [emerging themes] to be analyzed; 2.
Read the data, marking entries related to your typologies; 3. Read entries by typology,
recording the main ideas in entries on a summary sheet; 4. Look for patterns,
relationships, themes within typologies; 5. Read data, code entries according to patterns
identified and keeping a record of what entries go with elements of your patterns; 6.
Decide if your patterns are supported by the data, and search the data for nonexamples of
your patterns; 7. Look for relationships among the patterns identified; 8. Write your
patterns as one-sentence generalities; 9. Select data excerpts that support your
generalizations (Hatch, 2002).
The steps I initially employed evolved further. I discovered yet another approach
to data analyses (Bowen, 2005) whereupon the researcher reduces and analyzes
developing thematic codes and concepts in a three-level process; 1) Themes gradually
emerged as a result of the combined process of becoming intimate with the data; 2)
making logical associations with the interview questions; 3) considering what was
learned during the initial review of the literature. “At successive stages, themes moved
from a low level of abstraction to become major, overarching themes rooted in the
concrete evidence provided by the data” (p. 218). I did not use a qualitative data
computer analysis program. Instead, I opted to do the data analysis manually (Hatch,
2002; Merriam, 1998; Seidman, 2013; Strauss & Corbin, 1998).
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CHAPTER 4
PROFILES
The use of profiles provides an opportunity for the reader to learn more of the
participants’ stories (Seidman, 2013). With their stories, we understand how the
participants were able to engage Classical Composers of African Descent throughout
their careers. Each story depicts personal accounts of their lived experiences. These
stories reveal information about the participants that reflect how they integrated the
questions being examined in their lives, understand their social relationships, and reflect
the participants’ cultural lens and understanding of the context they speak from
(McAdams, 2008). Prompts guided the participants during the interviewing process.
While the profiles do not contain equal amounts of material, all provide access to some of
the participants’ experiences in the context of the semi-structured interview process
(McAdams, 2008; Seidman, 2013).
In chapters four through seven, I introduce the reader to the four participants’
unique stories. (I chose to present participants in alphabetical order.) Inherent in each are
some revealing similarities and some stark differences regarding how they view the
landscape of their musical life experiences, such as the role of family, society
(community, church, school), race, talent, preparation, and mindset on their agency to
keep CCAD in the forefront of their professional lives throughout their careers.
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CHAPTER 5
DR. YSAYE MARIA BARNWELL
Throughout my musical career, I’ve had the opportunity to work as a composer,
educator, performer, researcher, author, and actress. A milestone came in my life when,
after more than 30 years, I retired as a singer and sign interpreter from Sweet Honey in
the Rock. As an educator, I teach in formal and informal settings. My pride and joy is
Building a Vocal Community®: Singing in the African American Tradition. I created this
musical forum to bring people together from all walks of life to sing songs of the African
American experience. The workshops engage people who consider themselves singers as
well as those who define themselves as non-singers. As a researcher, I prefer historical
research and the rich opportunities it affords me to look back and to give forward. I want
to better understand the traditional musics of American people. I seek learning and
discovery in order to find material that I can share in my teaching and discussions with
others. While my primary focus continues to be on messages through the singing voice, I
have several compositions for various instrumental combinations including full
symphonic configurations. The sheer power of being able to use music and the arts as a
vehicle to communicate with all types of people from all types of situations is a full circle
phenomenon.
It is clear to me that I was destined to be involved in music. First, my father,
Irving Frederick Barnwell, was a violinist and an inventor. Second, he named me Ysaye
for his favorite Belgian violinist and composer, Eugene Ysaye. While I have a vague
memory of music in nursery school and no memory of music in elementary school, I have
vivid memories of the musical activities within my family. From birth, I heard the violin
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and piano because my father practiced and taught violin in our home. He started teaching
me the violin when I was two and a half years old, and I studied with him through high
school. I am aware that many educators say that the voice is a child’s first instrument.
Violin was the first musical instrument that influenced my life. Singing was important
too, but it was not the primary focus during my early childhood. I was aware of going to
church, hearing the sounds of the congregation singing, and hearing the choral music. I
was around the age of five. It was very meaningful to me because my mother, Marcella
Robinson Barnwell, while not a professional musician, enjoyed singing in the church
choir.
Junior high school was a different situation. It was during that period that I joined
a community choir conducted by F. Carroll Buchanan. The choir sang Negro spirituals.
This was one of the most significant vocal experiences in my entire life. We sang with
traditional, printed scores. Mr. Buchanan taught us to read music. Although we had music
in our hands, there were times when we were taught by rote too. It was during this period
that I began to assimilate all of the vocal parts to the spirituals. I was able to sing the
soprano, alto, tenor, and bass parts. I had internalized and memorized the spirituals, and I
could sing them convincingly. This skill would figure prominently in my early arranging.
Music played an important role in my high school days too.
While in senior high school, I had a very interesting experience in the New York
All-City High School Orchestra. The orchestra was being conducted by Leopold
Stokowski.4 Maestro Stokowski recognized my name and asked, “Who is Ysaye?” I was
surprised, because at the time I didn’t even know he was asking about my name. He went
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on to talk about Eugene Ysaye. I was amazed. I played in orchestra and majored in music
throughout high school, but I made an abrupt change when I entered college. Although
music played a prominent role in my life, I ended up earning three degrees in speech
pathology and doing a post-doctoral degree in Public Health.5
I did not major in music because when I was twelve my mother took me to
Broadway to see The Miracle Worker, the play about Helen Keller and her teacher, Annie
Sullivan. I was so moved, and I wanted to be Annie Sullivan. That same year, a Haitian
family with a daughter who was deaf moved four doors down the street from us. I must
admit: all of this deaf stuff just blew my mind. I grew up in a house with so much sound
that I couldn’t fathom a world where someone didn’t have sound. We became playmates
and created a way to communicate with each other. Somehow, when it was time for me to
go to college, those interactions were still on my mind. I needed to understand that world
and figure out how to communicate with people who didn’t have sound.
Exposure to African American Musicians
There are a lot of other African American Musicians whose names I know, but the
question is, “Do I know their music intimately?” I may not. More than musically, I can
say that I was impacted by the fact that they existed and that my father would talk about
them all the time. He would teach his students that there were Black composers. He
would say, “This is a name that you should know.” Dr. Buchanan would say, “Pay
attention to who arranged the spirituals.” That impacted me more than the music, per se;
the fact that these great musicians existed and that my father and Dr. Buchanan knew
who they were and would teach their students and me about them.
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Dr. Barnwell has earned a Bachelor and Master of Science degrees in Speech Pathology (SUNY,
Geneseo, 1967, 1968), Doctor of Philosophy in Speech Pathology (University of Pittsburgh, 1975), and the
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My father and Hall Johnson performed together in Gene Dixon’s Symphony
Orchestra [Charles Dean Dixon (1915–1976) was an African American conductor of
American classical music.]. I have at least one postcard from Hall Johnson to my father
saying, “Barney, the next rehearsal is going to be on such and such a date.” A lot of
people don’t know that Johnson played violin and viola. That was how I was first
introduced to him. He was another violinist. My father would say, “Ysaye, you know that
arrangement that you’re doing in your junior high school choir, Hall Johnson arranged
it.” It’s the same person Harry T. Burleigh and Hall Johnson. Oh my God! Another is
Will Marion Cook. Okay! These are all names I heard growing up because they were
contemporaries of my father. [William Mercer Cook (January 1869–1944), better known
as Will Marion Cook, was an African-American composer and violinist and a student of
Antonín Dvořák.] Some other names include William Grant Still, Coleridge Taylor
Perkinson [Coleridge-Taylor Perkinson, 1932–2004, a Chicagoan was an innovative
composer whose interests spanned the worlds of jazz, dance, pop, film, television, and
classical music.]. There was Ollie Wilson, another cotemporary of my father. These are
people whose names I’ve heard. Again, unless they made arrangements of spirituals, I
probably don’t know their music. It’s not that I haven’t heard it; I just haven’t lived their
music. It is amazing. Now there are other composers whom I’ve met on occasion with
brief conversations, and I’ve heard their music, in most instances, at live performances.
I’m thinking about Regina Baiocchi. She’s a composer and author. Her music has been
performed by Symphonies in Detroit, Chicago, Seattle, as well as the US Army Band.
She’s from the Midwest. Of course, there’s Hannibal Lokumbe. I’ve met Adolphus
Hailstork too. There’s Jeffrey Mumford, a former neighbor, who still keeps in touch.
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Jeffrey is younger than I, and we used to live on the same street just doors away from
each other. I can’t forget George Walker. I knew his wife, Helen Walker-Hill, pretty well.
She actually did a whole compendium on women composers; she included me in that
compendium (Walker-Hill, 2002, p. 366). She died recently.
With all of the great names I mentioned, if I were to create a list by genres, I think
of William Grant Still, the dean of Black classical music. I would have to put him at the
top of that list. I would say Nathaniel Dett because of what he did with the spirituals. I
would say Thomas A. Dorsey because of what he did for gospel music, and I would say
Duke Ellington, because of what he did for jazz! I would also add Daniel Roumain. He’s
a violinist who combines various styles in his music including hip-hop. You wouldn’t
believe it. You should check him out. Then there was Fela Sowande.6 He was like a
leading “classical” musician from Nigeria, who was an organist and a classical composer.
This man was like meeting Jesus. I have never met anybody like him. In the truest sense,
he is one of the highest spiritual people I have ever encountered. This was reflected in his
teachings and in his writing, and it was expressed in his music as well. He was just
phenomenal.
Philosophy of Music and the Human Condition
I don’t think there is anything more important than human relationships. By that I
mean humans with each other, humans with objects, humans with spirit. I think all we
have are our relationships, and music is all about relationships too. Music is the glue
when I talk about Afrocentric or African worldviews. In other words, music, in the
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Fela Sowande, 1905-1987, was undoubtedly the father of modern Nigerian Art Music and perhaps the
most distinguished and internationally known African composer. The most significant pioneer-composer of
works in the European classical idiom, he and his works mark the beginning of an era of modern Nigerian
Art Music.
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African sense, is the glue that holds it all together. That may not be true in the
Eurocentric sense, but for me music is that glue. It’s the thing that expresses most deeply
who we are as human beings. Very often it’s the thing we go to when we don’t know
what else to do. I recall 9-11. I talked to people about this frequently, and I asked them
how many concerts or performances did they go to in the six months immediately
following 9-11? Everybody said, “I needed to go—I listened to this—I pulled out music I
hadn’t listened to in years.” I asked that question because that was one of the most potent
incidents in my lifetime. I witnessed people craving the arts, craving music, reciting
poetry. That was when I really got it. Music is the thing we go to in crisis, in fear, in
depression, in excitement, in celebration. Hard times deepen my relationship with music,
and what I find from other people is an understanding of how my music affects people
that I don’t even know. People say that they played such and such a song every time they
. . . You can fill in the blanks. They’ll say that they sang a particular song with their kids
or that they expressed things like sharing the music with their family members during
their times of bereavement. So many people have said that some of my songs have gotten
them through periods of grief and pain. Sometimes I don’t even know how to respond.
Also, someone who attends my workshop at Omega Institute every year recently lost her
mother. In an email she expressed that Sweet Honey and my music got her through that
loss. I remember the Columbine High School shooting in Colorado. Somebody donated
fifty copies of Wanting Memories and sent them to that school so that the Columbine
High School Choir could have them. People write to me about these kinds of things all
the time. On a more positive note, there are high school choirs that sing Wanting
Memories at graduation. I find that my music actually seems to be acceptable to a lot of
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people on a lot of different levels. For that I am grateful. I never feel like I can take credit
for it, for it is much larger than I.
My musical experiences broaden and deepen my understanding of the world.
Having access to culture through music or any other art form, humans are given
awareness that people of other cultures have the same or similar needs. They may be
expressed differently, but other people have cultural aspects that sustain and nurture and
affirm who they are. To that end, the arts broaden our awareness of other people. They
dictate, in some ways, that when we participate we can expand our own understanding of
each other’s cultures. Through the arts we can get together with other people to express
how life is, how we can work together, and why it is important. To me the work in the
arts is present with whomever I’m singing. I feel it makes the community larger, and it
makes our awareness of each other broader. It gives us A Charge to Keep, as expressed in
the hymn lyrics, “A charge to keep I have, a God to glorify.” My charge is furthering
African American music of all kinds.
It comes down to our frame of reference. Every culture probably has some genre
of music. Sometimes we put them on stratification, and we say the one at the top is the
most highly proficient or well-trained, or this means it gets held as the most sacred thing.
I think every culture has stratification.7 Mine goes from the most familiar, the most used.
For instance, everyone knows Old MacDonald Had a Farm, but not everybody knows
Aaron Copland’s Shall We Gather at the River. I think all cultures have their music. If we
each look at and compare what the essential aspects of our quote-unquote “people’s”
music are and what the essential aspects of our more abstract music are, then we’ll all see
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gradations in every culture. In fact, we might be able to find some commonality across
the lines of each of those stratifications.
Organizations as Cultures
An organization’s invitation for a composer of African descent to share their
music does not mean that the composer is welcomed by the entire organization. One can
receive an invitation from the university’s student activities department and yet the music
department wants nothing to do with you. As a composer, I may not want to deal with
this but there is a need to have a grasp on the culture and politics of organizations. In one
instance, it took a very, very long time for the voice department to respond; in another,
the orchestra said “no” almost immediately. Every other department, from the med
school, the law school, history, African American studies, English, jumped at the
opportunity to engage in the subject matter of Fortune’s Bones, but the music department
had their nose in the air. I don’t know if the music department knew anything about who I
was. They got the same information that everybody else got, a description of the work, a
copy of the score that other people didn’t get. The other people didn’t even know what
the music was going to be. They had no clue. When it comes down to it, all of these
departments in this institution were able to hold space to look into an experience and try
to explore the unknown. But the music department, for whatever the reason, was not able
to find that same space.
Multiculturalism in Music
For me multicultural education is an orientation that exists inside of schools
(elementary through college). In an informal way, I am a proponent of multicultural
education every time I bring communities of people together to sing songs of the African
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diaspora or when I teach around the world. The people who are drawn to my work are
diverse peoples from all walks of life. In that sense, I am part of a fabric that some call
multicultural education. What I offer is for everybody. It’s for whoever shows up. What I
try to convey is a particular worldview. I challenge people to explore their worldview as
well. My intention is for people to understand how an African worldview informs every
aspect of the music that Black people have created and create today. This causes other
people to understand their worldview and the music that they created. I have a feeling
that if formal music education included aspects of musics that expressed broader
worldviews, it would radically change how people respond to formal and informal music
in educational situations.
Afrocentric Lens
I do not feel that music by Black composers is represented sufficiently. Again, it
depends on the lens we are using to define music of African American composer and
what we define as classical music. In terms of forms, that for me includes everything
from the spiritual to hip-hop. Everything has to be acknowledged. It has to include
Muddy Waters. You know, here’s the thing: I think that the music from African American
composers exists in the functional canon and, music of Eurocentric composers exists in
the, I’ll say, non-functional or more abstract canon. I know that you have to buy a ticket
to hear Adolphus Hailstork and Tchaikovsky. However, there are other forms of music,
and Hailstork—even though he’s a Black composer—might find himself there too. I am
referring to the music that we go to because we need to. We put on the recording, we turn
on the radio, or we go to church. That is the distinction I make about Black classical
music vs. Eurocentric classical music. That’s one major distinction for me.
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Going back to function and the music we create, I feel that according to the
definition that includes Western Eurocentric formalities, etc., yes, I utilize classical
structures in my music that may make me a classical composer in that sense, but I also
feel like my music is much more. I am very traditional, very into the African element of
music. I think combining the two can put me in that category, but I don’t want to be
limited. It’s more than classical. It’s music. Ultimately, I define the classical aspects of
the music I create from an Afrocentric lens in two ways. One, I guess it depends on what
language we are speaking. If we’re speaking Eurocentric language, then I suppose I
would say that classical musicians of African descent have been schooled in the Western
European canon, technique, etc. However, that is not what I define as classical music. For
me, African American classical music is that music that has been created and been
sustained over a long period of time. This music has impacted all of the musics to come
after it. Now if I use that definition, then I would say the body of songs that we created
during the period of slavery is America’s most classical music. If you are asking about
form, I would say it’s not a Eurocentric form. It’s in the rhythms, and it’s in formalities.
It may be inspired and generated out of something that is more traditionally classical for
me.
I like to use the term fusion because I do feel that that’s probably a good
description of what I do. Remember, it’s not that I have studied composition; I haven’t
studied composition since high school. So again, this is where my intuitive nature comes
through, that’s what I hear, and that’s what I feel. I know what informs it. In this instance,
I’m given a text, and it comes out of a Catholic Mass and blah, blah, blah, and it has
certain sections, and I look at it and I say, “Well, okay, this is how I’m feeling it.” To put
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that feeling into this structure is probably the essence of how I experience the fusion of
styles possible in my music. I’m intuitive. I hear every single note and every single chord.
I might not be able to tell you what kind of chord it is, but I hear it clearly enough and I
hear the voicing, and I know exactly what I want. You see, I am dyslexic so I cannot
always read through my own scores very easily. This is why the computer is helpful. It
lets me know that what I put down is what I wanted to hear.
Once I have created the piece, I pretty much have to let it go. I must say,
sometimes what I hear back is not what I was expecting. Sometimes it’s much too fast or
too slow. I say, “Don’t they get it?” There is a tempo here; there’s some emotion required
here. There’s a rhythm in one of my songs that out of a number of choirs that have done
it, maybe one or two have gotten it right. You know, I think that this cultural thing just
doesn’t work sometimes, and I don’t know how to notate it better. It’s written in a
language that I think musicians understand, but they can’t reproduce it, and that’s a
problem. That’s really a problem, which is why I have to release it until I can get control
of it. I can’t control it.
There is a degree of variability no matter what. You know, it depends on the
conductor more than anything else! The choir will do what the conductor allows or
respond to what the conductor provides. I like it when I’m invited to come in and work
on my music with the choir. Sometimes I can work the musical issues out, but the reason
I have to let it go is people are working with my music in a lot of places in the world.
Some of them get it. Some of them don’t.
This is why I teach in the oral tradition. I think some things can’t be written down.
The written word and the written note are essentially what the divide is. It reflects the
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difference between the Western world and the Eastern world. In the Western world, it’s
written on paper. The composers write down exactly what they want. The performer’s
obligation is to reproduce that and to do it consistently every time. That is so far from the
intention in African music. The oral tradition provides time for me to explain what I want
in the music. I don’t know whether that will get it either, but it increases the possibility of
it being deeply understood. It’s the live thing. Come and be with me. Let us sing through
or play through what is intended because the written is not going to convey it accurately.
It is sometimes confusing for performers. People confuse my approach to
community sings with altering music. I do not want my composed music improvised. The
music that I compose and that I publish is in that Western frame of mind. What I put on
the page is want I want you to do. The issue of appropriation comes up for me. I get into
conversations about cultural and political appropriations all the time. I just don’t feel
comfortable with this particular word that’s in this spiritual so I’m going to change it. No,
no, you’re not! You can’t change a word to make yourself feel comfortable. You can’t
change something because you have a different political view. If the song makes you
uncomfortable, write a new song. Leave this song alone! If it’s on the page, I would say
do what’s on the page.
I guess my perspective has to do with what is authentic. I say that because, you
know, I’ve been struggling with this thing, and I’m getting into it more now-dialect, etc.,
and there are important reasons for things you find in a dialect. Now whether or not they
are accurately transcribed on the page is one question. The other question is what does
not doing the dialect do to the rhythm? I tell people all the time-first of all linguisticallya lot of African languages do not have “th”. So when we sing and we sing what is written
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as “Da”, you know, the rhythm changes between Ezekiel saw “da” wheel or Ezekiel saw
“the” wheel. I don’t want the rhythm to change. So in order not to change the rhythm,
they have to go with a more authentic dialect. That’s my feeling about it, and I talk about
it a lot. So it’s not just words; it can be political-politics, linguistics, and all of that. There
are rules for that discussion. So I think if Ms. Jessye8 is going to sing for the President of
the United States, I would want to do it as authentically as possible or choose something
else. That’s me! That’s me.
A friend of mine just got her doctorate in ethnomusicology. Eight or so years ago,
I was working on a project, and she was videotaping me. In the process I played a
passage of a piece, and I asked her if she heard the spiritual embedded in the piece. She
was not familiar with the spiritual and could not identify it. Her question was an
interesting one. She wanted to know how you validate the presence of a spiritual, if you
don’t know that the theme is a spiritual in the first place. It was a really good question.
You know, all I could say was, “Well, it will be preserved in this rendition.” Hopefully
one day, somebody will say, “No, Ysaye didn’t!” And somebody else would say, “Did
what?” And the person who knows can say, “That’s the spiritual XYZ! It’s not one that’s
sung very often, but it’s a spiritual.” The fact that I utilized the spiritual in the middle of
this quote unquote “classical” work does preserve it. The point is, I think that there are
things that we do that definitely work with the classical canon. I think there are things
that we do for our own preservation in some ways, and things that we do for just cause.
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  Jessye Norman (b. 1945) is an African American opera singer and recitalist.
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Professional Associations
I hold professional memberships with NARAS.9 My father belonged to some
Black music organizations, but my interests have been elsewhere. I haven’t been pulled
in. Regarding Black music organizations, I’ve heard of NANM, and I have seen some
programs for their conferences, but I know nothing about NASPAAM.10 I would
probably be really interested in the people who are members and would want to know
what they do and how I can maintain contact with them. Somehow that hasn’t happened,
either on my part, or as far as I know on the organization’s part. I guess the central
question is how do we find each other? When I have become involved in an organization,
it’s usually because I’ve had connections with at least one person who has been involved.
We haven’t found each other.
Fortune’s Bones Commission Story
I want to share with you the story of my experience with Fortune’s Bones (2009)
which was commissioned by an orchestra in Northeast United States. It is the story of an
enslaved African in Waterbury, Connecticut whose owner was a doctor. When Fortune
died, the doctor decided to use his body as a medical specimen. The doctor dissected
Fortune’s body; then he boiled all the soft tissue to detach the flesh from the bones, and
he kept the bones. This enabled the doctor to teach bone-setting techniques. The bones
ultimately wound up at the Mattatuck Museum, located in Waterbury, Connecticut.
Fortune died in 1798. All those years the bones remained in the doctor’s family.
Eventually, the bones were given to the museum in 1930. They were on public display so
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American Choral Directors Association (ACDA); National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences
(NARAS), producer of the Grammy Awards
10

National Association of Negro Musicians (NANM); National Association for the Study and Performance
of African American Music (NASPAAM)
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every museum patron could see Fortune’s bones. Nobody knew that they were the
skeleton of an enslaved African. They were taken from display in 1970 when a poem was
commissioned to bring voice to Fortune’s life and death.
In 2005, an orchestra commissioned me to set some text from Fortune’s Bones by
Marilyn Nelson to music. It took 3 years for us to negotiate the contract for this
commission. They wanted to do the work the next year, but I was planning 3 years out
due to my performance schedule. The contract finally came through, but in the
conversations I had with the conductor, I let him know that I wanted a large chorus and
that it seemed to me that everybody in the city of Waterbury, CT had a skeleton.
Everybody was party to what happened here, and the choir should not be an all-White
choir. His response was that he was not sure that the Black choirs would be professional
enough. I told him that I work with quote unquote “non-professional singers” all the time
and that if the singers are worked with correctly, they could do what needed to be done.
Actually, two of the Black choirs really were concert quality choirs.
I tried to work around him. I called the conductors of the two local Black church
choirs to have a conversation with them because, initially, I couldn’t understand why they
were resistant to accepting my invitation. Then I got it. The church directors were
resistant because they knew how this conductor felt about Black choirs and their
capabilities. They said, “We’re not interested.” I explained in depth that I was the
composer, and I was very interested in them being involved. They were so offended by
the orchestra leader that they said they would not change their minds.
To add another layer to the story, I also secured a musical director [chorus
master]. We had conversations and began to prep the score for the choral rehearsals. He
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was African American and would have been excellent. His name was dropped. The
conductor of the symphony decided he wanted a board member, who was a conductor on
the choral faculty of a local college, to be the choral director. Ultimately, the college
choir director was very excited and committed his local college choir of 60 people to
perform. When I found out about it, I asked him about the racial makeup of the choir.
“Well”, he said, “the choir is all White.” I told him that he owed me an additional 40
Black folks! He looked at me as if I were crazy. Then I said, “I asked for a choir of 100
singers; there are Black singers in this town who can handle this music.” I know who
they are, and in different circumstances they would have agreed to perform. Well, they
did not. I had 60 singers, and I think seven or eight Black folks agreed to sing. That
became the choir for the performance.
I must tell you, in my ideal performance of Fortune’s Bones, which happened at
the University of Maryland, I had 200 Black singers in the choir. The most recent
performance had an equal complement of Black singers and White singers involving the
Heritage Signature Chorale from Washington, DC, Stanley Thurston, artistic director, and
the Choral Arts Society of Washington, DC, Scott Tucker, artistic director. That was an
amazing performance. I’ve had some of everything, but the experience in Waterbury,
Connecticut, where a conductor stated, in essence, that Black choirs are not qualified to
sing my music, was one of the more troubling things I’ve ever experienced
professionally.
To help illuminate the situation a little bit more, I have another story related to my
work on the Fortune’s Bones commission. I arrived three or four days before the
performance when we had the final full choral orchestral rehearsal. On that day, the
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conductor told me that they did not have time to secure a contrabass trombone. He
apologized and said that he was just seeing it in the score. I said, with disbelief, “Okay. I
guess you will have to give that line to the Tuba, but you do understand that that part has
been in the score since I sent it to you.” He had not seriously looked at the score until
four or five days before the performance.
Sometimes, people do not respect the music Black people create. I am aware of
these things, but must admit, I tend to compartmentalize such experiences so I can get
through them. The level of disrespect was enormous, and here’s the reality, the symphony
commissioned the setting of the poem and actually talked with three White composers,
but the poet said, “No.” That was when my name came up. After I received some
information about the poem, I went online and did some research. Then I talked to the
poet who said, “Oh, no, you’re the one. You’re the one. I want you to compose the
music.” She talked the symphony into it. I was not the symphony’s choice, but they
agreed to it.
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CHAPTER 6
DR. DOMINIQUE-RENÉ DE LERMA
Right now my predominate concern is the virulent anti-Black behavior
that has become so overt during the presidency of Barack Obama. This
permeates all aspects in this country, whose history in any aspect has been
evident and inescapable (de Lerma, personal communication, October 10,
2013).
Dr. Dominique-René de Lerma has been bringing attention to the challenges
facing music borne of the African diaspora for more than 50 years. Recently celebrating
his 84th birthday, he provided access into reflections on his life and work with composers
of African descent by agreeing to participate in this study. Not always feeling well, he
provided in-depth written email responses and consented to a follow up telephone
interview. I am honored to have Dr. Dominique-René de Lerma’s insights in this
discussion.
***
Music was always part of Dr. de Lerma’s home setting and has come to regard
arts and culture as the portal to fully understanding one’s environment and how to relate
to others. One of his earliest distinct memories of a public musical experience occurred
before age five when his family attended a performance of Giuseppe Verdi’s Aida. His
father played the French horn in the orchestra. Dr. de Lerma said that the two most
influential teachers he had after high school were Joel Belov and Paul Nettl, both Jews—
Joel from Russia and Paul from Czechoslovakia (he escaped the Holocaust):
Joel, a violinist retired to Miami from the Philadelphia Orchestra, was a
sweetheart and I loved him enormously. I studied phrasing with him and
he did such a good job that, when I auditioned for Louis Speyer (English
horn with the Boston Symphony Orchestra) at Tanglewood, Speyer
snarled disrespectfully, “You sound like you come from Philadelphia!”
Joel also introduced me to the Beethoven string quartets. I still miss him
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very much and have wanted to discuss so many things since his death! As
for Paul, any direct statement of devotion would have embarrassed him
terribly. At Indiana I took every course he taught—dance, Handel, Mozart,
Beethoven—but his respect for minority composers (Czech, for example,
as well as women and Blacks) reinforced a sentiment and curiosity already
present. In his own way, he was very proud of me and, after I was also
teaching at Indiana, told me I would be the most published of all of his
students. I am not including any of the faculty I had at Curtis, including
Marcel Tabuteau (whose number-based philosophy on phrasing I grasped
in a week or two and have since redirected it toward rhetoric, but these
ideas remain unpublished for want of time).
(D. de Lerma, personal communication, February 14, 2014)
From that early introduction of music to his prolific educational, publications, and
advocacy record, Dr. de Lerma continues to bring issues concerning Classical Composers
of African Descent to the fore.
The first 18 years of his professional career was as a French horn player and
orchestral musician. While he planned to end his work as a performer in 1949, he
continued playing the horn until 1962. He finally quit when hired as a musicologist at
Indiana University. He contributed to academia, serving as a university professor for 52
years. Dr. de Lerma has engaged in scholarly research for more than 45 years and
continues to provide personal consultations with performers, researchers, and educators
about a broad range of music. His primary specialty continues to be classical music by
composers of African descent.
Today, Dr. de Lerma considers himself mainly a researcher and consultant. He is a
member of the Music Library Association and the National Association of Negro
Musicians. He has held membership in the American Musicological Society (AMS) and
the Deutsche Mozart Gesellschaft. He left AMS because he felt this organization had not
done a good job of addressing issues related to Classical Composers of African Descent
and other issues important to him. Although Dr. de Lerma was a music educator, he never
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became a member of Music Educators National Conference (MENC), now known as the
National Association for Music Education (NAfME). Today, he still feels that NAfME’s
concerns are not relevant to his work. When asked if he was a member of the National
Black Music Caucus when it was associated with MENC, he said that he knew of the
organization and received an award from them, but he was never a member. Deeply
passionate about concerns related to music of the African diaspora, he served as the
Director of the Center for Black Music Research (CBMR) from 1990-1993 and is totally
aware of all details on the history and productivity of the CBMR.
As a researcher, de Lerma’s first area of research was the 18th century, especially
Mozart (the subject of his dissertation). During one of his interview responses, he
expressed that “European classical music took a lower priority but no less ardor with the
Civil Rights Movement and particularly the death of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. At
that moment, I decided to transform my rage into something positive.” He used that
energy to bring attention to Black music. As a student, none of his course work (19471957) included information on the lives of any composers of African descent. One
exception was Dr. Paul Nettl, his doctoral professor.
All aspects of Dr. de Lerma’s life have been Black oriented and when the doors
were opened, he was an activist. To date, he does not try to convert those disinterested in
Black music. He stated that he is aware that there is “always more involved in their
[people who don’t engage classical composers of African descent] attitude than musical
ignorance.” Dr. de Lerma sent an e-mail, which expressed more of his perspectives
regarding his ethnic background race, and religion.
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I try to relate to people based on the totality of a person’s beliefs, actions,
and life as a cultural phenomenon. I have never made race an issue, not
out of shame but because my family put enormous emphasis on our old
Castillian heritage. The family crest displays Catholic Spain and Islamic
Africa (despite what the first duke did to all the non-Catholics in the
Inquisition!). I flirted with Catholicism for a while, although never sang
even in church. If I have reached any final stand, I reject both Catholicism
and Islam, mindful how many either have murdered both within and
outside of their own ranks. I am disgusted by the neo-cons religion (and
whole philosophy), and touched by the Black viewpoint so evident in the
spirituals. I trust my honesty bears more merit than pretended faith, and
feel solidly that physics and mathematics tell us much more about God
than any church. Asked by a curious teenager if I believed in God, I
responded, “What the hell does it matter what I believe? I cannot change
what is!” (D. de Lerma, personal communication, February 13, 2014)
He has respect for cultures and that which makes humans and our various ethnicities,
races, and religions different from each other. At the same time, de Lerma expressed
having reservations about the term multicultural if it suggests that other cultures are
secondary. He endorses the term if it denotes that an individual or society might be heir
to more than one culture. In that case, he regards multiculturalism as an obligation for
study and consideration. To further explain his perspective, he tells a story of Dr. Nettl,
whom he describes as a “Czech Jew who escaped after the Nazi invasion” who did not
hesitate to give initial attention to minority musicians (i.e., non-German, non-French,
non-Italian), including Czechs, Jews, women, Yugoslavs, Blacks. Reference to Spanish
and Blacks understandably aroused my interest.
DR. DE LERMA: I have no idea how much I had known about these
previously, but I don’t think these were actual introductions. The
Castillian heritage, especially when historically notable, included a
hesitation for fear the object was not that Spanish [sic.]. What particularly
captured my notice was the Black presence (apart from or in addition to
the jazz and pop scene) not only because of that part of my background,
but also because since my earliest memories, I immediately sided with
those not winning.
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One area of gain was the Black music experience at Peabody Conservatory of
Music, now associated with Johns Hopkins, where Dr. de Lerma described his time on
the faculty. He said, “The Dean insisted that his graduate course on Black music be a
requirement for all matriculated students attending Peabody.” The Dean’s perspective
was visionary during those days and today in that she believed that the foreign students
were attending an American institution and must, therefore, have the opportunity to learn
about American music. Dr. de Lerma says the Dean believed that “every student in the
United States should know Black music, especially those majoring in music education.”
Dr. de Lerma believes that to fully understand classical music by composers of
African descent, one has to give jazz, gospel, and their historical sociology serious
consideration. In like manner, he believes that the person specializing in Black music
who lacks a well-grounded root in Eurocentric music is destined to have a shallow
approach to that art form as well.
There are, however, challenges and benefits related to the inclusion of works and
information on classical composers of African descent. Dr. de Lerma feels that they have
come in various stages for many different reasons. He identified the following: 1) Token
inclusion for special events, such as performances on Dr. King’s birthday in February,
audience development (such as a concert of orchestrated gospel music with area church
choirs), or children’s concerts conducted by a Black member of the conducting staff
and/or visibly featuring a member of the ensemble; 2) Financial impetus, such as a grant
or requirement from a public funding authority to include repertoire reflecting the
population (example: the Detroit legislature); 3) A genuine interest in the music,
scheduled within the regular season (very rare). He expressed not being aware of any
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concerted progress. When speaking about music textbooks and inclusion, he expressed
that:
Minority blinders are placed on university music students by following
“the gospel according to St. Grout,” who never intended to have women or
minorities in his universally used text book, no matter the small extent
these matters have moved up from footnotes by more recent editors. The
result is that students are informed what is the canon—not only for their
repertoires, but for their class plans. (D. de Lerma, personal
communication, October 24, 2013)
Dr. de Lerma believes that in order to bring the works and lives of Classical Composers
of African Descent in the mainstream academic canon, “creative consultation of
scholarly research by properly oriented educators who know how to present the
information to students and by properly oriented personnel engaged in repertoire
selection and development are a necessity.”
To a very large extent, the innovations have been on the shoulders of
Black ensembles who, by that fact, are out of the mainstream and whose
work is ignored by the mainstream, but whose financial basis has often
been precarious, thus depending on public and foundation support. In a
very recent case (that of the Chicago Sinfonietta) the administration
allowed a work by Florence Price to accompany hip-hop dancing;
aesthetic integrity is not always assured even with minority-oriented
organizations. A counterpart would be the aforementioned use of
orchestrated gospel music to make it “legitimate.” (D. de Lerma, personal
communication, October 24, 2013)
Dr. de Lerma communicated that cultural diversity is part of general globalization and is
reflected in a growing interest in world music and ethnic studies. He goes on to say that
the “exposure should give the audiences a broader concept of being human and of
helping to reduce racism.” On a personal level, more inclusion would encourage more
productivity and better income for the composers and performers. Another is a point he
considers “quite political” which is the changing racial makeup of the United States “...
not only immigration but resulting from intermarriage.” When asked for his thoughts
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regarding any negatives to come from the inclusion of Classical Composers of African
Descent in various contexts in America, he communicated that the radical political right,
with its objection to social change, is holding the progress of the inclusion of diverse
perspectives and that this has direct impact on the inclusion of classical composers of
African descent. Upon further reflection, he stated, “There are no disadvantages unless
the exposure to the composers is based on biased or incomplete data. This poses a
challenge on the selection of a proper spokesperson.” De Lerma has seen in the state of
Wisconsin, as a specific instance, that those seeking a specialist and not knowing better
settle on a “celebrity.” He gave the following example of how the inclusion of
information on the lives and works of Classical Composers of African Descent impact
music education in America.
DR. DE LERMA: The Juilliard Quartet’s performance of a work by SaintGeorges at the Library of Congress (about 1973) is a notable example,
however dated and isolated. This was stimulated by their respect for the
music alone (determined by a conversation I had with violinist Robert
Mann). There have been most laudable activities by non-American
conductors such as Leopold Stokowski (performing and recording
symphonies of Still and Dawson, demanding integrated choruses in
Houston), Laszlo Halasz (performing Still’s Troubled Island with the New
York city Opera in 1949), Neemi Järvi (recording Ellington in Detroit) -instances of an absence of prejudice (which is at heart of most American
history, not just in musical matters, and including all of the obstruction
efforts of the current Republican Party). A bright side would have to
include the commissions from the New York Philharmonic from George
Walker and the phenomenal success of Leontyne Price’s artistry, not just
at the Metropolitan Opera. These are, alas, isolated and rare events. When
a music critic in Washington was confronted with complaints about the
absence of music by Black composers (this at a meeting with a large
number of advocates) he said “maybe that is because the music is not good
enough.” The root of the problem is racism, and it is inconsequential that
this is generally recognized as a bad thing; the racists then hide their views
in code words.
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When I asked Dr. de Lerma about his recommendation of mainstream publications that
do a significant job in bringing Classical Composers of African Descent to the fore, his
response was so rich that I decided to include the response in its entirety.
A starting point is Eileen Southern’s Music of Black Americans, despite
shortcomings and aspects of myopia (Arthur LaBrew published a highly
important 104-page review of her 1982 Biographical dictionary of AfroAmerican and African musicians in volume 2, no. 2 of his Afro-American
music review in 1985). This is not enough, and there is little competition,
notable however, is what has been taking place at the University of
Michigan. The faculty here has actually encouraged consideration of
American music, even before the financial impetus of the American
Bicentennial (prior to which American music was not held in high regard
academically) and the school offered a superior education to qualified and
gifted students -- a large number of students termed themselves “the Black
mafia.” The musicology students from Michigan became part of the
second generation of native-born music historians who, unlike the first,
accepted the European-honed skills of Musikwissenschaft, but applied
these to local materials rather than those also imported. These individuals
are well seeded throughout the country, teaching their heresies. Benefits
may be seen most remarkably by the diverted attention of the Journal of
the American Musicological Society from medieval manuscripts to issues
of substantially more current importance. It will take time for this work to
trickle out of the ivory tower into the repertoires and classrooms.
Dr. de Lerma’s Response to The Civil Rights Movement and Beyond
The Black Music Center, Indiana University (1969-1971), was initiated in
response to the murder of Dr. Martin Luther King (4 April 1968). As Music
Librarian at Indiana University, I was asked to identify a work by a Black
composer, suitable for performance by a chamber ensemble at a memorial service
to be held by the School of Music. This alerted me to the absence of data on the
works of Black composers but also gave the possibility to give a positive reaction
to the rage I had felt building up during the years of the Civil Rights Movement.
A work for string quartet by faculty colleague David N. Baker, Jr. (1931-) was
selected, not only as the most appropriate, but as the only known possibility.
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Thereupon, I began attempting to identify as many Black composers as I could, to
which would then be added a list of their works. The only bibliography that
existed at that time, not then known to me, were the works of James Monroe and
Cuney Hare.11
I made a list of five composers, two of which I was certain to be Black
(William Grant Still and Ulysses Kay) and three I erroneously assumed to be so,
including Hershey Kay. I met with David Baker, who provided names of those he
had known from his pre-college days in Indianapolis and a master’s degree
student in choral conducting, Robert Leigh Morris, who had names from his days
in Chicago. From then on, and with the loyal assistance of my secretary, Sharon
Thompson, I searched every available source to expand the list. It quickly became
evident I would need a more structured basis for research and, with the supportive
assistance of Assistant Dean William B. Christ, made an application to the newly
established National Endowment for the Humanities and one to the National
Endowment for the Arts, not only to acquire materials and staff for research but
also to present a national meeting to bring together composers, educators,
publishers, and other figures to discuss our concerns. The NEA funds permitted
the presentation of several concerts, illustrative of our repertoire findings.
Included was an organ recital by graduate student Herndon Spillman, who had
been engaged to identify organ works by Black composers and who later would
be on the faculty of Louisiana State University and would issue a CD on the
subject [A diversity of riches, Titanic 305,1993]. Also participating was
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James Monroe Trotter, Music and some highly musical people. New York: Charles T. Dillingham, 1881
and Maud Cuney Hare. Negro musicians and their music. Washington: Associated Publishers, 1936.
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undergraduate violinist Stephen Shipps who later as professor at the University of
Michigan would introduce student Aaron Dworkin to the existence of Black
composers; Dworkin would later establish the Sphinx Organization, readily the
most important element in minority activity in chamber music and orchestral
personnel.
The results of the conference were published in 1970 as Black music in our
culture by Kent State University Press. I had approached the Indiana University Press but
received a reply that in effect asked, “Who wants to know that much about Negro
music?” Kent State University was selected because of my connection with that school’s
Dean of Library Science, Guy A. Marco, a musicians and then president of the Midwest
Chapter of the Music Library Association, with which I was active. The MLA chapter
had previously issued a small and highly tentative bibliography I had offered on the
subject for its members, which had stimulated memberships from other regions of the
country, as well as abroad (Australia, for example). The Kent State publication had sold
so well that the University elected to continue the press after the campus murder of four
pro-peace students by the Ohio National Guard (4 May 1970). A second conference was
offered in 1970, now less naïve and exploratory, as well as performances, resulting in the
publication of the proceedings, again by Kent State University Press, as Explorations in
Black music (1972). It was now most obvious that the Black Music Center would be a
counterpart to the Latin American Music Center, which had been established at Indiana
University by the Rockefeller Foundation. In addition to research, documentation, public
reference services, and the presentation of concerts, the Black Music Center would build
a collection of books and recordings that would be deposited within the music library,
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fully integrated within all holdings, but readily isolated in the card catalog by the subject
heading “Black Music Collection.”
C. Hudson (1923-2003), who joined Indiana University in 1968, had spent time
reportedly at Kabul University in Afghanistan when the Black Music Center had been
established. He returned to the campus about 1970, to found the Department of AfroAmerican Studies. He became alerted to the success of the Black Music Center, which
was within the activities of the School of Music. The Center was now receiving
international attention, but was also noticed by the music faculty as well as Dr. Hudson.
Faculty personnel, who had been so overtly pleased when I became Music Librarian in
1963, since no one in that position previously held a Ph.D. or been an active
musicologist, now began to show the racist attitudes that were yet current throughout the
non-radicals in the country. On campus it was customary to belittle W. E. B. DuBois and
Paul Robeson as political subversives in continuation of the McCarthy era atmosphere.
One esteemed faculty member, Walter Robert (1908-1999), who had avoided the
Holocaust, expressed to me his regrets that I was becoming engaged in something that
was not sensible. Dean Wilfred C. Bain (1908-1999), who built the School of Music into
the institution it became and who had established the first jazz program in American
schools (North Texas University, in 1946), told me my research would uncover nothing
but some “jazz and blues.” A person of highly conservative views, who did not allow the
practice rooms to open on Sunday mornings, he had been concerned about the riots and
student unrest of the time and wanted to determine in advance of engaging David Baker
that he, unlike other jazz musicians, did not use dope.
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There had already been growing an animosity between the library administration
and that of the School of Music. The latter had engaged me to teach music history classes
while being paid by the Library, until it was decided any teaching I did would have to be
library-oriented, such as music bibliography. In 1973, Willis Carl Jackson was named
Dean of Libraries, who continued the animosity (he told me that Charles Webb, who had
followed Bain as music dean, was a scared little man and showed no interest in
supporting Black causes. There was also an absence of cordiality between the School of
Music and the Afro-American Affairs office. When the latter was to offer a concert of
gospel music, the School of Music declined use of its appropriate electric organ and the
rock organ I had donated to the Afro-American office (never receiving a modicum of
gratitude), and did nothing to ease tension.
With Dr. Hudson having no project on his agenda as substantial as the Black
Music Center, the disinterest at best in Black issues within the library administration and
music school with the Black Music Center headed by one thought too White by some and
too Black by others (both being correct), the atmosphere was correct for Dr. Hudson to
claim the Black Music Center as within his domain, and the transfer was made. Mrs.
Thompson, alert to this possibility, took it on herself to transcribe all of the data we had
gathered. It then made no difference that I was ordered to turn over all our work to Dr.
Hudson, including any research I had independently done at my home. With my
resignation from the Black Music Center, the National Advisory Committee [Dr. T. J.
Anderson was elected chairman] unanimously resigned, quite without my knowledge or
suggestion. I knew nothing would come of this because the individuals subsequently
involved totally lacked the bibliographic skills, linguistic facility, and the musical
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knowledge to understand what we had done or to make any additions, and would be
starting all over again learning who were William Grant Still and Ulysses Kay. I was
correct. The research was lost within the year; Indiana University lost that foundation
which would have been a companion to the Latin American Music Center. I found the
overt hypocrisy, racism, and campus politics too much to endure and submitted my
resignation and surrendered my sabbatical to join the faculty of Morgan State University.
Indiana subsequently was engaged in musical activities, primarily in the areas of pop and
gospel, headed by Dr. Portia Maultsby (Hudson had hired her in her last year of doctoral
studies at the University of Wisconsin) who, the music dean told me, would never teach
in the School of Music. I attempted to establish a similar project at Morgan, but this
failed because no one at the school, including the library, had the foresight, insight, or
scholarly perspective to provide the essential support.
Meanwhile, Dr. Samuel A. Floyd, Jr., (b. 1937) had attempted to develop the
Institute for Research in Black American Music in 1978 at Fisk University, but the
school’s gross financial problems that had existed since 1871, made it impossible to add
the personnel essential to supplement his efforts, and he accepted a position in Chicago
with Columbia College in 1983. Since his ambitions had come into focus, but conditions
had not provided any latitude for their realizations, I offered no negative comments (we
were conversing on the phone often several times a day), but I wondered why a school
with no reputation for the training of scholars in any area of music would have interest in
Sam’s hopes. The rationale, I eventually grasped, was an intense atmosphere of highly
liberal political and social thought. In the first few years, things began to take shape. The
serial publication from Fisk was followed by the Black music research journal, which did
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not supersede Eileen Southern’s Black perspective in music (Eileen preferred her journal
to cease with her editorship) but filled the gap with refereed articles. The early staff of the
Center for Black Music Research included Marsha Reisser, an uncompromising and
orthodox devotee of Sam who proved to be a major personality in providing the Center
with the focus and standards it attained. An initial employee was a student of mine from
Morgan State University who surrendered a major career in Black music research after a
year to return to Baltimore and a life without distinction, and Antonio Green, a freshman
voice major from Morgan whom I adopted within the year, later to excel in computer
technology and my assistant in Black music documentation. When Sam had the invitation
to join the College’s central administration, he invited me to follow him as Director of the
Center.
During my 3 years in Chicago, I initiated the international relationships that
subsequently evolved and convinced Suzanne Flandreau to become the Center’s archivist
and librarian, now that my rather large donation of materials, joining those of Martin
Williams, obligated that activity (which evolved into one of the Center’s most important
operations). The Center had quickly grown into a major scholarly factor on the
international scene. If it had been overly significant to be of any use to the College, it
now had become—as many of us firmly believed—more important than much of the
College’s educational interests. When the school lost just over 1,000 students in
enrolment in 2012, a recommendation was urged to discontinue the Center. I had already
been astonished that the Center had the annual obligation to argue for an operational
budget. The developments in 2012 readily reached past a Chicago audience and there was
an international outcry of protest. The College president, himself a musician, was
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pictured as an enemy -- at a meeting with students, he ordered one to “shut up” when the
student viewpoint was opposing the administration. Dean Toni-Marie Montgomery of
Northwestern University, attempted to meet with the president to ease the situation, but
an appointment was refused. In the end, with the calm wisdom of the new director, Dr.
Monica Hairston Connell, the Center was not closed (the president retired) and has
continued its mission, albeit with a restricted budget. Well before this, I found the
college’s music students seriously unprepared for college-level work and, weary with the
juxtaposition of limousines at the Hilton with the city’s destitute, I accepted a faculty
appointment from Northwestern University, only then to be approached by a former
student from Indiana University, Robert Dodson, Dean of the Lawrence University
Conservatory of Music, to join him in Appleton, Wisconsin in the middle of the 19931994 school year. I retired from Lawrence in 2003, ending a 52-year career as a
university professor.
The closing of a review by Dennison, 1998 summed it up best when he described
Dr. de Lerma’s contributions as follows:
De Lerma deserves our unfettered admiration and respect . . . Meriting the
enthusiastic praise of the authors of the forewords to these four volumes
he has given us something beyond the great value of his works: he has
revealed to us, the musicologists of America, our own shortcomings in
providing leadership and in producing meaningful research.12 By
demonstrating the vast gaps in American music research, he shows in the
same moment the directions American music studies must take to maintain
any semblance of self-respect in our chosen profession. (Dennison, 1988,
p. 246)
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  de Lerma, D-R. (1981-1984) Bibliography of Black music. (Volume 1-4). Westport, CT: Kent State
University Press.	
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CHAPTER 7
DR. ANTHONY THOMAS LEACH
Home, church, school, and community played an intricate role in Dr. Anthony
Thomas Leach’s overall musical development and framework for a close relationship
with works by classical composers of African descent. While his musical journey started
in the home, home was not far removed from church; church was not far removed from
school; and church and school reflected various manifestation of his engagement with
community. The framework for Dr. Leach’s agency to include Classical Composers of
African Descent throughout his career were developed over many years through a holistic
approach to music that acknowledged the value in music from an Afrocentric and
Eurocentric perspective. It started with music in the home and church.
Dr. Leach had many transformative moments such as his mother’s musical
example, his informative junior high school performance opportunities, and his first
African American classical piano teacher’s merger of pianistic styles which combined
high standards and a fusion of Eurocentric and African American musicality when he
started a high school gospel choir, and a dynamic list of caring mentors. Such experiences
would become Dr. Leach’s framework for including classical works by composers of
African descent throughout his career. Traced back to his formative years are all of Dr.
Leach’s present cross-cultural experiences, including his professorship at Penn State
University, his approach to designing music education curricula, his broad range of stage
performances, and his church music ministries and educational output in sacred settings.
DR. LEACH: My early background was rich with sounds of music from
the African American community with high caliber musicians who were
doing a variety of styles of music for worship and the school setting. I was
exposed to the European choral canon, as well as the African American
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choral canon because I was in an urban school in Washington, D.C. I was
privileged.
Dr. Leach’s mother, Mrs. Annie Leach, really provided the framework for what
was his early music education. The Leach family was a singing family. His mother would
gather him, his brother Darnell, and his father, Reverend William Leach, around the
piano. He described his father as a “singing pastor.”
DR. LEACH: We sang at home. We sang at church all of our lives. I sang
before I played the piano. When I got to piano, I had all this aural/oral
stuff in my head. I could transpose stuff. I could sight read stuff. Studying
piano equipped me with the tools I needed to grow musically.
He began asking if he could study piano at age three. His mother was studying
piano at the time, and he wanted to do what she was doing. Mrs. Leach refused because
she felt that he was too young. When he didn’t stop asking by age seven, his mother said,
“I think he’s serious”, and gave him permission to take piano lessons. His first piano
teacher, Mrs. Phyllis Polaynes, had recently moved to Maryland to pursue a master’s
degree in piano performance from the University of Maryland. She placed an ad in the
Washington Daily News, seeking new music students for in-home piano lessons. The ad
caught his mother’s attention. He studied with Mrs. Polaynes for 6 years, and it was
during this period that his mother realized that he was serious about playing the piano.
Eventually she allowed him to pursue some opportunities at their home church where his
father served as the pastor. She would bundle up his brother Darnell and him and take
them to choir rehearsals at New Mount Olive Baptist Church in Northeast Washington,
D.C. He says, “It’s remarkable now to reflect on that period because I never missed
anything my mother was doing in her preparation of the choir or her service playing.”
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Church-related activities provided Dr. Leach with a great deal of his early
informal music education. For instance, his mother practiced music and rehearsed church
soloists in their home. His parents allowed him to play for the church’s Sunday School,
and eventually he was given permission to play some hymns in the worship service. At
age 11, he organized his first vocal ensemble, The Sanctuary Echoes. They consisted of
seven or eight teenagers, singing repertoire that he learned and heard in various
situations. At age 12, he worked with his very first male choir of men and boys in
northern Virginia, and at age 13, his parents gave him permission to be an itinerant
musician. While itinerant musicians normally work at several churches, often for little
pay, that was fine with him. As a young church musician, it was a period of tremendous
learning, not only about music, but also about how to deal with people. Often in these
settings, young talented musicians work with adults, and this can prove to be difficult,
depending on the support the young musician has. He considered the period as one of
tremendous musical growth. “My learning curve was soaring”, he said. It was during this
time period that he began to recognize that he was in the presence of some outstanding
musicians. One of those musicians was Inez Porter, who was the Director of Music at
Mount Hope Baptist Church in Ironside, Maryland, where she led the Senior Choir. The
ensemble sang a comprehensive repertoire including anthems, spirituals, traditional
gospel, and hymns. He was really, really impressed by their high caliber of musicianship.
His mother’s choirs sang a variety of repertoire, including traditional gospel and
hymns. In addition to the family church, Mrs. Leach served as the musician for the Lily of
the Valley Chorus at New Mount Olive Baptist Church. Dr. Leach said, “This period
provided a great deal of the framework for my music education.” Many of these
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experiences were informal. They were not part of a structured classroom setting, yet they
were educational and influenced what would become his agency to engage Classical
Composers of African Descent throughout his career. Another important part of his early
musical foundation goes back to his experiences at the New Mount Olive Baptist Church.
There was a choir called the Volunteer Chorus. They were the oldest people in the world.
They wore purple robes, but the unique thing was they sang lined hymns13 without
accompaniment.
DR. LEACH: All I knew was whenever the Volunteer Chorus sang the
church would go up. There was no order. They passed out. They ran and
spat and coughed and hollered and spoke in tongues.14 There was a lot
going on. I didn’t like this. I was a baby. I didn’t know. I didn’t know
what the deal was, but here’s the deal. I have the sound of that Volunteer
Chorus front and center in my brain and so when somebody talks to me
about the lined hymn tradition or when I am in the presence of a
congregation or a seminar or something where that’s being articulated, I
know that authentic thing because of those people.
Dr. Leach’s comments refer to a choral sound from the 50s and early 60s. The singers he
referred to were not that many generations removed from slavery in our country. They
were singing what had been passed down at aural/oral levels.15
During those formative years, Mrs. Leach worked with a women’s choir at
Greater Mount Zion Baptist Church in downtown Washington, D.C. The church
experiences provided an educational framework, still informal, that would become the
other part of that which led him to classical music by composers of African descent. In
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  Lined hymns involve a leader who sings a line of the hymn, song, or psalms, and a body of people (choir,
congregation, family members, friends) respond back verbatim. The responses can become more elaborate
as the song or experience progresses (Bailey, 1978).
	
  
14
Statements like these may refer to states of worship [not exclusive to Black experiences], in which
people offer highly energized spoken and sung praises to God. This can happen during worship or standalone activities like prayer service, Bible study, or choir rehearsals.
15

	
  
	
  

Listening/hearing, then speaking or singing.
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particular, he was exposed to a variety of ministry styles and performance settings. He
described one church setting as having a divided choir loft with a piano in one choir loft
and a tracker action pipe organ in the other. He described experiencing the sound and the
vibration of the organ as it filled the sanctuary. “It was amazing then, and it’s just as
amazing now to have that as an aural point of reference at a time when I was not at the
piano,” he said. “I remember the sound. I remember the music and that has been an
anchor point for me.”
Another influence during this time was Faye Fowler, the minister of music at First
Baptist in Deanwood. Faye Fowler and J. Nelson Logan were classmates at Howard
University, majoring in organ and piano, respectively. They graduated from Howard
University in the class of 1947 and 1948, respectively. Also in that class was Sylvia
Olden Lee. These three musicians were of a very high caliber. Mrs. Lee was an
extraordinary vocal coach and worked at the Curtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia and
the Metropolitan Opera in New York. Mrs. Faye Fowler played the console of this two
manual Newcomer Pipe Organ at First Baptist in Deanwood.
Dr. Leach learned gospel organ technique from Mrs. Odie Mae Breeze and
traditional service-playing techniques from Mrs. Faye Fowler. He describes Mrs. Fowler
as “a genius at the console.” She was the only full-time female director of music in a
Black Baptist church in Washington, D.C., a post she held for 40 years. His relationship
with Mrs. Odie Mae Breeze Hardy began in the 9th grade. She was the director of the
Trusted Traveleers Chorus, the pastor’s choir, at First Baptist Deanwood. Dr. Leach was
hired as the choir pianist, and they sang on the 1st and 5th Sundays.
DR. LEACH: Odie Mae, who grew up in Chicago at a time when the
Hammond Organ was just coming online in the early 30s, was a brilliant
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organist, pianist and choral director. She was a good friend with Louise
Overall Weaver, who was the organist for Mahalia Jackson. The two of
them were the first African Americans in Chicago to play the Hammond
Organ. Kenneth Morris as the first male to play the Hammond organ in
Chicago. Also growing up with Odie Mae Breeze was James Cleveland.16
Mrs. Breeze introduced Dr. Leach to Rev. Cleveland when he was in the 9th grade. Odie
Mae Breeze was also the aunt of Gloria Griffin, who was a soloist with the Roberta
Martin Singers. Dr. Leach became associated with Deanwood and this woman who could
eat up the Hammond organ and direct the choir into oblivion.17 And here comes the
Roberta Martin Singers. Here comes Little Lucy, and here comes Gloria Griffin, and
eventually here comes Roberta Martin into the living room of Odie Mae Breeze Hardy.
He said, “I sat on the floor right next to the piano because I wasn’t missing anything.”
His entire Chicago connection today (2014) goes back to those formative years when he
was a young teenager in junior high school. These rich connections continue to play a
major role in his work as an academician and musicians who bridges Afrocentric and
Eurocentric musical experiences for his students and audiences. This is evident in sacred
and secular settings.
The church was central in shaping the early informal aspects of Dr. Leach’s
musical foundation. Formal musical experiences were present too. Dr. Leach participated
in the music program at the elementary level and became very involved in the music
program when he was in junior high school in Washington, D.C. He sang in the 7th, 8th,
and 9th grade choirs. In addition, he performed piano solo works for assemblies at his
junior high school. It was not unusual, that as kids entered the auditorium, for whatever
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Rev. James Cleveland was a prolific gospel composer and arranger, choir leader, singer, and founder of
the internationally recognized Gospel Music Workshop of America (GMWA).
17

	
  
	
  

Deanwood could play organ and conduct choirs exceptionally well.
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assembly, either he was at the piano or some other student was at the piano playing. It
would be interesting to try to duplicate that kind of discipline today. That was the
standard at the junior high school he attended. The music program exposed him to a
variety of piano and choral literature.
Dr. Leach describes three other significant points during his junior high school
period. First, he successfully auditioned into McKinley Technical High School, the
performing arts high school in Washington, D.C. Second, during his sophomore year and
through the middle of his junior year, he had daily music theory, music history lessons,
and music listening lessons, and third and perhaps most significant, in the 9th grade he
encountered his first African American classroom music teacher and choral conductor in
the school setting, Mrs. Beatrice Byrd Gilkes. Dr. Leach describes her as a world-class
pianist, who, at the time, also served as an accompanist for the Howard University choirs,
Professor Warner Lawson, conductor.18
DR. LEACH: Mrs. Gilkes exhibited high standards in choral European as
well as African American repertoires.
Dr. Leach’s high school experiences were no less provocative. During his time at
McKinley Technical High School, he was well into a year without formal piano study
because Mrs. Polaynes could not keep him on as a private student. When he started
attending McKinley, he inquired about a piano teacher. One of his friends, Stanley Davis,
suggested that he contact his teacher, Mr. J. Nelson Logan. During his sophomore year
through graduation, he studied private piano with Mr. Logan. This experience positively
changed his world, because Mr. Logan introduced him to a level of technical study that
he previously had not known. Mr. Logan prepared Dr. Leach for his college and
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  Dr. Leach never met Professor Warner Lawson, but knew of his name and his choirs reputation. 	
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university auditions. That relationship continues today. Until his retirement, Mr. Logan
was a music educator in the D.C. public schools, a very fine concert pianist, as well as
president of the Chopin Club in Washington, D.C. for many, many years.
Dr. Leach describes one full circle moment when he shares a story that occurred
during the summer between his freshman and sophomore year (1970) at Lebanon Valley
College. He was studying piano with Mr. Logan, whom to date, he only knew as a
classical pianist and outstanding musician. Mr. Logan told him that he had organized a
gospel choir at the Ballou Senior High School in Southeast Washington, D.C. Dr. Leach
was absolutely shocked because Mr. Logan was “this Catholic person who was director
of music at Our Lady Queen of Peace Catholic Church, and they weren’t doing anything
at that point with gospel music. “
DR. LEACH: But, Vatican II had occurred, so things were opening as far
as the vernacular; and Black Catholics were making a lot of noise about
having music in the liturgy that was more culturally driven. Mr. Logan had
not ever thought about playing gospel piano. And here he was at that point
in his career shepherding a high school gospel choir at a very high level of
musicianship and him playing gospel piano. That just rocked my world.
These merging of worlds would become the trademark for the excellence in music
that Dr. Leach exemplifies. Professionally, Dr. Leach describes himself as a musicianeducator, conductor, organist, pianist, composer and arranger. His professional title, as
far as his day job at Penn State University is concerned, is Professor of Music and Music
Education. In that role, he is responsible for undergraduate and graduate courses in choral
music education. He is part of the rotation of teachers that teaches the graduate choral
literature seminar. He conducts two choirs, the University Choir, which is an SATB
choir, performing choral repertoire from the standard choral canon renaissance up to the
21st century, and Essence of Joy, which is, a choir that he organized in November 1991.
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When he accepted the faculty appointment in 1994, Essence of Joy became
“Music 93” at Penn State University. It bears academic credit and is offered at the
undergraduate and graduate course levels. Essence of Joy performs sacred and secular
music from the African and African American choral tradition. Beyond Penn State, Dr.
Leach is known as a conductor, an organist, a pianist, and a composer/arranger. A great
deal of his time is spent as Artist-In-Residence at New Bethel Baptist Church in
Washington, D.C., where he conducts the Sanctuary Choir. He is at the organ two
Sundays per month and performs other music ministry, music worship and arts functions
as they are assigned. In addition, he serves as a consultant to church music programs
across the United States at primarily African American congregations.
Dr. Leach is as a guest conductor with choral festivals primarily, but not limited
to the eastern division of the United States. He has done a number of guest conducting
duties in the Pacific Rim, in particular the Philippines, Japan, Taiwan, South Africa,
France, and Canada. Presently, he is also music director for Essence II, which is a
community-based choir here in State College, PA. Essence II functions during the fall
semester only with anywhere from 100 singers from middle school to the elderly
performing sacred and secular repertoire from the African American choral tradition.
That choir was organized in 1999. They have their own board of directors and they are a
501(c) 3 non-profit organization. In 2005, Dr. Leach launched the Essence of Joy Alumni
Singers. Their mission is similar to Essence of Joy at Penn State University. The only
requirement for participation in the Alumni Singers is to have been a member of Essence
of Joy while matriculating as an undergraduate or graduate student at Penn State.
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Dr. Leach’s contributions to humanity reflect his commitment to excellence in
music of the African Diaspora and its various manifestations in African and American
music. Since 1995, Dr. Leach has coordinated an annual festival focused on African
American Music. Originally, the Celebration of African American Spirituals Festival
focused on vocal/choral music composed and/or arranged by African Americans. Since
2009, the focus has become inclusive of instrumental, chamber, jazz and other music
idioms in order to include greater participation from students and faculty within the Penn
State School of Music as well as guest artists and lecturers.
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CHAPTER 8
MR. HANNIBAL LOKUMBE
I would say accurately that I was named Marvin Charles Peterson at birth and
reborn Hannibal Lokumbe. I am a composer, educator, performer, and researcher. I am a
researcher in that history and ancient cultures really inform my work, especially the
culture of what I call The Jonah People, the African Americans.19 There are so many
untold stories in the culture of The Jonah People.
I am always looking into the ancient cultures of South Africa, Cali, Columbia, and
West Africa as well. I am excited to go there—listen to the music—the people’s stories,
their singing and playing. Principally, I am a trumpet player. I am essentially sharing
information when I play for people. I have been fortunate to gather information that I use
to teach through my life experiences. These discoveries represent the pinnacle of my
cultural existence. As an educator, I have great joy in teaching what I have learned,
especially to children.
Booker T. Washington High School – Mr. Wilson
Mr. James A. Wilson was my exemplary music teacher in the eighth and ninth
grades at Booker T. Washington High School in Texas City, Texas. He taught me theory
to the degree that I was able to research whatever additional musical information I
needed. His instruction was a gift from God. The things he taught me allowed me to use
sounds to paint the endless images in my mind. A music book I diligently used as a guide
and still reference from time to time is Principles of Orchestration by the great Nikolai
Rimsky-Korsakov. With what Mr. Wilson taught me and what I learned playing in my
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When Mr. Lokumbe speaks of The Jonah People, he is referring to African American people.
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own band with great artists like T-Bone Walker, Lighting’ Hopkins, Otis Redding, and,
of course, listening to John Coltrane and Miles Davis, I was able to resolve many of the
compositional intricacies of music. To put it another way, my actual playing experience,
coupled with my research in the libraries and in my travels, was the foundation for my
musical achievements to this point in my career. Of course, with every resolution are a
million other questions to explore. This fact continues to keep me the humble student
with a voracious appetite for discovery.
At Booker T. Washington, Mr. Wilson introduced us to some works with classical
sensibilities, such as the orchestral piece Cathedral Canyon. He had to arrange much of
the music because of the limited instrumentation of our mighty twenty-piece concert
band. When we did perform the works at concert band contests, we always won first
place. One of the judges, and a very strict judge I might add, unbeknown to us was my
future Texas City High School band director, Mr. Robert Renfro. Once at a concert band
contest, he was moved to tears, in a positive way, after judging our performance. Mr.
Wilson also formed a stage band. This was my heart. Here he introduced us to the miracle
of John Coltrane, Miles Davis, Dizzy Gillespie, and the Master Duke Ellington. We
played Ellington’s Mood Indigo at the ninth grade graduation ceremony. Afterwards, I
stayed up for days in absolute shock at how music could be so brilliantly woven together.
Later, at a Valentine’s Day concert in upstate New York, I shared this experience with
the master himself.
Desegregation of School: Texas City High School – Mr. Robert Renfro
In 1964, the schools in Texas City, Texas were integrated. I attended Texas City
High School until I graduated in 1967. Leaving the intellectual and social womb that
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Booker T. Washington provided was devastating to my psyche. I suffered a period of
deep depression as a result of it. Mr. Wilson was, and still is, the greatest teacher I have
ever encountered. No longer having his knowledge and immediate presence in my life at
so critical an intellectual stage was very unsettling. He was a great teacher, but more
important, he loved me. He was as close to a father figure as I ever had. He was
tenacious, extremely intelligent, and not tolerant of mediocrity. On the other hand, the
resources at Texas City High school were infinitely greater than at Booker T.
Washington. At Booker T. Washington, for example, Mr. Wilson was a one-man genius.
He had to be. He taught brass, winds, percussion, and he did it all with the highest level
of skill and devotion. The Texas City High School Band, on the other hand, was equipped
with six different instrumental teachers who taught two classes each of trumpet,
woodwind, and percussion. Both of the brass teachers had degrees from the Eastman
School of Music.
Many challenges associated with cultural differences came with the Texas City
High integration. Initially Mr. Renfro did not believe that the trumpet was the right
instrument for me because “my lips were too big.” It was clear to me that he was not a
racist person, just dangerously uninformed. At that point I was a professional musician
and had been given a rather clear picture of my musical gifts, so his lack of knowledge
about me was not insulting. He later apologized for his lack of insight about The Jonah
People. A mutual respect immediately began to form between us. As a student I
introduced him to the genius of Louis Armstrong. Mr. Renfro became my ally during my
three trying years at school. Still, racial inequality and blatant racial slurs were consistent
from the community to the principal’s office. I remember occasions when the principal
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and assistant principal made it clear that they could not stand the sight of the Black
students. The principal would openly call us “Nagras”20 to our face. One day I took the
principal and assistant principal aside and gave them a quick lesson on respect. It didn’t
help. In fact, Mr. Renfro physically attacked the assistant principal when he called me the
“N” word. This altercation really started when the school board put pressure on the
principal to force Mr. Renfro to stop allowing Black boys in the band to leave the football
games at half time. We left early to perform on Friday nights in Galveston, Texas at the
ILA Hall. Also, the board was incensed with Mr. Renfro because he allowed me to be the
featured soloists on the song Pigskin Boogie. Often when we played that song at the
football games, the players and referees would join in the celebration. Risking his job, he
defied the mandate of the school board and continued performing the song.
Music became my sanctuary as it had in the past, but at Texas City High School I
retreated into it even more. At Booker T., I was loved; at Texas City High I was
observed. Walking to school one day, I was brutally attacked by five White men for
walking in the “White part of town.” Moments before the attack happened, I was
thinking about how to play the song Misty on the trumpet with a more controlled vibrato.
Having grown up in a loving environment and having the music to retreat to, I was kept
sane, then and now.
Texas City High Band rehearsal was the first class of the day. One day, I sat down
in my seat to glance over the music before rehearsal. On the music stand was a work
entitled The 1812 Overture, by Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky. When the music began, I was
jettisoned into a new musical orbit by the sheer power and breadth of it. I never forgot the
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Mr. Lokumbe used this term to represent the vocal inflection of the school principal. The principal and
assistant principal were referring to the “N” word.
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gunpowder from the shotgun blanks rising to the ceiling in the band hall, and I swore that
one day I would write a work employing guns and rising smoke. It served as one
inspiration for what became The Attack section of my oratorio, African Portraits. The
Texas City High School band program was a stellar program and was the love of Mr.
Renfro’s life. Our mutual love for a broad range of music was our connection. How
fortunate I was to have in my musical vocabulary the music of Ellington, T. Bone
Walker, and Tchaikovsky! I saw value and genius in each of them. It was proof that in
music there is no need for a caste system. Another thing that really struck me about the
1812 Overture was the undertones I heard. That is really my great interest in music and in
life—the things that aren’t readily obvious. The overtones I heard in that piece were
astonishing.
Mr. Lokumbe and the Singing Voice
In addition to the sound of instruments, the voice was and is primary for me.
When I began playing the trumpet even to this day, I hear singing voices. I don’t hear or
seek to imitate the sound of a particular trumpet player. Deeper still, often when I play, I
hear my grandmother singing while she baked biscuits in the morning. So my primary
musical reference is the voice. The first song I played, as a child was Pass Me Not, O
Gentle Savior. It’s an aural/oral thing. I emulate the phrasing exactly as my mother sang
it at the Live Oak Grove Baptist Church in Smithville, Texas and in the cotton fields of
Elgin, Texas. To this day, those remain some of my greatest musical experiences.
Mr. Lokumbe and the Influences of Nature
It was in the cotton fields that I came to really, truly understand the power and the
ability of music to affect us physically and spiritually, and in all of my music research I
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have yet to find music more perfectly conceived and executed as the music I heard in the
fields. While these people had no theoretical training, those sounds are deeply engrained
in me. Here’s some background. When initially we would go into the cotton field, it was
always in the coolness of the pre-dawn hours. No one in his right mind would dare
voluntarily go into a cotton field once the sun was out, unless, of course, he was a slave
and had no choice. Entering the field for us was a process that began slowly and calmly
and even with laughter in some cases. First, we would gather in a circle and pray. The
first rays of the sun would find my mother, grandparents and their neighbors discussing
what I term the “goings and the comings of the village”—who got married, who died,
who was sleeping with whom. Then around one o’clock, when it got unbearably hot, they
would stop talking and began to sing. At the age of five, it was too hot for me to endure
heat to that degree. It was so hot one could see shrouds of heat encompassing the slaves’
bodies. I tried to do my little picking [cotton], but no one who loved a child would have
them do that. So they promoted me to water boy. In my position as water boy, I was put
under the wagon. That was my box seat where I would watch and listen to them sing.
When I would take water out to them, they would throw it into the air. At this point, I
really believe that the music had literally cooled them off. The music transported them to
another state of consciousness. That experience formed the basis of my musical
philosophy. I witnessed the transformation of heat by sound, coming from the mouths of
master musicians who had no formal music training. I witnessed the transformational
power of music and nature.
Nature remains my greatest inspiration. I seek to emulate those sounds
harmonically and melodically when I write. As early as 5 years old while living on my
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grandmother’s farm, I remember the sky as being my best friend. I remember the sound
of the river and my fascination with what sound the earth makes while rotating on its
axis. My orchestrations have evolved into intense love affairs with the natural wonders of
the world. The movement of clouds, the flight patterns of birds, the motion of a
rattlesnake—the bite, and the wind on the old iron train bridge are the things that
continue to shape the content of the music I play and compose. I attempt to write
harmonies and sounds that depict things I experienced as a child.
To connect with the full range of a composition, I think it’s important that
musicians visualize the music. When they visualize the music, they can become it, and
people who hear it are transported, as were my ancestors in the cotton field. To that end,
instead of writing “soaring” on the score, I will write the words, “play like an eagle in the
thermals,” or opposed to writing “staccato,” I will write “attack the note like a snake
bite.” It is remarkable what a difference these instructions make in the sound of the
music. I am convinced that it elicits a different level of consciousness when you ask a
musician to play a passage with the image of an eagle in the thermals as opposed to
asking them to play a passage andante.
In my travels throughout the world, I feel most hopeful about human beings when
I see their love and their respect for nature. I become very pessimistic, when I see how
little regard so many people have for nature. No matter how great the technology
becomes, no matter how great the music becomes, if it does not serve the well-being of
the people and of the earth, then I fail to see the point of creating it. Nature is the
foundation of our lives, our communities, and our existence. The newest orchestral-choral
work, One Land, One River, One People, will bring to bear my next statement.
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Mr. Lokumbe on Education
My continuing education comes from my association with great musicians.
The greatest university I know. (Hannibal Lokumbe, 2014)
As I previously stated, the foundation of my theoretical training came from
private lessons from my teacher, Mr. A. James Wilson. For one hour each day after
school, he would teach me basic harmonic construction. His after school lessons (19631964) were free of charge. For that reason, I have never charged to teach a private lesson.
I began looking at scores during this period and dreaming of writing for large strings
ensembles.
After a sketchy social existence, I graduated from Texas City High School. I tried
my hand at college but was heartbroken by my experience with further academic pursuits.
It quickly became evident that I wanted to avoid being totally indoctrinated by the
exclusively Eurocentric musical perspective that was presented to me during my brief
college experience.
I have no advanced degree in education. I endured one week at a university in the
South. One incident that made it clear to me that this was not the avenue of higher
learning I wanted occurred in one my classes. My professor, while looking down his nose
at me asked, “So what do you think you want to do to make money; what career do you
think you want to go into?” I replied, “I will compose remarkable music for remarkable
orchestras.” With a smug, arrogant White-man smile I had grown to expect, he
countered, “Don’t be unreasonable. That will never happen. You people are good with
your hands. Why don’t you make furniture or something like that? I heard you playing a
four track tape of Otis Redding in your car.” I said, looking him dead in the eyes, “Well, I
played with Otis Redding when I was in the ninth grade and did arrangements for him.
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What you suggested I do is the same thing my high school principal suggested I do. Are
you related?” I stood up from my chair and walked out of his room. Before I closed the
door, I turned towards his now reddened face and said, “I will be sure to send you a ticket
to the performance of my first symphony at Carnegie Hall.” I never sent him tickets for
any of my performances at Carnegie; he didn’t deserve that. I am proud to say that I did
not slam the door to his classroom when I walked out. Fighting with the mind is far less
taxing than fighting with your heart.
Mr. Lokumbe’s Impact on the Education of Others:
Afrocentric and Eurocentric Perspectives
While I did not go to college, I am an educator, and I deeply believe that works by
Black composers should be incorporated in the curriculum at schools and colleges.
Frankly, I find it criminal that they have not been included in the manner that they should
have been ages ago. Music helps to broaden the mind. It educates us in a very immediate
and compassionate manner. For example, during the world premiere of my composition
God, Mississippi, and the Man called Evers, I encountered students who were very adept
in Greek mythology yet knew nothing about Yoruba mythology. They had no idea, and
the few who had a notion of it attributed it to being evil, voodoo, and witchcraft. So I
posed the question, “What is the difference between your acceptance of Thor, the Greek
god of thunder and Shango, the Yoruba god of thunder? They both served the same
purpose. You are okay with Thor and Zeus and Neptune, but you have a problem with
Yemaya [mother goddess of the ocean] and Shango. Why do you have a problem with
them? Is it because they have an African origin?” If White people started wearing teeshirts with “Shango”, the Yoruban deities would become more accepted as is the Greek
deities.
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MR. LOKUMBE: White America has always needed an Elvis Pressley to
“civilize,” the blues of Ma Rainey, or a Miley Cyrus to water down the
power of an ancient African dance that in America is now deduced to what
is called “twerking.” 21 When Black women do it, they are whores; they
are sensual sexual deviants, but when Miley does it, it’s a great sensation.
I am speaking of double standards with a capital ‘D’ and ‘S.’
When you consider the history of The Jonah People in America, whatever we
have created culturally has initially been looked upon with great disdain by much of the
White society. What people call Jazz is no exception; even though it is the only true
cultural creation that America can claim as being uniquely its own. Initially, it was
looked upon by the cultural intelligentsia as being undisciplined, wild and savage. I love
the scene in the great movie Talladega Nights when the French racer plays a song on the
juke-box by the great Charlie Parker, and the on-lookers respond to it as though it is a cat
in heat.
Black Music and Contemporary Music Education
Educationally, I function from a premise of Afrocentricity. All of a sudden,
college degrees are being offered or considered in jazz, blues, gospel, rhythm & blues,
and hip-hop music. But come on, does it take the Pillsbury Dough Boy rapping for the
music to be considered acceptable for an educational setting? All of this music should
have been considered acceptable in the first place. Yes, it’s good to have it in the
institutions, but this may prove to be a very dangerous thing. When you take a butterfly
and pin it to Styrofoam and you begin to study it, something good can come from that,
and something very dangerous can come from that as well. Because when you begin to
analyze something to the point where you can’t appreciate the innate beauty of it, then
you have a problem.
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Twerking is a sexually provocative type of popular dance move, normally performed by women by
moving their buttocks to wobble from a bent over position.
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Jazz was created in the living rooms of Thelonious Monk, and Miles, and Gill
Evans. It wasn’t created in an organized system of teaching and that it why it sounds so
different from what you hear from those cats versus and what you hear from so many
college educated musicians. When it’s taught in schools, a lot of these kids who study,
study it only in school—well, it sounds like they studied it only in school when they play.
I can pretty much know what they are going to play 24 measures before they play it
because that element of struggle, of suffering is not there. Miles suffered. Bird suffered.
They struggled. The initial hip-hop up in Harlem and in the Bronx came from kids who
struggled! Kool Mo’ Dee; those guys, they weren’t rich!
These various forms of music have artistic and educational value. Tupac’s song
Keep Your Head Up is one of the most extraordinarily inspiring and self-empowering
works of art I’ve ever heard. I feel it to be parallel with Black, Brown, and Tan,
Ellington’s piece, with African Portraits, with all of the great works-Archie Shepp’s
Attica Blues, Donald Byrd’s Christian Dior—all those great forms of music. Ellington’s
video of Black Brown and Tan is extraordinary, his lyrics and the video as well!
People ask me about multicultural this and multicultural that; I don’t look at
music from a multicultural perspective. Every person, race and nation has stories, and
I’ve always been wounded by the way in which the history of The Jonah People is treated
and the lack of history that’s been presented representing that history. Nothing is more
dangerous than the mischaracterization of a person or of a people. That’s horrible! That’s
called psychological warfare! That’s what you do when you are getting ready to decimate
people. You say, “What you are and what you have is not legitimate.” On my birth
certificate, it states that I am illegitimate. For someone to tell me that I’m not legitimate
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has been a great impetus for my work on matters relating to Afrocentricity! So everything
I do is fed from that.
All of my music, if it’s a string quartet piece, a piano piece, whatever it is, feeds
from that rich soil of Africa that is in my blood and in my thinking, and I’ll tell you, I
didn’t know how wounded I was, how damaged a human being I was. To a large degree,
I was much better off than most because my grandfather owned his own land. For a Black
man to own his own land was something to behold, especially in the South. He cowered
or bowed down to no White man. At any rate, I didn’t realize how wounded I was until I
went to Africa, and I didn’t go as a tourist. I went as David would travel, as a musician,
looking, wandering, wanting new information. There, I was given the information and
medicine I needed not just to survive in America, but to thrive.
It reminded me, as expressed earlier, of the way my dear teacher Mr. Wilson
taught me. He taught me enough to go on to find my way. And so my music experiences
in Africa with the Maasai people taught me enough to say, “Okay, here it is.” Here they
play a wooden trumpet with a double reed. Here they play a violin that pre-dates
Pythagorean Theory, and there is yet so much information I am still learning from that. I
will need three or four lifetimes to really contribute what I learned from that experience.
With the sounds and concepts heard in African Portraits or in Can You Hear God Crying,
I’m only scratching the surface of what I ingested during my trip to Africa. So maybe it’s
true, I should have more of an open-mind about who [White people] can sing my music,
but, I’m so fascinated with what I’m still learning from what I heard in Africa that I want
to say to the choir at Enon [A Black church gospel choir in Philadelphia], you can sing
more than three part harmony. I can say to the power brokers at the major concert halls,
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“No!” I know a White choir can sing my music, but there’s something else the world
needs to hear. If I ever—which I never will—get over my exploration of what’s possible
for the deep, dark, rich transitory voices of these Jonah church choirs that the major
concert centers of the world look down upon regarding the singers being able to handle
complex harmonies or portray themselves—I’m yet to finish exploring that vast endless
realm of sonic possibilities, and that’s what I want to hear!
The same is true for instruments. I see them from a different perspective than a
student from Curtis or Julliard would see them studying violin. I feel a freedom to
reclaim every instrument. When I went to Africa, I saw the violin played differently. I
saw it played as a drum would be played. When I saw the drums play, I saw them played
conceptually, the way percussion instruments in the Western thinking of how the
instrument should be played. So that’s what’s different. I hear differently, and I am fed
creatively by that difference in my work. I am not trying to emulate the sound of Bach or
Heifetz on my strings! I’m trying to emulate the sound of the violin the way I heard that
old man playing under the baobab tree in Kenya,22 and that’s what you hear in Africa
Portraits attack scene. None of us could have learned that in any institution in this
country. The musicians in the orchestra love playing these concepts, I might add.
MR. DUMPSON: So, (pause) I would think that a multicultural choir
singing your work would be tremendously transforming to the vibration of
the world, because then that Asian, that Latino, that Native American, that
Caucasian person would take with him information that helps elevate his
understanding of Black people. Hannibal, words can’t do that. Being a
spectator can’t do it. When you sing in the choir, work on the music, hear
stories, have social interchange with the other choir members, the
experience is holistic—inside out and outside in. In other words, there’s
information that the non-Black people who were a part of some of the
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The Baobab Tree is known as the tree of life, with good reason. It can provide shelter, clothing, food, and
water for the animal and human inhabitants of the African savannah regions.
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works that we’ve done together that transformed them to understand in
ways that they never could have been from the audience.
MR. LOKUMBE: Absolutely. This is what happened with Dear Mrs.
Parks. We had a Korean choir sing. They lived out in the suburbs of
Detroit. They pressed the late Maestro Brazeal Dennard to come out to the
suburbs and rehearse. He said, “No, you come into town.” He didn’t
relinquish. At the end of the concert, they thanked the two of us for that.
So, yes, absolutely, as long as I have enough of The Jonah People
performing, sure I want to open it up for everybody, except for African
Portraits. You know, if I had to, it could be okay; African Portraits is
established. There is something about the piece that always presses me to
say, make sure that African Portraits is respected. I think I want to keep
African Portraits all Black. I think the way I’m moving now, I don’t see
all Black requirements happening in the near future. It might, but I don’t
see it happening. In all honesty, when we did Medgar’s piece [God,
Mississippi, and a Man called Evers], I felt better. I felt great when there
was a multiplicity of people singing it.
Mr. Lokumbe on Music History and Genealogy
Those who choose to go to college to become teachers need to be exposed to all
types of music by Black composers. For me, my pieces are often based on history and
genealogy. That is to say, I use historic documents and stories from people. While I am
creative, I don’t just make these things up. They are statements about lived experiences.
There are so many great, untold stories to share. One of them is about Mrs. Parks. One of
the reasons the Civil Rights Movement succeeded is that the women of Jonah decided to
bake more cakes and wash more of the White women’s clothes. This generated money to
go to Atlanta, Georgia and purchase car insurance policies for the cars. Such efforts were
needed because the White power elite of Montgomery, Alabama raised the car insurance
rates so high on The Jonah People that the Movement was temporarily halted. What was
the response? The Jonah women worked harder, cooking more, and washing more to
raise money so that the movement could continue to support the Montgomery bus
boycott. That’s important information! I cycle those things into the music manuscript.
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That drives the piece! That’s straight up education! That is information adults and kids
can be taught and should know. It’s about telling the whole story to everyone! That needs
to be central in preparing teachers especially in the field of music and its history.
When educators look at my scores, they can easily see that I’m a teacher! I can
teach a semester on the Civil Rights Movement with no problem. Increasingly, and to my
liking, my works are being included in mainstream music curricula. Recently, in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, In the Spirit of Being, one of my compositions, was deemed of
such importance that 144 teachers from the public schools throughout Minneapolis had a
preparation meeting for the educational component of the concert. The piece is based on
the premise of peace, symbols of peace, and how people practice peaceful practices in
different parts of the world. The preparation meeting was attended by religious leaders
from the Hindu, Jewish, and Muslim communities. It was a profound and very in-depth
gathering. The educators got together and created a template based on the text and
presented it to the Minneapolis Board of Education. After it was approved, a booklet was
created and taught in the public schools for the entire semester. The education department
of the music ensemble, VocalEssence, Phillip Brunelle, artistic director, created the
booklet. We did several performances of this concert and over 4,000 students from the
public schools studied the materials. The participation of the students was at a very, very
high level because the teachers had that same enthusiasm. They were excited about the
project.
I am glad that my works are usable as educational resources. I write not what I
wished would have happened because that is not the truth. I accurately tell the story using
an Afrocentric lens. The truth is, what happened is not what I would have liked it to have
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been. The truth is, my great-grandfather came over on the bottom of a ship for four or
five months in inhumane conditions. The truth is, I wish that the young kids of Jonah
weren’t killing each other the way they are, but the truth is they are! And so that drives
me. That informs my music; it informs me. I’m convinced that I know some reasons why
this killing occurs. I could have been part of that killing if I didn’t have such rich cultural
exposure as a child. I defined myself through the eyes of the music, and the love of my
mother and the Mr. Wilsons of my village. As humans, we all are capable of doing
anything good or bad given the right set of circumstances. My salvation was music and is
the music. What music can say and how it feels continue to keep me sane.
With that Afrocentric lens, when I talk about Medgar Evers, I realize what an
extraordinary man he was, and then I raise the question, “Why didn’t I know about him in
my high school education?” I didn’t need to hear that George Washington didn’t cut
down the cherry tree in the 11th grade. That did my life no good whatsoever. Then, of
course, I started to find out about Sally Hemings and Thomas Jefferson who had his own
monsters and demons.23 Why didn’t I know that Medgar Evers rode a bus and got on the
front of the bus years before Mrs. Parks’ great denial to take a seat on the bus? People
threw him off the bus, right in front of the bus. Why didn’t I know that Medgar Evers
stood in front of the zoo in Jackson, Mississippi with a picket sign trying to make it
possible for the children of Jonah to see tigers and elephants? We need to know that!
Everybody, not only the people of Jonah, everybody needs to know it, because then they
[White America—society] will look at us differently. We will look at ourselves
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Sarah “Sally” Hemings (c. 1773 – 1835) was an enslaved mistress of mixed race owned by President
Thomas Jefferson through his wife’s inheritance.
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differently. We have extraordinary heroes; more than what you have [White people];
more than what the books say we have.
I am not saying that our history needs to be taught instead of the history of White
America. No, Sir! No, Sir! I’m saying in addition to. Tell the whole story! Why do you
expect me to appreciate your story when you are telling me I don’t have a story? It would
be a perfect situation if it were a whole collective situation of social participation. That’s
one of the key reasons the Civil Rights Movement succeeded. People realized that they
had to unite. We’ve moved back from that now; our community of Jonah people is
hemorrhaging, and I mean in ways that did not exist when my great-grandfather was 20
years old and could be hanged without retribution. It’s more dangerous now. It’s
incarceration. Numerous brilliant young men of Jonah are locked away for the same thing
that a White kid would do or a White man or White woman would do and never see a day
in jail because in many cases they can afford a good lawyer. As I have expressed many
times, court appointed lawyers are like musicians who dream of being musicians until the
downbeat occurs, and it becomes obvious that they are musicians in their heads and in
their minds only. That is as prolific of an example as I know.
Mr. Lokumbe on the Civil Rights Movement
2013 marks the 50th Anniversary of the Civil Rights Movement. Lei Yixin, an
artist from the People’s Republic of China, is a person from China that made the statue of
Dr. King. Again, you have to be careful about that adage that there are no people of Jonah
that could have created Dr. King’s statue. I know two people in New Orleans who could
have done it! To that end, given that I have extensive works based on the life of many of
the key facilitators of the Civil Rights Movement, I get angered when our country asks
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composers from other countries to compose a piece about the Civil Rights Movement.
Why do we have to go to another country to find a composer to write a seminal piece
about the Civil Rights Movement? It doesn’t have to be me! But, I have a piece on Dr.
King! I got a piece on Fannie Lou Hamer!24 I got a piece on Barbara Jordan!25 I got a
piece on Medgar Evers!26 I got a piece on Malcolm X! I got a piece on Rosa Parks! Come
on, now! You know, the only piece commissioned by people of Jonah is from
Philadelphia’s Art Sanctuary, and it’s about a man of Jonah, Father Paul Washington.27 I
got a piece on John Brown!28 I’m not a racist! I’m for anybody who helps others become
liberated, especially the people of Jonah. My piano piece on John Brown was played at
Carnegie Hall.
Jonah people need all the commissions we can get to personally express the
struggle of the people of Jonah. If they can’t find a composer who can write about the
Civil Rights Movement and they don’t want me, come to me! I’ll tell you of some
composers that are very worthy. Then, of course, they would call that reverse racism.
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Fannie Lou Hamer (1917–1977), Civil Rights activist, is known for the quote “I’m sick and tired of
being sick and tired.”
25

Barbara Jordan (1936–1996) was an American politician and a leader of the Civil Rights Movement. She
was the first African American elected to the Texas Senate after Reconstruction, the first southern Black
female elected to the United States House of Representatives, and the first African American woman to
deliver the keynote address at a Democratic National Convention.
26

Medgar Evers (1925–1963) was a Civil Rights activist who became the first state field secretary of the
NAACP in Mississippi. He organized voter-registration efforts, demonstrations, and economic boycotts of
companies that practiced discrimination.
27

Father Paul Washington (1921–2002) was a social and religious advocate. While pastor of Church of the
Advocate, in North Philadelphia, he is recognized as one of the key leaders of the Black Power Movement.
Father Paul hosted the National Black Power Conference in 1968 and in 1970 the Convention of the Black
Panther Party. In 1971, the Church of The Advocate was the site for the rally to raise money for the Angela
Davis Defense Fund.
28

John Brown (1800–1859) was a White American abolitionist who believed armed insurrection was the
only way to overthrow the institution of slavery in the United States. In 1859, Brown and 21 of his
followers attacked and occupied the federal arsenal in Harpers Ferry, West Virginia. He was injured,
caught, tried, and hanged because of his (and his sons) efforts to end slavery by whatever means necessary.
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There’s always a move for our people on the chessboard to counter any move of progress
we make, always! Always! So that’s why yesterday I said to this man, “This is almost
comical that you are saying the same things I’ve been saying for 30 years.” There’s
always that adage that says, “I would like to hire a man or woman of Jonah for the job,
but we can’t find qualified people to do it.” So if there’s no Jonah person available to do
it, then ask me. My mother worked 31 years as secretary of the Mainland Branch of the
NAACP of Galveston County, Texas, so I am what I compose. I wept like a baby when
Medgar Evers got killed. It’s who I am! It’s what I am! It’s nothing that I have to study! I
don’t have to study that. So that would mean to me I would have a different and a deeper
insight about the travails of Medgar Evers than a man who was born and raised in
Belgium. I feel that I am the essence of the Civil Rights Movement.
When we the people of Jonah are accepted and respected, then we can write about
those people singing in the cotton fields if you want to! I don’t care! But, until we are
accepted, it will never be right. I take issue with the fact that we are not accepted. We can
still be killed for being in the wrong place at the wrong time because of the texture of our
hair, the shape of our nose and lips, and the color of our skin. Too often our stories are
still left to the voice of one accepted guy, like a Professor Henry A. Gates. It’s as if one
person is going to tell millions of stories about a people. How in the hell is that possible?
I call it the Sammy Davis Jr. complex. It used to be if Sammy Davis Jr. ate fried chicken
on Fridays, then every person of Jonah ate fried chicken on Fridays. We are more than
that! This is the result of what lies do to a people. This is the result of what all the Aunt
Jemima and Uncle Ben images do to generations of people.29 This is the result of racism,
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Characters such as Aunt Jemima (pancake mix), Uncle Ben (rice), and Rastus (Cream of Wheat) depict
the subservient position to which blacks have been relegated for years (Kern-Foxworth, 1994, p. xviii).
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where one action causes another reaction. We can’t live in this promise land on earth
because of all of the injustices that have been done against our people and continue to be
done. It’s about racism and stereotypes. That’s why White people, women in particular,
often look at me say, ‘I love Reggae Music, like what you play.’
Don’t treat the music of The Jonah People like it’s something you do during the
so-called Black History month. That’s what I respect about the Chicago symphony. The
president of the orchestra said we ought to treat this [African Portraits] with the respect it
deserved. It wasn’t a special February concert. I told him, whatever you do, let’s not do it
in February just because it’s Black History month. That’s when the country seemingly
says, okay—let the darkies out! Let them shine! Grease them up! Let’s put them on
display. It’s your time to shine! It’s like the Sundays we would be off on the plantationwe would be in town dancin’- singin’ for massa30 sitting on the porch with—you know,
it’s the same thing now; it’s just different, but it’s the same thing! I’ve run into that
before. I’ve run into principal violinists not respecting my music, by not rehearsing it
because they thought it would not be technically challenging. They paid a big price for
that.
MR. DUMPSON: Okay, so we were talking about melting pot vs.
patchwork quilt in the work that you are doing One Land, One River, One
People. You see the piece as a melting pot. That leads back then to your
perspectives about multicultural music and that you do have music that
holds space for inclusion and all that stuff which I clearly see that you do
on most of your work. Anything else you want to share about your
perspective on the melting pot vs. the patchwork quilt concept?
I feel about multiculturalism pretty much the same way I feel about the term
“outreach.” Man I’m thinking, you know, at this point in human history, if we are still
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Massa means master, referring to slave owners.
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talking about multiculturalism, it means that we are not really interested in making it part
of the whole American landscape. I don’t remember a multicultural movement when I
was a young kid in school. Nobody talked about Miles Davis or showed me his massive
accomplishments in a schoolbook. So for me, I always found it a bit intellectually
adolescent that people are just starting to try and implement multiculturalism. Now
multicultural is the big thing. It always sounded to me like something people say because
the government mandated it in order that the institution receives federal funding. That’s
my feeling about it.
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CHAPTER 9
EMERGING THEMES AND DISCUSSION
The purpose of this chapter is to identify and discuss individual and collective
themes that relate to the participants’ responses to the interview questions (Burnard,
2004). This inquiry investigated the participants’ frameworks for including Classical
Composers of African Descent throughout their careers; advantages and disadvantages
associated with the inclusion of classical composers of African descent; and suggestions
for future scholars to aid in the inclusion of Classical Composers of African Descent in
the mainstream academic canon. In order to ensure that thoughtful information would be
received during the data intake procedure, each participant received a list of pre-set
questions as a means of clarifying the scope of the dissertation research in order to create
a context for transparency and to serve as another means of assuring that the interviews
were as in-depth as possible. While the pre-set questions were used to guide and prompt
the participants for the semi-structured interviews, the prompts also served as a launching
point for what turned out to be very rich and sometimes challenging verbal interactions.
The themes that emerged are grounded in the three overarching research questions
and reveal perspectives that provide glimpses into the participants’ lived experiences.
Each section contained sub-questions as prompts for information to better understand
implications related to the three overarching research questions. Question 1: How do
participants describe their frameworks for making the commitment to include Classical
Composers of African Descent throughout their careers? Participant prompts were
divided into three categories: background, perspectives regarding music education and
diversity, academic and personal exposure to Classical Composers of African Descent,
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including questions designed to gather information about the participants’ personal and
professional background. In addition, inquires about the participants’ professional view
of themselves professionally through their early exposure to Eurocentric music and
Classical Composers of African Descent and their associations with mainstream and
Black professional music organizations will be discussed. Question 2: What have been
the challenges and benefits associated with their commitment? This section included
eight prompts that were designed to provide interview data that identified the difficulties
and value of the inclusion of Classical Composers of African Descent in the mainstream
academic canon. Question 3: What might contemporary scholars view as strategies for
integrating Classical Composers of African Descent into the mainstream academic
canon? This research question involved four prompts designed to generate data regarding
what in-service and pre-service scholars might do to foster the inclusion of Classical
Composers of African Descent into the mainstream academic canon. A final prompt
asked the participants if there was anything not discussed that they wanted considered in
the particular research process.
The themes that emerged from the collective case study bring to light how the
participants’ contributions are seen from a community of scholars as realized in place,
time, process, and end (Jorgensen, 1995). Through the typology process as defined by
Hatch (2002), themes emerged and revealed that the contributions of the four participants
depict varied responses to the environments in which they found themselves. The process
for reducing the themes to the four identified themes involved the data analysis process
based on Bowen (2005) whereupon the data from this study were reduced and analyzed
by developing thematic codes and concepts in a three-level process: 1) Themes gradually
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emerged as a result of the combined process of becoming intimate with the data; 2)
Logical associations were made with the interview questions; and 3) What was learned
during the initial review of the literature was considered. “At successive stages, themes
moved from a low level of abstraction to become major, overarching themes rooted in the
concrete evidence provided by the data” (p. 218).
The four themes and additional questions that emerged were 1) Afrocentric and
Eurocentric Lenses: How did the participants describe their lens? Do they use one or the
other, or do they have another lens for viewing the world to successfully engage their
works? 2) Civil Rights: How did they describe its impact on their agency to engage
Classical Composers of African Descent throughout their careers? 3) Education: How did
they describe both their understanding and the influence of informal and formal
educational experience on their professional lives? 4) Access: Publishing and
Professional Music Associations. See Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Emerging Themes
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As the themes are discussed, I will bring to the fore individual and collective perspectives
shared by the participants.
Afrocentric and Eurocentric Lenses
Additional questions that emerged:
1. How did the participants describe their worldview?
2. Do they use one lens over the other, or do they have another lens to foster
incorporating Classical Composers of African Descent throughout their
careers?
I entered into the research making certain assumptions. One was that the
participants saw themselves as scholars in music and that there would be a general
understanding of the words Classical when coupled with of African Descent. The issue of
the perceptions of scholarly contributions came up early in my interviews with Dr. Ysaye
Barnwell. This motivated me to expand my presentation and interpretation of the key
definitions. I expanded the definition of Classical Composers of African
Descent as follows:
Original Definition
Classical Composers of African Descent (CCAD) is defined as
composers borne of the African Diaspora from the 1700s to present
whose musical contributions focus on classical literature as defined by
Western European musical standards.
Revised Definition
Classical Composers of African Descent (CCAD) is defined as
composers borne (carried or transported by the thing specified) of
the African Diaspora from the 1700s to present whose musical
contributions focus on classical literature as defined by standards
set by Western European and Afrocentric musical traditions.
The significant change for me was the use of the words “as defined by Western European
musical standards.” Why did I initially limit my focus to the use of a Eurocentric lens?
As I reflected on this question, Dr. Molefi Asante’s work on Afrocentricity came to mind.
I better understood why I looked at the research possibilities from a European worldview;
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I was relying on the foundations of music history through the lens of my teachers. Even
as I interviewed Dr. Barnwell, she challenged my frame of reference by suggesting that
the spirituals, jazz, and indeed gospel music could be considered America’s classical
music. This was supported by Dr. de Lerma, when he said:
While I look at jazz as an integral element in Black culture, it is the
spiritual I would term to be “America’s classical music,” which is what
Billy said of jazz. That of course raises the semantic question you posed on
the meaning of “classical.” (personal communication, October 31, 2013)
In retrospect, even more poignant was the response from Hannibal Lokumbe when he
said that he had no need to be considered a classical composer. He is a composer living in
America whose linage is from Africa. He is one of The Jonah People. His esteem and
clear understanding that his frame of reference was not defined or limited by Eurocentric
frameworks clearly emerged. A similar tone was shared when I asked Dr. Barnwell about
the mainstream academic canon. She was not able to connect with the mainstream
academic canon because she, as all of the participants expressed, never had a class where
CCAD was taught.
DR. BARNWELL: Well, I certainly feel that my music and the music of
other African American composers should be part of a formal music
educational process. I feel like it should be incorporated into the repertoire
of choirs, ensembles, and that the music should be part of any survey
courses that are taught where people are looking at the broad range of
music in this country and of the cultures that are part of this country. I
guess when you say informal, I can accept that as not being part of the
official classroom or official academic structure.
Dr. Barnwell’s music is performed around the world and has evolved from the
Community Sings to the use of her standard printed music. “The King’s Singers, of
England, commissioned Don’t Let Go. Singers from small ensembles to large choirs have
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sung my works around the world, for instance, New Zealand to Austria perform using my
printed arrangements” (Y. Barnwell, personal communication, February 16, 2014).
All four participants shared experiences of being evaluated based on a Eurocentric
lens and, as Dr. Leach calls it, “uninformed perspectives.” He goes on to say:
DR. LEACH: People base their opinion on feelings and emotions, not on
the details in the score. The creativity, the depth of integrity, as far as what
musicians are asked to do, the honoring of tradition, for instance, in that
case, of Robert Ray’s Gospel Mass and the use of mass form, but encasing
it within traditional gospel music of that time, or a piece like Born to Die,
which Glenn Burleigh modeled after Handel’s Messiah. There is part one,
the Old Testament and part two, the New Testament. It is set for orchestra,
choir, and soloists. The Gospel Mass is just as engaging as any movement
from Messiah except the Messiah has existed for 400 years and Born to
Die has only been around since the early 1980s. Another example is Julius
Williams’ Easter Celebration for orchestra, choir, and soloist, which
Essence of Joy did movements of at the ACDA Convention in 1999. Or
consider Roland Carter’s output over his career. Even though the
overwhelming majority of his works are small forums, individual
arrangements of hymns, gospel, and spirituals are done with musical
integrity. There is creativity and craftsmanship, in how he handles the
voice. All of these works are just as meaningful as any mainstream
European composer. That’s why I say, “Some opinions can be
uninformed.”
The lens we use greatly influences how we perceive music borne of the African diaspora.
Wright (2010) identified categories or classes of music by defining them as low or
popular/mass culture and high or elite culture. Inherent in the Eurocentric lens is that the
music and subject matter of the participants are not of the same ilk as the scholarship and
performance value of Eurocentric counterparts. Some people who hear and identify Saint
Georges’ music as classical assume that he is Caucasian. They find it difficult to believe
that Blacks composed in the classical style, let alone during the 1700s in Europe. People
often find it difficult to consider his music on its own merit, instead concluding that it
could never be perceived equal to or perhaps for some better than Mozart. This way of
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viewing life and art has plagued not only American history but also world history. It is
the mindset that fosters orchestra conductors wanting to avoid using an African American
church choir to perform an orchestral choral piece as referenced by Dr. Barnwell
regarding her commission of Fortune’s Bones and Mr. Lokumbe’s insistence that an
inner city church choir perform one of his premieres while the presenting organization
wanted to use a local Caucasian choir. In both cases, it was a lack of trust on both parts.
How we define quality can be expanded with a broader lens to engage the art
from an esteemed perspective. From the church to the school decisions of what is of
higher quality has historically been associated with that which depicts being educated
versus uneducated and formal versus informal. There are other empowered points of
view. Let’s take for instance, Dr. Barnwell’s point, when she identified the spirituals as
America’s classical music. This is what Dr. de Lerma referred to when he said that the
spirituals were America’s classical music. This is what Mr. Lokumbe referred to when he
said, “I don’t’ need to be evaluated against a Eurocentric system. The Jonah presence is
enough.”
Within America, significant sociocultural bias or preferences can be found in
diverse genres like blues, classical, country, gospel, hip-hop, jazz, and rock. Each genre
has its own sociocultural significance and indeed its own bias partakers. For instance, the
singing of an African American “Concert Spiritual” is considered to have a higher-class
association when compared to a performance of slave “Field Hollers”, or its descendent
the “Gutbucket Blues.” All three forms of singing are borne from the woes and pains of
struggles with American life, yet the sociocultural associations have created class systems
of these life experiences expressed through music. Dr. Barnwell considers the Afrocentric
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worldview to be like glue that holds it all together. With the Afrocentric perspective, all
the forms of singing would be celebrated for their historical roles, not as defined by
Europeans, but by an honest assessment of the music on its own intrinsic value. What is
its function? Why does it exist? In what ways does it fulfill its purpose? From that space
there is the possibility for expansion.
Afrocentric versus Eurocentric Lens: Who Sings My Music?
The discussion regarding mainstreaming classical music by composers of African
descent is complex. There are things inherit in the psyche of some composers that require
deeper understanding. Do composers want everyone to perform their music? Is it okay for
a composer to restrict the race of who performs their music? Is such a decision one that
insures artistic integrity or limits access? In the case of Porgy and Bess, as communicated
by George Gershwin’s estate, only Black singers can sing the principal roles. There are
exceptions for a few minor White roles (Tommasini, 2002). Are contemporary composers
of African descent using Gershwin’s framework when they restrict who performs their
music? George Gershwin’s perspective has no bearing on what Mr. Lokumbe and Dr.
Barnwell desire in their works. Mr. Lokumbe stated, “If anything, Gershwin knew that
only The Jonah People could do the characters in Porgy and Bess justice. White people
cannot portray the lives of The Jonah People authentically” (H. Lokumbe, personal
communication, October 5, 2013).
Is this true? Black people perform with exceptional proficiency, artistic
expression, and integrity the music of Johann Sebastian Bach, Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart, Giuseppe Verdi, and Giacomo Puccini. Can people of other cultures successfully
perform the music of composers of African descent? There is a need to understand the
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style (techniques and performance practices), spend time getting connected with the
essence of the characters being portrayed, and study the score with the same attention to
details used on repertoire composed by European composers. From a popular music
perspective, we see these trends, for instance, in Jimmy Fallon and Justin Timberlake’s
performance of hip-hop and rhythm and blues music. So much of American popular
music of the 1950s was very influenced by the “British Invasion” when European groups
made a name for themselves singing songs often created by Black Americans.
There are perspectives suggesting that Black experiences in music are not
respected until those Black experiences have been accepted (copied, taken over, or
owned) by Whites in America and abroad. This could be evidenced by the prevalence of
Jazz programs in the academy, courses and information Black sacred music such as
spirituals, anthems, and gospel music,31 and the new face of hip-hop music. Mr.
Lokumbe communicated the following concern.
MR. LOKUMBE: White America has always needed an Elvis Pressley to
“civilize,” the blues of Ma Rainey, or a Miley Cyrus to water down the
power of an ancient African dance that in America is now deduced to what
is called “twerking.” 32 When Black women do it, they are whores, they
are sensual sexual deviants, but when Miley does it, it’s a great sensation.
I am speaking of double standards, with a capital ‘D’ and ‘S.’
Dr. de Lerma’s perspective is similar to that of Mr. Lokumbe’s in that he speaks of
differences in how music is experienced from an Afrocentric versus Eurocentric
perspectives.
DR. DE LERMA: The African view of life is wholistic [sic]. Dancing can
be clearly sexual without being thought “dirty.” Sex is part of life, not that
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Berklee School of Music, Ithaca University, Penn State, and Westminster Choir College of Rider
University
32

Twerking is a sexually provocative type of popular dance move, normally performed by women by
moving their buttocks to wobble from a bent over position.
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compartment of pornography that exists within the Anglo-Euro-Christian
(AEC) mind (which may be imposed on acculturated Black Americans).
This is why the blues texts can be earthy, why gospel music and R&B
might differ only in text, why church music can be repertoire for a concert
outside of the church, why Black dance caresses the soil with bare feet,
not try to defy gravity with dancing en pointe or seeing how long a leap in
the air can last. The AEC mind classifies some aspects of life as sinful
which the traditional African accepts as part of life.
There are many discussions about perspectives regarding cultural focal points of artistic
expression. Mr. Lokumbe supports Dr. de Lerma’s insights when he states
The timbre of the voice of The Jonah People is more to the earth. Just like
African dance is more to the earth and European dance the inclination is to
the sky. You’re jumping, but to the ancient culture it’s to the ground. I’m
used to that and I write with the earth in mind.
Questions of Ownership
When considering issues of ownership in terms of music borne of the African diaspora,
there is a need to factor in how we define race, ethnic groups, and countries in Africa.
The African continent has thousands of ethnic groups with their own languages and
dialects. While not as vast, this is similar to the various manifestations of cultures in
America, for instance Hispanic Americans (i.e. Cuban, Dominican, Mexican, PuertoRican, Spaniards, etc.); all have their distinct characteristics. However, it is the African in
America that does not have clearly defined identities with Africa. For instance, I am of
African descent, but from what part of Africa does my lineage originate, Ghana, Togo
and Benin, Senegal, Guinea, Sierra Leone, Liberia, Nigeria or Angola? If none of the
places listed, then where?
Avoiding Double Standards
In an American societal climate of mandates to acknowledge the contributions of
people of African descent, such as the inclusion of composers of African descent in the
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mainstream contexts, no one benefits from double standards. Case in point, if a White
composer restricted people of African descent from being allowed to sing a particular
work because the piece was set in Germany, France, Spain, or Italy and because there
were a limited number of Blacks who authentically lived the experiences depicted by the
characters, for instance Wolfgang A. Mozart’s Marriage of Figaro set in Seville, Spain or
Giacomo Puccini’s Tosca set in Rome, Italy, there might be an outcry of racial injustice
against Black performers. The same lens is applicable to many of the vocal works set in
any part of Africa or associated with Black characters, for instance, George F. Handel’s
oratorio Israel in Egypt; Meyerbeer’s L’Africaine, which has two Black characters one
who is the title role, but is set in Lisbon, Portugal; Henry Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas;
Gioachino Rossini’s L’Italiana in Algieri; Giuseppe Verdi’s Aida–Egypt; Ottorino
Respighi’s Mariia Egiziaca. If such perspectives would prevail, Black characters would
be performed by Blacks only. Reverting to such segregation is not the answer, nor is
losing touch with the continuing challenge in academia to discuss these varied
possibilities in music education and music history classes. I do not remember frank
conversations about race, culture, and ethnic backgrounds in any music classes. Such
actions would help generate more sensitivity and tolerance of engaging more classical
performers and composers of African descent.
Continuing with our discussion about Afrocentric or Eurocentric lenses in the
context of America’s history, there are many things to consider when programming
White people to portray Black people or contexts. It goes back to issues of ownership
from slavery to today’s gatekeepers of record companies and music performance centers
(opera companies, orchestras, concert halls). For some the certain performance contexts
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can be considered the minstrelization of Blacks or their likeness. Mr. Lokumbe expresses
it as it relates to performance venues’ gatekeeper’s programming music during Black
History Month while leaving the music underutilized the rest of the year.
MR. LOKUMBE: That’s when the country seemingly says, okay—let the
darkies out! Let them shine! Grease them up! Let’s put them on display.
It’s your time to shine! It’s like the Sundays we would be off on the
plantation-we would be in town dancing and singing’ for massa.33 Sittin’
on the porch with—You know, it’s the same thing now it’s just different
but it’s the same thing! I’ve run into that before. I’ve run into principal
violinists not respecting my music, by not rehearsing it because they
thought it would not be technically challenging they paid a big price for
that.
Dr. de Lerma states that the inclusion of Classical Composers of African Descent has
come in various stages or for different reasons. He identified three general areas as:
1. Token inclusion for special events, such as performances on Dr. King’s
birthday, in February, audience development (such as a concert of
orchestrated gospel music with area church choirs), or children’s concerts
conducted by a Black member of the conducting staff and/or visibly
featuring a member of the ensemble;
2. Financial impetus, such as a grant or requirement from a public funding
authority to include repertoire reflecting the population (example: the
Detroit legislature);
3. A genuine interest in the music, scheduled within the regular season
(very rare).
Some composers of African descent, who want their music shared in mainstream
settings, might consider welcoming a broader base of people to become intimate with
their music by fostering access to perform their music. This would require the composers
to entrust their music to a broader network of people. This phenomenon seems to be more
prevalent in the vocal music (choral and solo) than in instrumental realms. Some Black
composers desire an all Black choir to perform their music, but they find a majority
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Massa means ‘master’ referring to slave owners.
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White symphony acceptable. It is as if the choir somehow becomes representative of the
Black community.34 From this perspective, the Black community sings while the
orchestras remain majority White with limited engagement of qualified minority
instrumentalists (DeLorenzo, 2012).
Mr. Lokumbe and I have had rich conversations about the seeming mandate for
Black singers, from volunteer church settings to singing very complicated choral
compositions. I have learned much from Mr. Lokumbe and Dr. Barnwell about the
motivations behind such desires. Sub-themes that emerged are: 1) the power of words and
the life experiences of those who express them; 2) trusting that the singers take the work
seriously; and, 3) the composers’ often unspoken commitment to take Blacks with them
when and where they can.35 There seems to be a double standard.
MR. LOKUMBE: Perhaps, I should have more of an open-mind regarding
who can sing my music. But, I’m so fascinated with what I’m still
learning, that I want to say to Black church choirs, “You can sing more
than three part harmony”, and I can say to the power brokers at the concert
halls “No! I don’t want that White choir to sing the work! No, there’s
something else the world needs to hear.” If I ever get over my exploration
of seeking what’s possible, and I won’t, it would be deep, dark, rich
transitory voices of these church choirs that the concert halls of the world
look down upon, regarding being able to sing complex harmonies. Until I
finish that vast endless question of possibilities, the Black sound is what I
want to hear!
Is there a resistance to folding into a multiculturalist manifestation of music for all
people? Is the music created for the masses or for Blacks about Black experiences only?
Does race, ethnicity, culture matter? How do composers of African descent feel about
their music being part of the melting pot vs. patchwork quilt of American music?
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As was the case with Dr. Barnwell, sometimes composers’ request for Black or at least multiracial choirs
are met with resistance from orchestral stakeholders.
	
  
35
Composers’ control is often with the choir and not with the orchestras. The orchestras are often the
funding sources or grantee.
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Mr. Lokumbe is in the processing of composing his newest work One Land, One
River, One People. He envisions a piece, based on the inclusion of many cultures. His
next piece will help bring more awareness of our need to love and care for each other.
Mr. Lokumbe’s perspectives on multiculturalism on the melting pot vs. the patchwork
quilt concept or as some now say,
The fruit salad perspective’ referring to how we are all different types of
fruit; apples, blueberries, cantaloupe, grapes, oranges, pears, strawberry,
and watermelon you put them all together and the juices start to blend.
This brings about a new flavor. The fruit cannot be perceived as the same
as the individual fruit, but can be delicious together (V. Gay, personal
communication, February 17, 2014).
Requests for Black or Majority Black Singers
Concerns about the lack of respect for the competency levels of people of
African descent continue to be a major troubling area for the participants. This
has its implications in general society; music is no exception. Dr. Barnwell
identifies how difficult it was for her to include Blacks in her 2009 premier of
Fortune’s Bones. Questions about the ability of Black singers to perform
classical music in ways that are considered appropriate for Eurocentric schools
of thought continue to exist. Stories like it are frequent in American musical
settings. The story can be found in Dr. Barnwell’s profile and is not unlike
stories shared by Mr. Lokumbe. Dr. Barnwell’s desire to secure a chorus master
who understood the vocal techniques and performance practices associated with
pieces composed by composers desiring a strong Afrocentric ethnic presence to
the music is understood. This person need not be Black, however. This person
does need to have the information and the skill-set to successfully implement the
required information for an authentic and honest performance. Research reveals
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that race and gender can influence subjects’ preferences for certain musicians
(Killian, 1990, Morrison, 1998) and stereotypes in music perception along racial
lines (VanWeelden, 2004). This chorus master’s skill-set would foster the singers
properly addressing issue related to vocal timbre, rhythmic inflections,
appropriate approaches to choral diction, and a holistic interpretation of music
and text. The model Dr. Barnwell suggested is an excellent one and was
mentioned by Dr. Leach when he said,
I’ve been to three locations around the country preparing choirs to perform
Ysaye Barnwell’s work Crossings because it is an interesting mix of folk
tradition, gospel. Just enough improvisation that it’s not elusive to anyone
that’s looking at the score but the inflection that people who know gospel
and related music kind of take for granted because this is a vocal tradition
that we are steeped in. My point being, I didn’t conduct those other
productions around the country but I was invited to go in and help prepare
those choirs as they got ready to marry their musical offering with the rest
of the theatrical elements. I think many, many of my colleagues provide
that kind of service, as we are justifying in some areas, legitimatizing in
other areas, and celebrating in other areas, all aspects of African American
music.
From my experience, selecting the right chorus master who has creative ways to
incorporate appropriate simple and more complex techniques to achieve the needed
sonorities plays a significant role in the overall aesthetic success of well executed choral
performances (Dilworth, 2006, 2010, 2012; Jordan, 2008; Kemp, 2009). Our
understanding of what informs our worldview has significant implications when engaging
subject matters related to race, ethnicity, and culture. Discerning our rights as citizens of
the world is not an easy task in America or abroad.
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The Civil Rights Movement
The participants had strong beliefs that the Civil Rights Movement was pivotal in
their personal lives and their music. Their perspectives have been intricately shared
throughout the profiles and are significant in the participants’ lives and as a focus in this
research. Mr. Lokumbe shared he has composed pieces named for key figures during the
Civil Rights Movement from Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Malcolm X, Medgar
Evers, John Brown, Rosa Parks, Barbara Jordon, and Father Paul Washington. In late
2013, he was informed that an American city had hired someone from another country to
compose a piece for chorus and orchestra to commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the
Civil Rights Movement. This hit him deeply as he considers himself to be personally
steeped in the essence of this music. “I don’t have to study this subject to compose a
powerful piece,” said Lokumbe referring to the Civil Rights Movement. The Movement,
in particular the assassination of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., was when Dr. de
Lerma’s career took a turn as he began to investigate information on CCAD to find music
for a Civil Rights program at Indiana University. Ysaye Barnwell has worked with
empowerment for over 40 years with the female vocal ensemble Sweet Honey in the
Rock. The Civil Rights Movement was significant for her as well. She brings to the fore
the on-going struggles to engage Black church choirs with Eurocentric orchestras, as
described in her experiences with one of her commissioned works for chorus and
orchestra. Dr. Leach’s position at Penn State is an outgrowth of a call for more diversity
in teaching. His contributions to music through his choral ensembles reflect the merging
of academic integrity, excellence in choral performance, and music of the Black
experience being celebrated by a broad range of people.
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The Civil Rights of Music Education
Creating educational settings that reflect the lessons from the Civil Rights Era is
still being been sought today. Historically, however, America is grounded in the ideals
associated with this being an equitable country. However, the educational system cannot
be different from the country that structures it. Equal access to good American public
education has been something considered a primary responsibility as early as 1642 when
the Massachusetts Bay School Law was passed with language mandating that parents
educate their children and masters educate their servants [slaves]. The year 1642 was also
the same year Massachusetts become the first colony to legalize slavery. Against this
historical backdrop remains the promise and dreams that equitable access to education
can foster.
The perspectives of scholars bring scholarship to complex issues facing education
in America as she continues to communicate the need for inclusion, regardless of one’s
station in life (Asante, 2005, 2013; Banks, 2013; Dewey, 1939; Gay, 2010; Goodlad,
2008).
Education
General Education: A Foundation for Classical Composers of African Descent
As early as 1933, Dr. Carter G. Woodson’s36 ideas, as communicated in The Miseducation of the Negro, challenged stakeholders in the American educational process to
be mindful of its intentions; how and why it teaches, what it teaches, and who it teaches.
Such misgivings about how the American educational systems can be used to influence,
indoctrinate, and brainwash its students are not discussed only in Black contexts, but are
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  Carter Godwin Woodson (1875 – 1950) is an African American historian and author. He received his
PhD from Harvard University in 1912.	
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noted in perspectives espoused by John Dewey with his use of the term mis-educative in
Experience and Education (1939, chapter 2, para 2) and Charlotte Iserby’s very
controversial perspectives on the miseducation of Americans in The Deliberate Dumbing
Down of America (1999). Calls for an American educational process that is honest about
its intention regarding how and why we educate our American citizens the way we do
continue.
Music Education
Music education plays an important role in the participants’ agency to include
classical music by composers of African descent in their personal and professional
output. This section will also identify challenges and benefits associated with the
inclusion of CCAD in music education. The identified categories are 1) Informal Music
2) Formal Music Learning; and 3) Mixed Modalities using aspects of frameworks like
Afrocentric perspectives in education (Asante, 1991) and Culturally Responsive Teaching
(Gay, 2002) to identify contributions the participants make to further the inclusion of
classical music by composers of African descent.
Each participant shared rich stories about their lifelong experiences with music in
contexts involving informal (family, church, community, mentors); formal (K-12 and
college/university); and blended educational settings. These stories will take us from
informal settings like the cotton fields of Texas, to the living rooms and dinner tables of
family and friends, and to choir rehearsals and gatherings of people who made a
difference. While music education is being discussed from both informal and formal
frames of reference, the two are often blended on a continuum that incorporates both
formal and informal attributes (Jorgensen, 2008). Therefore, the participants provided
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information depicting for instance Barnwell’s father giving Ysaye formal violin lessons
in their home or groups of students being led by Tony during the school day as they
rehearsed to perform or for the sheer joy of singing together. The musical environments
and music learning possibilities are many within the informal and formal frameworks and
occur outside and inside of traditional classroom settings. As perspectives on what
constitutes a classroom context expands, so do the boundaries of what defines an
informal or formal educational encounters. Informal music learning can be designed to be
implemented in formal classroom settings (Green, 2008).
A – Informal Music: Family – Church – Community
Informal Music Education can be self or peer driven. The interactions tend to
occur in unstructured and non-institutional environments. These interactions can involve
interactions with pre-recorded music, books, jam sessions, and computer technology.
Informal music education can involve interactions and guidance from mentors who are
professional musician educators. The understanding of the significance of life-long
informal music learning is changing the face of music education today. Informal music
education does occur in official classrooms and academic frameworks for more and more
people.
Dr. Barnwell spoke about the positive influence informal music learning had on
her. This was realized through musical experiences with her family and creative
leadership when she developed a choir for “who-so-ever-wants-to-sing”, at a church. As a
teacher, she leads informal music activities with the community through her Community
Sings. Dr. de Lerma spoke of being exposed to music informally since age two, and how
going to see his father play horn in the orchestra for Aida and other performances
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impacted him. Today, Dr. de Lerma leads informal learning interactions through his
countless conversations, not in structured environments, mentoring, inspiring, and
encouraging people to engage all type of music, especially Classical Composers of
African Descent. Dr. Leach spoke of being exposed to music informally listening to his
mother play the piano as early as age 3 and the family singing together in their home,
church, and community settings. Dr. Leach still works in informal settings with singers
and instrumentalists. Mr. Lokumbe spoke of being exposed to music informally listening
to his grandmother sing while making biscuits, attending church, and listening to song
under the wagon on the cotton fields of Texas. Mr. Lokumbe works in informal settings
from the classroom (Green, 2008) to prisons.
B – Formal Music: K-12 – College
Formal Music Education involves teaching people to be literate in music reading
and competent in performance. This involves formal training and education in structured
systems of education, such as accredited institutions or schools of music. The interactions
are often teacher led and involve assessment and evaluation. Completion may lead to
acceptance into or graduation from various academic programs such as course credits or
degrees (Greene, 2008; Vitale, 2011). All of the participants communicated that Classical
Composers of African Descent need to be included in the mainstream academic canon.
However, the scope and intrinsic nature of the music should not be limited by the
aesthetic educational bias. Dr. Barnwell and Mr. Lokumbe voiced misgivings about some
aspects of formal education. For instance, Mr. Lokumbe expressed his resistance to being
indoctrinated by racists in college. He did not trust some of his professors and felt that
they would negatively impact his creativity. Dr. Barnwell described the framework for
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formal music education as not flexible enough for the type of work she does. “What I
teach and the way I teach are older than the music I compose”, Dr. Barnwell said,
referring to the aural/oral approach she uses in her Community Sings. Along similar
lines, Dr. Leach talked about the aural/oral tradition when describing about his
experiences associated with singing with his family or hearing the moving elderly
collective voices of the New Mount Olive Baptist Church Volunteer Chorus singing lined
hymns. Mr. Lokumbe echoed similar sentiments regarding playing Pass Me Not, O
Gentle Savior on the trumpet, while having the imprint of his grandmother’s singing and
humming as his sound reference. He said, “I still hear my grandmother singing while
fixing meals. I hear it when I play today”.
It is important to note that the aural/oral tradition is not limited to call and
response, which is a form of singing associated with music of the African diaspora and
other cultures. Call and response is one rich aspect of the aural/oral tradition often simply
referred to as the oral tradition. Call and response involves hearing a statement and
responding to it. The response is not necessarily in a set form and is not always returned
through the same medium. For instance, a preacher can state a call and the response be
returned on the organ; or the call can be sung and the response spoken or any number of
variations therein. Call and response can be experienced in sermons, prayers, songs by
choirs, congregation, or soloist and is not limited to African American forms of worship.
Some of the most beautiful calls and responses are heard during Catholic Mass.
Dr. Barnwell expressed how her formal education started in her home. Her father
was her violin teacher starting at age 5. She played in the orchestras in junior high school
and was a music major in senior high school. She participated in the New York All-City
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Orchestra and was conducted by Leopold Stokowski. She did not major in music in
college. Dr. Barnwell does teach (artist-in-residence, lecturer) on the collegiate level, but
does not hold a faculty position. She does informal education lessons in academic
environments.
Dr. de Lerma did not share much about his early formal education. He did speak
about his training as an oboist and bassoonist, and shared a great deal about the various
programs he instituted educating people about musicians of African descent. He also
spoke extensively about his education at the doctoral level. Dr. de Lerma has held
collegiate positions in the classroom and the library. At the Center for Black Music
Research, he was an executive director. Attempts to replicate the program were
unsuccessful (Indiana University, Morgan State University, and Fisk University).
Dr. Leach expressed how significant his formal education was. It started at age
seven with piano lessons. In Jr. High School he played for assemblies. He spoke of his
first Black music teacher in a school setting, and he spoke of his high school piano
teacher who prepared him for college. As a teacher, Dr. Leach is equipped to work with
students from classical to gospel. He has developed two self-published practical
collections of information on African American vocal music called the Leach Guide for
Spirituals and the Leach Guide for Gospel.
Mr. Lokumbe is an educator who teaches from the classroom to the prisons. His
work with African and African American music history and empowerment has changed
many lives. His work, Can You Hear God Crying had a component that involved intense
and transformative work with prison inmates over several months. This work was
performed in collaboration with the Art Sanctuary located in Philadelphia, PA.
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C – The Continuum: Formal and Informal Music Combined Afrocentric Education and
Culturally Responsive Teaching
Mr. Lokumbe presented a perfect scenario to reflect how learning possibilities are
on a continuum and can combine through informal and formal approaches. He tells the
story about a portion of African Portraits, which depicts the creaking sounds of the slave
ship on the stormy ocean. Mr. Lokumbe asked formally trained professional classical
orchestral musicians about approaches to create the sounds on bass acoustic stringed
instruments. They could not provide insights regarding techniques to produce sounds the
piece required. Eventually, Mr. Lokumbe consulted with Cecil McBee.37 Through his
non-traditional techniques some of African Portraits’ haunting sounds were notated.
MR. LOKUMBE: This is an example of how my experience in jazz
helped me create a sound for African Portraits. In particular, the middle
passages section where I wanted the slave ship to have the sound of
creaking wood. When I went to people I knew at the [Metropolitan Opera]
I knew it was to be played on the string instruments but these
exceptionally well-trained musicians couldn’t imagine it. Then I called
Cecil McBee, whom I’ve played with in the late 70s and early 80s. I said,
“Cecil, I’d like you to figure out how you can make the sound of a
creaking door on the bass. He called me back the next day and said “How
is this?” He played it for me. The sound was perfect. To represent it on the
score, I named the symbol McBeezando. So this was such a beautiful
experience.
We had a rehearsal with the Chicago Symphony and I didn’t explain it to
them, so the principal bassist asked “Maestro, what is a McBeezando?” I
explained, you cannot make horizontal motion with the strings because
you will produce tone. It has to be a vertical motion from the bridge up.
That’s how we got that organic sound of the ships creaking.
The aforementioned is an example of informal educational episodes in formal settings.
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Cecil McBee born May 19, 1935 is an American post-bop jazz bassist, one of the most influential in the
history of jazz. He has solo recording and have collaborated on a number of jazz albums.
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Compositions by Classical Composers of African Descent offer excellent vehicles
for educational exchanges, not only within the music department but also within other
departments, like sociology, history, anthropology, and the humanities. Examples like
Barnwell’s Fortune’s Bones and Lokumbe’s God, Mississippi, and a Man Called Evers
have broad reaching possibilities from the classroom to the stage. These intra and
interdepartmental activities when engaged with frameworks like Afrocentric perspectives
(Asante, 1991) and Culturally Responsive Teaching (Gay, 2010) can provide educational
experiences that reflect respect for the intrinsic value inherent in works by classical
composers of African descent.
Mr. Lokumbe has had his compositions performed by internationally acclaimed
orchestras such as the Chicago, Detroit, and New Jersey Symphony Orchestras as well as
choral ensembles throughout the world. Dr. Leach, during our interview designed a music
curriculum using African Portraits as the content.
DR. LEACH: A work like Hannibal Lokumbe’s African Portraits can be
approached from a historical vantage point because he’s literally starting
in the prelude with the Griot. This wonderful instrument is used to
accompany his call; Islamic law as it turns out. The African drumming and
narrative provides a historical perspective that emerges regarding the slave
trade, the drama, and horror of it all. The piece invites learning from the
slave trade to the cotton field, the jazz age, and then contemporary
America in the 1940s and 1950s. From a historical and sociological
perspective, African Portraits is very rich with educational materials. We
could spend a semester just dissecting that piece from those perspectives.
Dr. Leach went on to talk about ways to incorporate Leonard Bernstein’s Mass to
broaden the exploration. Both of these works encompass orchestra, choir, soloist, and
theatrics and provide a wonderful vehicle to teach a choir and orchestra things way
beyond the page while informing the concert stage. Leach stated, “Such an approach
could be engaged for an entire year, immersed in the non-musical and musical matters.”
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From a more traditional informal education example, Dr. Barnwell started a choir
in a Unitarian Church in 1976 for people who “wanted to sing but didn’t know how to
read music.” The ensemble started singing spirituals. She improvised arrangements based
on what she remembered from junior high school. The improvisations created a musical
context where the songs could be sung by everyone and, as she described it, “Sound
good.” The arrangements were not complicated, as she would adapt the music to the
audience of singers with whom she was working. These experiences became the
foundation of her Community Sings. Dr. Barnwell challenges the limitations put on
musical experiences by some formal institutions. American educational structures can be
limiting and degrading. She designs musical workshops focused on African American
music and has been successfully implementing them across the globe for more than 40
years. None of her degrees are in music, but her impact to music is substantial. This
representing the continuum that Jorgensen (2008) spoke about.
Opportunities to educate in profound ways come in many forms. Majority schools
of music like the Berklee School of Music, Westminster Choir College of Rider
University, and Penn State University offer credit bearing academic music courses. Dr.
Leach and Penn State Essence of Joy vocal ensemble travel internationally performing
the music of the African diaspora with a focus on African American music. Recently,
essence did a tour of Barcelona, Spain and the southwest of France ending in Paris. In
Barcelona, two concerts were shared events with a local choir from Barcelona. Their
choral director, not of African or African American descent, was born in Boston and had
a level of expertise with aspects of African American music. Her choirs performed
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spirituals and other a cappella works from the African American tradition. Essence of Joy
offered a wide array of musical styles from the African and African American traditions
DR. LEACH: It was interesting to witness the interest of the people in
Barcelona for music of African American traditions. We left there and
went to Cahors, France where we were special guests at a gospel music
festival. The person responsible for that festival was born in Jamaica and
has been living in Cahors. He has developed a community choir and thus
has been able to secure funding from the French government for this
festival. We were special guests and the Golden Gate Quartet, from the
United States was the other special guest.
Dr. Leach conducted a Sunday morning workshop with choir participants from
the entire festival. French, people of African descent, and other countries were present.
He taught a number of pieces by rote and had standard scores available, too. They were
very curious about this transmission process as far as the oral tradition was concerned.
This community of people interested in African American music not only existed in
southwestern France but also in Lyon and Paris.
DR. LEACH: There are African Americans and persons from the islands
in the Caribbean who have developed gospel choirs. But it is so interesting
because there is not what we call an African American church community
in France. These organizations exist as community based organizations.
Now, where are the composers of African descent in France? They are
primarily based in college/university settings. Are they sharing music from
the African American canon? I don’t know, because I am not
professionally associated with any of them. I do know that there are
people of color teaching in various settings and involved with various
professional musical organizations throughout the world. Yes.
Access: Outreach, Music Related Publications, and Professional Music Associations
There are several ways resources such as musical scores, books, CDs can be
shared with the public. Live performance is one approach. All of the participants have
had active performing careers. Dr. de Lerma devoted himself to research and teaching
toward the middle of his career. Dr. Barnwell recently retired from Sweet Honey in the
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Rock, but she is still on the stage leading community sings for hundreds of people a year.
Dr. Leach, and Mr. Lokumbe are still active on the stage. Dr. Leach, Essence of Joy,
Essence of Joy Alumni Singers and Essence II perform a variety of works by African
American composers sacred and secular going back 20 plus years. Dr. Leach says, “They
have premiered seven works by African American composers—Roy Belfield, Jr., Glenn
Burleigh, Roland Carter, Marvin Curtis, Keith Hampton, Robert Morris, and Rosephanye
Powell.” Dr. Leach learned of Dr. Roy Belfield’s work through an article in Choral
Journal 2005 on the music of Phillip McIntyre. He invited Dr. Belfield, who was teaching
in Mississippi to be a special guest at Penn State. In addition, he asked him to arrange a
spiritual for choir and organ, “Because that is a very minute part of the choral canon from
African American composers”, Leach stated. Essence of Joy premiered his setting of If I
Got My Ticket Can I Ride. Such activities are the norm at Penn State of Dr. Leach’s
tutelage.
Music Related Publications
The process of creating and sharing music offers opportunities for cultural
exchange. Something today we know as multicultural music. The challenge of being an
expert of music of another culture can be a daunting task as we grapple with teaching
foreign music from a multicultural perspective (Anderson & Campbell, 2010; Jorgensen,
2008). How do we authentically teach the musics of other cultures? Sensitivity and
acknowledging that there may be a need to seek a culture bearer to bring perspectives that
deepen the social and cultural essence of the music being taught are important (R.
Dilworth and A. Reynolds, personal communication, 2012). As educators and
performers, we can be acclaimed and considered an expert regarding the music of other
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cultures; however, when placed in the actual culture from which the music was a lived
experience, we may find rich opportunities to continue to deepen our understanding of
the music we are exploring.
Publishing: To Self-Publish or Trust
Getting music and books that focus on the classical music by composers of
African descent to the public requires more than printing and has stakeholders beyond the
composer or the author. For the publishers, the success of their business is often built on
judgments of what it believes the public wants access to (Sturm, 2000). Publishers want
to know that their investment will sell. Because of these realities, many composers
choose to self-publish. The process of self-publishing is similar to independent and small
press ventures and are often utilized by specialty issues or entities (minorities; Black,
Latino; religious like gospel and inspirational).
DR. LEACH: Glenn Burleigh was self-published all of his life. Only in the
last few years of his life, did he allow The Musical Source in Silver
Spring, MD to distribute some of his music and why he was developing a
relationship with GIA in Chicago to distribute some of his music. Dr.
Raymond Wise, to this day, is the executive director and CEO of Ray’s
Music Publishing, his own publishing enterprise in Columbus, Ohio
because many of the mainstream publishers were not and are not
interested in distributing or promoting his music. Prolific composer Stan
Spotswood, as recent as the summer 2013, submitted 10 to 15
compositions to the mainstream music publishers of choral music and was
rejected by all of them.
Stan Spottswood’s music is performed on Dr. Leach’s concerts from the church to
the concert halls. When composers publish their own music, they must take into
account marketing and distribution of the product. Will they sell the music via
Internet only? If yes, how will they monitor additional copies being made? If they
print and mail, who is producing the product to be distributed? Often when people
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say they are self-publishing, there needs to be subsequent discussions about
getting the product from their computer file to their potential clients. All too often
the lack of access to the scores limits performance and study opportunities. In
addition, composers must think about who will continue access to their music
when they are deceased.
Mr. Lokumbe realizes that had he been with an interested and well-connected
publisher his music would be more readily accessible. Yet, he still chooses to selfpublish. This is precipitated by his lack of trust for the music publishing industry. He
describes the decision to use a company or self-publish as “a double edge sword.” He
knows there may be potential benefits, but they do not outweigh the lost of ownership
and fiscal risks.
MR. LOKUMBE: I think I have a great feeling now knowing that when
Can Hear God Crying is released, I don’t have to go to a publisher to get
permission, nor do I have to share any royalties with the publisher for the
work.
There comes a point where we have to let go of our works so that others can provide the
infrastructure to take our creations to the next level. I compare compositions to children.
The pieces are conceived, developed, and cared for, and it can be difficult to let them go.
I liken it to letting a child go to school. One might want to keep the child in the house
because the child will be safe, but that same intention for safety may restrict engagement
to the point where growth is stifled. For many Black composers, there can be a lack of
trust that the publishers will honor their work and not take advantage of them by
requiring ownership of the copyrights or control of the mechanicals in other ways.
MR. LOKUMBE: Part of the problem is my ambivalence about trusting a
publisher to handle my music with respect. When it comes to my music
I’m very protective. Sometimes, to many degrees, to a fault.
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The business of publishing requires that there be demand. The company can
generate demand or it can be generated through access to the composers. All four
participants have worked on national and international platforms, either through
associations with professional organizations, performances, teaching, and lecturing. For
instance, Mr. Lokumbe has his jazz ensemble. Dr. Leach has the national boards he has
served on and his presentations at international conferences. Dr. Barnwell had Sweet
Honey in the Rock performances as her major platform. She had and still has an audience
who knows her general style of music. She had educators and other musicians hear
various vocal ensembles perform her music at professional conference. She has a base.
Dr. Barnwell opted to use a very small publisher, The Musical Score, in Silver Springs,
Maryland. Additional works were published by Shawnee Press and self-published.38
DR. BARNWELL: Finding them was an interesting process, because I did
not want to give up the copyrights for any of my music. Musical Score
works aggressively on my behalf.
Publishers need to produce income over the long term, and one way to achieve that is
long-term fiscal projections from owning the copyrights on composers’ music. Presently,
individually held copyrights are for the life of the author plus 70 years. The Musical
Score promotes Dr. Barnwell’s music by taking it to reading sessions at conferences like
the American Choral Directors Association, National Association for Music Educators,
and other music conferences. She also has a copyist who standardizes what she has
written. Each publisher has his own format for engraving and process for receiving scores
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The Musical Source (MS) 8555 16th Street - Suite 801 - Silver Spring, MD 20910 – 800-2SOURCE
findit@musicalsource.com

Shawnee Press (MFM – Mark Foster Music) – 421 E. Iris, Suite 202 – Nashville, TN 37204 –
(615) 292-9571 info@shawneepress.com
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to be printed. Dr. Barnwell also has a copyist who talks through the score with her getting
it ready to turn over to the engravers at The Musical Score.
MR. LOKUMBE: At this stage in my life and career, the only thing I’m
concerned with now is that the people have access to my music.
However, Mr. Lokumbe is in the process of making all of his music available and ready
for people to perform.
MR. LOKUMBE: Still regarding publishers, I would not change a thing. I
am glad that I self-published. If I can get to know and trust a music
publishing company, I would be willing to look at other arrangements.
Resources for Techniques and Performance Practices
Dr. Leach has developed two guides that he uses when he works with
teachers and conductors. One is called The Leach Guide to Interpreting the
African American Spiritual and the other is The Leach Guide to Traditional and
Contemporary Gospel Music. Each guide is as a step-by-step guide.
DR. LEACH: It encourages you to think about traditions, techniques, and
performance practices. This is what you need to do. Never do that. Have
you listened to this or that? Do you know these composers and arrangers?
Information on diction, what is appropriate when singing spirituals and gospel, and
detailed information about pulse and tempo is provided. In many cases facilitators, who
are not as informed as others, take the music at inappropriate tempos. If you really want
to know what Moses Hogan wanted the spiritual to sound like, then find a video of the
Moses Hogan Singers with Moses Hogan conducting. It will provide an authentic frame
of reference.
Dr. Leach also wrote an article for General Music Today in 1993, entitled Does
Gospel Music Have a Place in General Music?
I did a comparative chart reflecting traditional gospel music, contemporary
gospel music and then in the column, the elements of music (melody
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rhythm, form, tone or what not) and then defining what those elements of
music were from the perspective of techniques and performances practices
in styles of music. For instance, this is what you do in traditional gospel
music and this is what happens in contemporary gospel music. Any
resource like that we can put in the hands of future teachers to help them
to have criteria that will inform their lens as they look at, as they consider
repertoire from the African American choral idiom, that they’re going to
use either for study or for performance.
Dr. Leach believes once the gatekeepers at publishing companies recognize that
there is value in music by composers of African descent, the requests will come forth.
Until then, it’s self-published. He makes very clear that until someone has a need to know
they will not seek it. You can’t make people do or know something that they don’t want
to know or they haven’t realized that they can know or develop interest in.
DR. LEACH: I think in many cases the gatekeepers have done an
incredible job, over the last 20 years, of identifying African American
composers. For instance, Anton Armstrong as its general editor for
Earthsongs’ African American series. That didn’t just happen yesterday.
By the way, my composition Walk Together Children was published by
Earthsongs. When I’m looking for certain kinds of repertoire by African
American composers, I have identified outlets and distributors that have
that wide variety of music that I might pursue. Since so much of my
musical offering, with the choirs that I conduct in the Essence of Joy
hierarchy,39 are only doing music by African and African American
composers and arrangers then I’ve made it my professional business; this
is my research agenda to know what is current and what is historical.
Dr. Leach’s commitment to African American choral literature is personal to him
and has translated into a professional career that is changing the face of the literature.
Under his choral pedagogy, singers from all cultures are singing this music with stylistic
integrity and commitment to the deepest essence of what it means to sing spirituals and
gospel music authentically. The blessing is when people all over the world want to know
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Essence of Joy, Essence of Joy Alumni Singers, and Essence of Joy II
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something about or where to find this music. Invariably they find him. When they do, he
points them in the right direction.
DR. LEACH: Roland Carter and I are known as the curators, as far as
aspects of African American sacred music is concerned. My office on
campus and my library at home will bear that out. They are filled with
print scores, old and new.
Professional Music Memberships
The professional music organizations are listed based on the participants’
previous and present membership and are considered relevant organizations based on the
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Figure 3. Professional Music Organization Memberships
participants’ interviews. The organizations are divided into two categories: African
American and Majority. The four participants mentioned twelve professional music
organizations. Of the twelve, three participants are active in seven organizations. Figure 3
gives a collective representation of how the twelve organizations are categorized.
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Figure 4 identifies the names of the twelve music organizations and the organization for
which the participants are active members. Active membership is defined as being
financially current or part of a special arrangement with the organization.
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Figure 4. Professional Music Organizations Overview
Professional Music Organizations
Professional music organizations can serve an important role by increasing
members’ networking opportunities, increasing access to exclusive online resources,
broadening knowledge, supporting systems’ political clout and civil leadership, and by
playing a significant role in advocacy, education, research, performances, and
publications (Cherwin, n.d.; Robert Half International, 2009). In a recent Internet search,
I discovered that the Berklee School of Music and the Peabody Conservatory of Music
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listed web-based resources that listed suggested professional music organizations to join.
All of the majority organizations, in this dissertation, were listed.
None of the Black music organizations were listed. The Berklee School of Music
did list the Music Performance Trust Funds. That organization is not part of our
discussion, but its existence is worth mentioning.
•

Berklee School of Music
http://www.berklee.edu/careers/associations_a-m.html
The Music Performance Trust Funds is a foundation that allocates money
for the promotion of black music and the general public. The concerts
must be free of charge and have no admittance restrictions.

•

John’s Hopkins Peabody Institute
http://www.peabody.jhu.edu/conservatory/mecc/resources.html
Provided an extensive list of professional music organizations to join,
none of them were Black or other minorities.

The portion of the interviews that focused on the four participants’ involvement with
professional music organizations that have a national and international membership base,
both Black and majority, revealed that of the organizations under discussion Dr. Barnwell
has active membership in the National Academy of Recording Arts & Sciences
(NARAS), which produces the Grammy Awards. Dr. de Lerma is active with the Center
for Black Music Research (CBMR) and the Deutsche Mozart Gesellschaft (DMG); and
Dr. Leach holds active membership with the American Choral Directors Association
(ACDA), Chorus America (CA), Gospel Music Workshop of America (GMWA), and the
National Association for Music Education (NAfME).
There is generally a lack of association with the three principal organizations
associated with Black classical music (Center for Black Music Research (CBMR),
National Association for Negro Musicians (NANM), & National Association for the
Study and Performance of African American Music (NASPAAM). The need to find ways
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to create more opportunities for exchange between Classical Composers of African
Descent and Black professional musical organizations continues.
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Figure 5. African American Professional Music Organizations
There is a general tendency to see the majority organizations as having more
professional value. If the participants used an Afrocentric lens, would they see the Black
professional organization as more valuable? One of the participants asked the question in
reference to Black music organizations, “What have you done for me lately?”
We had a rich exchange regarding how the experience might be different if viewed
through an Afrocentric lens. Would they see the Black professional organization as more
valuable?
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Majority	
  Music	
  Organizations	
  

Figure 6. Majority Professional Music Organizations
During my interview with Dr. Barnwell, she expressed not belonging to any Black
music organizations in a very poetic way.
DR. BARNWELL: When I get involved in an organization, there is
normally a mutual interest or invitations to join being offered that explain
how we might be helpful to each other. I just feel as if we haven’t found
each other [She is referring to National Association for Negro Musicians
and National Association for the Study and Performance of African
American Music].
Dr. Barnwell’s statement was moving because there is a sense of the organizations trying
to find their momentum and re-identify their national value to potential members in a
time of options. There are complex dynamics in how people evaluate the value of music
organizations and the subsequent decision to join. Black organizations had tremendous
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relevance when so many doors were closed to Black people. Today, there is more
inclusion, but organizations like NANM and NASPAAM are needed.
There are gaps in how some people, of all races, including those of African
descent, interpret the value of that which is associated with Black society. This holds true
for Black neighborhoods (sometimes called “hoods”),40 Black businesses, historically
Black Colleges and Universities and for this discussion Black music organizations.
Within the Black community, it is as if there is an identity crisis and esteem issue. It
manifests itself in the interpretation that majority experiences and enterprises are of
higher value, and when one is accepted into such enterprises, they have become
something more than they were outside of the new group (Asante, 2005; hooks, 2003;
Pettigrew & Tropp, 2011).
Asante (1991) discusses core problems facing how people of African descent are
educated away from their own culture in America and Europe. Such programming can
cause people of African descent to see less value in that which looks like them. Having
an awareness of which lens we are using, Afrocentric, Eurocentric, or a combination of
the two—an AfroEuro lens, gives people an opportunity to select a lens that seeks value
and purpose in things created by able people of African descent. Such perspectives open
many layers of discussion. With this background, we will discuss the participants’
involvement in professional organizations.
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The definition of a hood is slang for a neighborhood, often in an urban lower socioeconomical
environment.
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Black Professional Music Organizations
Motivating people (artists, composers, audience members) of all races interested
in the contributions of Classical Composers of African Descent to join CBMR, GMWA,
NANM, NASPAAM is important. It is also important for the majority organizations to
create environments where issues relevant to those interested in the music of people of
African descent continue to be addressed. This is something that was done when MENC
create the National Black Music Caucus (Taylor, 1984, Mark, 2007). Dr. Leach reflects
on an early experience with the organization.
The National Black Music Caucus was created in 1972 but separated from MENC
in 1989. There are many perspectives regarding why the NBMC separated from then
MENC (NAfME). Whatever the reason, the presence of the NBMC is missed by some
constituents. The presence of people of African descent is needed at the table of majority
organizations like MENC. Some reasons for the separation might have been racism,
organizational rejection, lack of support from MENC, limited vision (on the parts of
MENC and NBMC); the possibilities are many and are influenced by the lens used.
MR. DUMPSON: When the Black Music Caucus removed itself from MENC . . .
RESPONSE: Mistake.
MR. DUMPSON: …and not being inside of…
RESPONSE: Mistake.
MR. DUMPSON: …the organization—
RESPONSE: Mistake.
MR. DUMPSON: Why was that a mistake?
RESPONSE: It’s a mistake. Unless you’re at the leadership table, you don’t have
a vote. You have no voice.
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Assumptions and perhaps stereotypes that all of the participants had active
membership in at least one of the Black professional organizations discussed in the
dissertation were quickly modified. Of the four Black organizations being discussed
(Center for Black Music Research, Gospel Music Workshop of America, National
Association for Negro Musicians and the National Association of the Study and
Performance of African American Music), none of the participants hold active paid
memberships in NANM, and only one of the participants knew about NASPAAM. Two
participants knew of its predecessor the National Black Music Caucus (NBMC) of
MENC of which Dr. de Lerma received an award. None of the participants ever held
membership in the NBMC. All participants know of the CBMR, but only Dr. de Lerma, a
former executive director (1990-1993), has an active membership.
Dr. Leach is the only participant with an active membership in a Black
music organization. His desire to include an organization like Gospel Music
Workshop of America (GMWA) in his professional music organizations speaks to
his broad-ranging interests in choral music related to the Black experience. He has
worked with GMWA and in particular with the Thurston Frazier Chorale. Here he
gives some insights into the value of GMWA.
DR. LEACH: Gospel Music Workshop of America was organized by
Reverend James Cleveland, a Black pastor, musician, singer, pianist,
conductor, composer and people that worked with him in the late 1960s in
Detroit. That’s where the first convention was held. ACDA has its origin
in 1959 and the only African Americans present at that initial founding
was ironically, Warner Lawson from Howard University and I think
William Dawson may have been present at that organizational meeting.
ACDA is operating from a broader premise, as far as choral music is
concerned, as represented now through the national repertoire and
standards board, of which I was a member from 1998 to 2003, where you
have representatives for children’s choirs, men’s choirs, youth choirs, high
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school, junior high, middle school, professional choirs, community choirs,
college/university, ethnic and multicultural, the whole gamut, vocal, jazz,
show choirs.
The Gospel Music Workshop has many components from an
organizational standpoint. You have a national mass choir. You have a
national youth choir. There is a women’s division, a men’s division. They
all have choral components. You have the Thurston Frazier Chorale,
which does a variety of choral repertoire, standard choral canon, as well as
the African American choral canon. And then you have evening musicals
where choirs from all around the world will perform on this huge platform
that normally goes from five to seven hours, starting from 7 p.m. nightly.
That’s why they’re called nightly musicals. The two organizations [ACDA
and GMWA] fulfill similar purposes, but the way they go about fulfilling
those purposes are totally different.
When the participants were asked if these organizations (NBMC, NASPAAM,
NANM) helped or hindered the dissemination of information on the lives and works of
Classical Composers of African Descent in the mainstream academic canon, some of the
responses were:
“None of these organizations has been relevant to my work, nor am I aware
that I might have helped them.”
“I don’t know that the Black music organizations have a profound impact on
the African American community and in particular, African American
musicians that are involved.”
What fosters this tendency to disassociate from the Black organizations? How do things
get to the place where he would not be able to see how he has helped the Black music
organizations and they helped him? In another statement, these perspectives were
expressed about Black music organizations.
MR. DUMPSON: In terms of National Association for Negro Musicians
(NANM), do you feel that they have furthered the cause of Black classical
music into the mainstream academic canon, beyond Historically Black
Colleges Historically and Universities?
RESPONSE: “No I don’t. For one thing, their audience is very limited. No
matter how many members they are, no matter how powerful intentions
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are, they don’t reach the audience that would bring about these changes.
This seems sort of nasty, but it was said to me some years ago that they
are nothing but a bunch a church organists who use this as a tax write off
for a vacation and they get together and sing the Messiah. I don’t think
that’s entirely accurate. I have been to meetings, which were very fruitful,
but the message has not fallen on the ears of the academic world.”
What proved most thought provoking about the portion of the statement that alluded to
“church organists and tax write-offs” is how is it exclusively a Black experience? Many
people go to conferences or join professional organizations for increased access to social
interchange (networking) and many attendees submit fiscal expenditures (registration,
travel, hotel, etc.) as tax write-offs. Such perspectives may represent what Dr. Asante
calls, “decentered thinking” (2005) or a lack of Africenteredness.
In a very revealing discussion, one of the participants provided insight into the
motivations to belong to a particular organization.
I decided a long time ago, I am not going to join an organization, just to
say I belong to it. I would rather do the work. I am a professional person,
and I try to be professional in everything I do. I’ve been a member of
certain organizations, for such a long time is because of my discipline.
Now, regarding the traditional African American organizations of
musicians, I have been encouraged to join and to attend their conferences.
I think that they exist for all the right reasons. I don’t know that they’re
having a profound impact on the African American community and in
particular, African American musicians that are involved. People like me
that are not involved, are not wishing them ill, I’ve just made other
professional decisions about my time and my money.
MR. DUMPSON: My question to you would be-- similar to the Black
church where people who have become well schooled in classical
literature, or are college professors--sometimes those people, as even with
myself, as an example, leave the Black church and now work in a
multicultural church setting, actually presently, a majority white setting.
Your contributions and the information you could bring to a NANN or to
NASPAAM are just unbelievable.
RESPONSE: Yes. In that instance, I go where I am invited.
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MR. DUMPSON: So the question would be, since you weren’t invited to,
if I understand this correctly, the majority organization, but it was
something you felt you wanted to be a part of, why would the Black
counterpart, if you will, in terms of organizations about music, require
offering an invitation versus I have something to contribute, I can bring
my knowledge to this experience as well?
RESPONSE: Well, what I know, even at the times in the 1980s, when I
was seeking something more, as far as professional affiliation in the field
is concerned, even to this day, there may be a chapter of Black
professional music organizations near but I don’t know who they are. I
don’t know what they do. However, I do know what my local chapter of
any number of majority organizations is about.
MR. DUMPSON: It’s a very, very powerful discussion for me. Because, I
don’t hold an active membership with NANM either. I periodically attend
their conferences. NASPAAM is asking me to become more involved and
I want to do what I can to help, but I am fascinated why I am not making
the decision to be more present there. What’s in my thinking, my framing,
in my interpretation of what the experience is that would have me say yes,
I will go to NAfME, which I do; I will go to ACDA, which I do; I’m not a
member of American Guild of Organists, but I will go to something
they’re doing. What’s in my programming that has me thinking that there
is something I will gain there and not in the organization that is focused on
Black experiences in music?
RESPONSE: I can answer that with a question. And the question’s quite
simple is “What have you done for me lately?” Any of the Black
organizations. What have you done for me, lately? Any of the majority
organizations—You answer those questions and I think it will be quite
clear how you want to spend your time and your money and the network
that you have developed, continued to develop, and what your perceived
function is within these professional organizations. I’m not saying they’re
right or wrong, but again, it comes down how do you spend your time and
your money?
MR. DUMPSON: But from the lens of Afrocentricity, the perspective
would be, the perspective might be that one is programmed to believe that
the Eurocentric approach is the empowering approach.
RESPONSE: Yes. I see what you are saying.
MR. DUMPSON: And that the Black experience, in-and-of-itself, will not
give us what we need. The Afrocentric lens teaches that when we look at
the Black organizations from a perspective of more esteem for the Black
experience.
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RESPONSE: Well, if there’s any truth to that, then there will be no
persons of color in majority organizations and we would all be members
of the historically Black music professional organizations. But that’s not
true.
MR. DUMPSON: But the other interpretation could be that a number of
Black educators and performers are not engaged in majority music
organizations and that would reflect that neither entity is doing the job, in
terms of “What have you done for me lately?” From that perspective, there
are so many Black educators who are not engaged. I’m not sure where to
go with all this rich information.
RESPONSE: That’s another research topic (laughter)!
Majority Professional Music Organizations
Some of the participants’ decisions to be involved in professional music
organizations are based on a variety of things. In part the value of the organization is
based on perceptions of what the organization can do for its members and their
constituents, or what the member can do to help the mission of the organization. A
reciprocal aspect was inherent in the decision to belong. Dr. Leach does not look at this
issue along lines of race. He expressed a similar sentiment regarding the American Guild
of Organists when he said:
DR. LEACH: I have been, but I am not currently a member of the
American Guild of Organists. I let that membership lapse because they
don’t address my interests or whatever needs I have, as far as organ
repertoire or topics in sacred music. Especially those that pertain to the
African American church, and in particular issues that we have with
current approaches to music and worship in African American church
settings. Not only African American but non-denominational church
settings. AGO is a little too elitist for me. So I continue to play organ and
do recital work. In June 2013, I performed in a recital at my church. That
program focused on organ music by African and African American
composers.
MR. DUMPSON: Does AGO acknowledge or do a lot with Black
classical composers?
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DR. LEACH: No. No. But what they have done and this is particularly
through the vision of Dr. Jimmy Abington from Emory University’s
Candler School of Theology, they now have two publications, The King of
Instruments for the organ. It’s two volumes of music by African and
African American composers. That’s been available for 10 years or so.
Dr. de Lerma had a similar sentiment when he discussed his decision to end his
membership in the American Musicological Society.
DR. DE LERMA: I belonged to the American Musicological Society until
1981. I ended my membership because I was not interested in Maltese
manuscripts. Since then the organization has become more socially
relevant. And I thought about rejoining.
Dr. de Lerma is considering returning to the American Musicological Society
because they are doing a better job of including issues he finds important.
These findings lead me to conclude that the benefits of belonging to
professional music organizations is relative and does not have direct impact on
one’s success and agency to engage Classical Composers of African Descent
throughout one’s career (Dr. Barnwell and Mr. Lokumbe). On the other hand, it is
evident that the organizations can play a significant role for music education
students and platforms for performances at national and international conferences
(Dr. Leach), and when the organizations offer programming that are of interest
(value) to diverse memberships, the organization may have a better attraction and
retention rate. As a means of helping to bring Classical Composers of African
Descent to the mainstream academic canon, professional organizations have the
potential to make a tremendous difference. Based on the feedback of the four
participants, they are not presently a substantial factor for Dr. Barnwell and Mr.
Lokumbe. They do seem to have more relevance in the work of Dr. de Lerma and
Dr. Leach.
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CHAPTER 10
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Summary
Beginning with a desire to know why certain musicians have been able to engage
music by Classical Composers of African Descent throughout their careers, this study
engaged: four purposefully selected participants, the implementation of a collective case
study design, the collection of interview data, the analyzation of the data using Bowen
(2005) techniques, and the systematic organizing of the data into emergent themes. The
data revealed that participants used Afrocentric, Eurocentric, or blended lenses; the Civil
Rights Movement played a significant role in their agency to live their commitment to
Classical Composers of African descent; early informal musical experiences were
important in their overall music education experience; sharing their music and themselves
through publications and professional music organizations was a personal decision.
The participants’ frameworks for making the commitment to include Classical
Composers of African Descent throughout their careers varied greatly. Common aspects
were noted in the role family and early interactions with informal musical experiences
played in their lives. Contrasts were found in each participant’s personal perspectives of
who they were, are, and plan to be as musician educators. Contrasts were also found in
the influence of informal and formal ideals regarding which ways the two aspects were
more relevant to their agency to include Classical Composers of African Descent
throughout their personal and professional lives.
The complex discussion of an Afrocentric lens and Eurocentric lens as means of
evaluation cut at the fabric of what is it to be, for instance an American? America’s
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identity crisis is associated, in part, with whether we see ourselves as participants in a
melting pot or patchwork quilt society. In the case of this study, were the participants
Africans living in America (Lokumbe) or were they Americans. The melting pot infers
that one is not an African American, but rather one is an American. In other words,
acknowledging the African, Asian, or German, ancestry, for example, is acceptable, but it
is not the focus, when seen through the melting pot lens. The patchwork quilt lens
supports living in America as an African, Asian, or German. One does not hyphenate or
lose their ethnic heritage, but instead celebrates it. Another point of inquiry revealed that
there was a need to clarify perceptions related to why Black composers create their
music, who has welcomed access to their music, and who can authentically perform
classical music by composers of African descent. If the composers are composing their
music for Black performers only, do they want their music performed in front of Black
audiences only?
With the aforementioned shared, what might contemporary scholars view as
strategies for integrating Classical Composers of African Descent into the mainstream
academic canon? This question was grounded in the call for culturally responsive
teaching skills and powerfully communicated in Howard (2006), in which he reminds
readers that one cannot teach what they have not been taught. This statement is not to be
confused with the rich philosophical discussions on human memory or one’s instinctive,
natural proclivities or innate gifts to comprehend certain skills or process certain
information not taught (Malone, 2012). Instead, Howard’s discussion speaks to the
responsibility of teachers of teachers to prepare pre-service teachers to intend to be
culturally responsive and inclusive in their future pedagogical goals. To that end, the
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inclusion of information about the lives and music of Classical Composers of African
Descent is imperative if the music is to sustain into the future and across cultures. This
requires a culturally responsive teaching perspective (Gay, 2010; Ladson-Billings, 1994)
regarding the literature, which in turn fosters contact with information on the lives and
music of these composers (Pettigrew & Tropp, 2011).
Methodology
This qualitative collective case study investigated ways Classical Composers of African
Descent have been included in the mainstream academic canon by interviewing four
musicians who have been committed to including Classical Composers of African
Descent throughout their music careers. The questions of this study were: 1) How do
participants describe their frameworks for making the commitment to include Classical
Composers of African Descent throughout their careers? 2) What have been the
challenges and benefits associated with their commitment? 3) What might contemporary
scholars view as strategies for integrating Classical Composers of African Descent into
the mainstream academic canon?
The four participants, Dr. Ysaye Maria Barnwell (a composer and performer); Dr.
Dominique-René de Lerma (a musicologist and adviser); Dr. Anthony Thomas Leach (an
educator, conductor, organist, and arranger); and Mr. Hannibal Lokumbe (a composer,
trumpeter, and visionary), have been able to contribute to the inclusion of Classical
Composers of African Descent throughout their professional careers and personal lives.
This was achieved by analyzing the data for emerging codes, categories, and themes. The
information is reported in this dissertation.
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General Conclusions
Each participant provided insights related to their personal experiences. Those
individual perspectives were synthesized to identify four themes that emerged and have
led to the following conclusions.
First, Afrocentric versus Eurocentric worldviews can greatly impact our
perceptions about the value of Classical Composers of African Descent to the mainstream
academic canon. Whether it’s Mr. Lokumbe, who has an impassioned desire to use his
music as a catalyst to ensure that Black people have their place at the table of
opportunity; or Dr. Leach, who builds bridges across cultures by creating powerful
opportunities to experience community through choral singing while deepening the
participants’ understanding of the value, honor, and joy of singing music borne of the
African diaspora; or Dr. Barnwell, who fosters choral community by creating
opportunities for people of all races (no matter their talent levels) to feel welcome to the
sounds of the Black spirituals and songs of resilience as exemplified by her and her
legacy with the acclaimed women’s vocal ensemble Sweet Honey in the Rock; or Dr. de
Lerma, who has become one of the living ambassadors of bringing accurate, full storied
scholarship to publications reflecting the lives and music of classical composers of the
African diaspora to the masses, their lens impacts their lived experiences and musical
output. Through the rich stories shared by the four participants more insights in the value
of Classical Composers of African Descent to the mainstream academic canon is revealed
and supported.
The lens selected by each participant is not the same for every situation and it
need not be. For each participant, the use of more than one lens-set is required in order to
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function in systems that are functioning beyond Black and White boundaries. These
systems, whether the purpose be to produce performances, books, journal articles, or
music scores can be inclusive of the broad range of races that benefit their enterprises.
Second, The Civil Rights Movement impacted the lives and musical output of each
of the participants and was a mirror of change that was beginning in some parts of
America. Issues with racism and discrimination were a reality and a challenge for all of
the participants and had varied manifestations, at times depending on the lightness of
their dark skin or the different parts of the country in which they resided.
Dr. Barnwell spoke of the many faces of racism during her undergraduate
education, and through her own personal experiences, she developed a deepened desire to
make a difference. When she received her Master’s degree, she contacted several
historically Black colleges and universities in an attempt to secure a teaching position.
She wanted to give back and to empower other Black students with tools to withstand the
tyranny of racism and prejudice. Both Dr. de Lerma and Dr. Leach had a great deal of
information on various forms of music including Black music. However, when “the need
to know.” as Dr. Leach often said during the interviews, presented itself—in this case so
they could prepare for programs commemorating the life of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr.—their research began to reveal gaps in the information available. Both have
committed their lives to bringing the music of the African and African American
experiences to the academy and the world.
Second, while work regarding the need for the Civil Right Movement was
unfolding, each participate spoke of the necessity for music to heal the nation as an
incentive for more engagement of classical music by composers of African descent. Mr.
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Lokumbe experienced a profound personal shift in awareness of the Civil Rights
Movement while in high school when Medgar Evers was killed. Lokumbe’s mother was
the secretary for the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP). Lokumbe was so deeply wounded by Evers’ assassination that his mother had
to keep an eye on him for several days. It would be many years later when Mr. Lokumbe
would compose God, Mississippi, and a Man Called Evers. For all of the participants,
there are many personal Civil Rights stories, but Dr. King’s death fostered a more astute
awareness of how music could be used to fill the gaps toward assimilating accurate
information regarding the history and promise of Black people in America and in the
world.
Third, Informal and Formal Education: Learning experiences (family and
community) as well as formal education (school) played a significant role in the
development of the musicians each participant has become. Their stories reveal that they
were impacted by music early in their lives. Dr. Barnwell’s father was a professional
violinist and violin teacher. Dr. de Lerma’s father was a French horn player with several
orchestras. Dr. Leach’s mother was a church musician who played the piano and worked
with several choirs throughout her life, and his immediate family sang together. Mr.
Lokumbe heard singing throughout his childhood and spoke of it as the framework for his
melodic sound reference. Informal educational opportunities abounded for Dr. Barnwell
and Dr. Leach, as they both created small and large vocal ensembles and strove to create
choral communities. These ventures have taken both around the world teaching in formal
and informal settings.
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Formal education in America was not implemented in equitable ways throughout
the country. As schools were merged to foster desegregation, many new issues were
created. Mr. Lokumbe expressed the most struggles regarding the formal education
process. In particular, he expressed resistance to the threat of being indoctrinated by an
educational system, teachers, and administrators that did not have basic respect for Black
students. He likened it to entrusting yourself to people who made it clear that they meant
you harm. The role of formal education continues to have many complex layers to it. This
concern is not new and dates back to the Massachusetts Bay School Law of 1642.
Fourth, Access relates to publishing and membership in professional music
organizations. Dr. de Lerma is highly published and has over 1000 music related pieces
in Austria, Germany, Italy, Puerto Rico, France, England, Australia, and the United
States. He was Chief Consultant to Columbia Records for their award-winning Black
Composers Series. All of these vehicles, along with his teaching and continued
mentoring, are the benchmark for others to emulate.41 Dr. de Lerma’s holdings at the
Center for Black Music Research are categorized as follows:
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

Vertical files (by subjects, names);
Institutional files (by place of work);
Miscellaneous files, photographs;
Scores by black composers;
Afro-American Music Opportunities Association (AAMOA);
Sound recordings;
Annotated books, single-issue publications.

Dr. Barnwell’s publications are easily accessible by going to her website
www.ymbarnwell.com. Various music outlets publish her compositions. She has not
written any music related peer reviewed articles. Dr. Leach’s focus has been on teaching
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Dr. Rollo A. Dilworth, while not a participant in this study, is an example of a person who is making
major contributions to choral music. He has published over 250 pieces of music and 20 scholarly articles.
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and performing. He has published in peer-reviewed publications and has created two selfpublished Leach Guides for the Spirituals and Gospel music. To date, Mr. Lokumbe is
self-published. His music can be purchased by going to his website
hanniballokumbe.com. It is my hope that all of the participants will continue to find ways
to make their product more available for world wide engagement.
Participants’ paid active or specially decreed memberships in a professional music
organization varied. Three of the participants have belonged to many different
professional organizations during their careers. The information gathered about
professional music organizations revealed that presently, none of the participants belong
to the National Association for the Study and Performance of African American Music
(NASPAAM), formerly known as the National Black Music Caucus of the Music
Educators National Conference (MENC).
Professional music organizations do not seem to play a significant role in the
success of the participants’ present output. This may be a result of the overall
demographic of the participants. Each is established as contributors to mainstreaming
Classical Composers of African Descent in their various careers. Dr. Leach has three
active memberships, belonging to American Choral Directors Association, Chorus
America, and Gospel Music Worship of America. Dr. de Lerma holds active
memberships with the Center for Black Music Research (CBMR), Deutsche Mozart
Gesellschaft (DMG), and National Association of Negro Musicians (NANM).
Question Three
Most aspects of the participants’ responses to research questions one and two
were integrated throughout the profiles and findings. Special attention is brought to the
participants’ responses to question three, “What might contemporary scholars view as
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strategies for integrating Classical Composers of African Descent into the mainstream
academic canon?” Inherent in these responses are implications for future research in
music and music education. The following conclusions about each participant are offered
individually.
Dr. Ysaye Maria Barnwell
It is important to know marketing and how to navigate in systems that have many
layers. Universities are one example. A department’s invitation to share your music does
not mean that the entire institution welcomes you. One can receive an invitation from the
student activities department, and the music department wants nothing to do with you. As
a composer, I may not want to deal with this, but there is a need to have a grasp on the
culture and politics of organizations. In one instance, it took a very, very long time for the
voice department to respond. In another instance, the orchestra said “no” almost
immediately. Every other department, from the medical school, the law school, history,
African American studies, to the English department, jumped at the opportunity to
engage in the subject matter of Fortune’s Bones, but the music department had its nose in
the air. I don’t know if the music department knew anything about who I was. They got
the same information that everybody else got, a description of the work, and a copy of the
score that other people didn’t get. The other people didn’t even know what the final
composition would sound like. They had no clue. Adverse settings like the one I faced is
not want I am use to when sharing my music.
Dr. Dominique-René de Lerma
To further access to information on the works and lives of classical composers of
African descent, I would like to think that all of my publications on the music and
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literature, as well as my personal consultations with scholars and amateurs, have played a
role in bringing the music to a larger audience. The exposure should give audiences a
broader concept of being human and through the arts help reduce racism. On a personal
level, the exposure would encourage more productivity and better income for the
composers and performers. These are all advantages unless the exposure is based on
biased or incomplete data. This poses a challenge on the selection of a proper
spokesperson. I have seen (in the state of Wisconsin as a specific instance) that those
seeking a specialist settle, not knowing better, on a “celebrity.” Regarding strategies for
colleges to do a better job preparing pre-service teachers to engage classical composers of
African descent, I confess I’ve not worried about this. The information and
documentation is available for those interested.
Dr. Anthony Thomas Leach
Whatever teachers at colleges and universities can do to provide real world
encounters, either by bringing in educators from rural, suburban, and urban settings or
using Skype™ to go into those classrooms and those rehearsals so that pre-service
teachers can see, again in real time, what’s happening with this delivery of instruction is
very important. Pre-service educators would be able to see what the student response is to
the instruction and what the teacher’s response is to students’ on and off task behavior
and performance. That will do much more than a whole lot of peer teaching in these
wonderful environments we call academia.
The second thing is to place more emphasis and value on the experience and
knowledge that retired teachers have had in music classrooms. They taught in rural,
suburban, or urban settings. They know a little something. In many cases, some of them
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are serving as supervisors of student teachers. Also, through student teaching seminars,
which usually happens on campus, or college students meeting at specific locations from
a variety of backgrounds or academic disciplines to tap into that resource so that aspects
of that experience may be positively celebrated and mixed in with the current experience
that pre-service student teachers are having in classroom settings.
Third, I am always looking for appropriate repertoire that can work in a variety of
settings. I love sharing that with teachers. Part of my role as a preparer of teachers is also
to do things for teachers in this choral context. I welcome going to K-12 schools to spend
a day or two, where a teacher has invited me to come in, and just be with them. Going
back to my theme from 2010, “Building Choral Communities,” whatever I can do to
encourage teachers, from that continuing education vantage point, to consider a new
strategy, repertoire or suggestions to change aspects of the physical setups in their
classrooms is a gift to me. I love sharing as mentioned with my students who have
recently graduated.
Mr. Hannibal Lokumbe
I think it is important to remove the stigma of the Jonah people composing for
orchestras. Trust your instincts for new possibilities in music, new possibilities in sound,
in historic content, and new challenges to what a symphony orchestra is and what it can
be. To dismantle the age-old concept of what most people think a symphony orchestra is.
To me it’s just another band. It’s another group of instruments with profound potential
that I’ve yet to find the end to expressing. The same is true for the spoken and sung voice.
I find that as humans, we often hold on to things like our perceptions and concepts
because we are afraid to see them die out. I don’t know any aspect of life, certainly with
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music, where I have any fear. Well, perhaps there is one. I fear that I will not be able to
reach inside of people in a way that I can remind them that they are divine. That’s the
only thing I fear.
Implications for Future Research
This dissertation research, Four Scholars’ Engagement of Works by Classical
Composers of African Descent: A Collective Case Study has opened up many new
considerations. Based on the findings in this study and related literature on classical
music by composers of African descent, I offer the following recommendations for future
research noting that quantitative and qualitative studies may bear important findings:
First, diversify the study by adding participants who were not of African descent.
There are people of other cultures who are doing tremendous work bringing classical
composers of African descent to mainstream settings. Mr. William Zick Esq., in
collaboration with Dr. de Lerma, created the website AfriClassical: African Heritage in
Classical Music.42 Ms. Rachel Barton Pine is a violinist who has done an excellent job
recording and bringing classical string music by composers of African descent to the
public. Dr. Clipper Erickson’s dissertation, The Six Piano Suites of Nathaniel Dett,
(2013) focused on the music of R. Nathaniel Dett, adding another source to the literature.
He performs, in mainstream concerts, Dett’s music, incorporating it on programs
featuring the music of Johann Sebastian Bach to the recent world premiere of Cyril
Scott’s Fourth Violin Sonata (2013). Dr. Erickson says, “I do not want to be known as the
pianist who plays this magnificent music only in February.” (C. Erickson, personal
communication, February 13, 2014.)
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  AfriClassical.com is a website created by Mr. William J. Zick, Esq., and was launched in 2000 as a
nonprofit educational venture promoting awareness of African Heritage in Classical Music.
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Mixing the demographics of the participants, especially as it relates to age and
race is an important next step. Second, implement a survey of the musicology society
membership to find out their perspectives about why classical Black composers are not
more engaged in academia. Third, increase the sample size. There might be a benefit
from conducting a longitudinal study to measure if exposure to Afrocentric principles in
children Pre-K-6th grade changes their perception of the value of classical music by
composers of African descent. Resources that focus on the lives of Classical Composers
of African Descent are being produced for children of all ages (Cline-Ransome &
Ransome, 2011).
Another important study would be to investigate American’s perceptions of the
educational value of classical music by composers of African descent in academic
settings. Researchers could survey people of African descent, to learn reasons why said
educators do or do not engage in professional music organizations like American Choral
Directors Association, American Musicological Society, Chorus America, or National
Association for Music Education or The National Association of Negro Musicians and
The National Association for the Study of African American Music.
Another avenue of investigation would be to look at Black composers who insist
on Black choirs only to sing their music, but are willing to accept White orchestras for
the accompaniment. Is there a different expectation for instrumentalists versus singers?
What is behind such desires? Culturally responsive teaching (Gay, 2010) and culturally
competent pedagogies (Ladson-Billings, 2001) are areas for research that, as they relate
to music education, are in the beginning stages of scholarly inquiry. Contact theory
(Pettigrew & Tropp, 2011; Schiappa, Gregg, & Hewes, 2005) is a framework that
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provides a rich context for investigating how groups of people evolve because of contact
with each other. This is an important implication for so much of the music composed by
Mr. Lokumbe, Dr. Barnwell, and numerous composers of African descent. What impact
does membership in majority professional music organization have on the professional
trajectory of classical composers of African descent? What are the perceptions of the
value of belonging to professional organizations whether Black or majority? When all is
considered, getting resources into the classroom remains a central need. A study that
assesses the impact of self-publishing versus professional companies on access to
literature, such as text books and printed music focused on classical composers of African
descent, could also be meaningful.
Information on the lives and music created by and about Classical Composers of
African Descent has a place in academia and societies worldwide. Whether viewed from
an Afrocentric or Eurocentric lens, access to related literature must be made available in
equitable ways. Music and information on Classical Composers of African Descent can
be used in informal and formal educational settings that engage family, community,
church and schools by sharing information and building relationships that remind us that
this is a new day; the path has been illuminated. Mr. Lokumbe asks in African Portraits,
“How long?” It is time. Let us incorporate classical works by composers of African
descent in the mainstream academic canon and general community.
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LIST OF CLASSICAL COMPOSERS OF AFRICAN DESCENT
1700 TO PRESENT
Ignatius Sancho (1729-1780) – African British
Chevaliers de Meude-Monpas (1740-1810) – African French
Le Chevalier de Saint-Georges (1745-1799) – African French
José Mauricio Nunes Garcia (1767-1830) – African Brazilian
George Augustus Bridgetower (1779–1860) – African Polish
Jose White y Lafitte, a.k.a. Silvestre de los Dolores (1836-1918) African Cuban
Amanda Aldridge, a.k.a. Montague Ring (1866–1956) – African British
Nicolas Geffrard (1871–1930) – Haitian
John Wesley Work (1872-1925 – African American
Samuel Coleridge-Taylor (1875–1912) – African British
Robert Nathaniel Dett (1882-1943) – African American
Ludovic Lamothe (1882-1953) – Haitian
Justin Elie (1883–1931) – Haitian
Edmund Thornton Jenkins (1894-1926) – African American
William Grant Still (1895-1978) – African American*
Undine Moore (1904-1989) – African American*
Margaret A. Bonds (1913-1972) – African American*
Ulysses Simpson Kay (1917-1995) – African American*
David N. Baker (b. 1931) – African American*
George Theophilus Walker (b. 1922) – African American*
Coleridge-Taylor Perkinson (b. 1932) – African American*
Antonio Carlos Gomes (1936-1996) – African Brazilian
Adolphus C. Hailstork (b. 1941) – African American*
Hannibal Lokumbe (b. 1948) – African American*
Joseph Jennings (b. 1954) – African American*
Julius P. Williams (b. 1954) – African American*
William E. Childs (b. 1957) – African American*
William Banfield (b. 1961) – African American*
Rollo A. Dilworth (b. 1970) – African American*
Jonathan Holland (b. 1974) – African American
This list was compiled by de Lerma (1990) and additions were made by Dumpson
(2013)*
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CONSOLIDATED INTERVIEW PROTOCOL QUESTIONS
Note: If you are a composer of African descent, please answer the questions reflecting
your lived experiences as a composer and any other lens relevant to the
research.
1) How do you describe your frameworks for making the commitment to including
CCAD throughout your teaching, conducting, and/or performance careers?
Participant Background
a. Who are you professionally (composer, educator, performer, researcher)?
b. Describe your early exposure to Eurocentric classical music.
c. What do you define as your first musical medium (voice, piano, cello, trumpet)?
d. Describe how and where you were introduced to that musical medium.
e. What supported you in your understanding of that musical medium (parents,
church, school, etc.)?
f. What is your primary performance medium today?
g. What professional music organizations are you actively engaged in (e.g. MENC,
ACDA, NANM, NASPAAM)?
h. Why are you or are not engaged in such organizations?
i. If you were part of MENC, were you ever a member of the former National Black
Music Caucus (NBMC) of MENC?
Personal Perspectives Regarding Music Education and Diversity
j. How do your musical experiences impact your understanding of the world (people,
home, work, community, nature)?
k. How does your understanding of people impact your relationship with music?
l. Describe your perspectives on multicultural education and its impact on music
education?
Exposure to CCAD
m. How do you define Classical Composers of African Descent (CCAD)?
n. Have you studied (college academic contexts) the music or lives of any Classical
Composers of African Descent (CCAD)? If yes, please describe what you
remember learning about CCADs and their music.
o. Describe when you were first introduced to Classical Composers of African
Descent (CCAD)?
p. What impact did your exposure to CCAD have on you (personally, emotionally,
professionally)?
q. Describe how you incorporate the works of CCAD in your various musicking
(professional and personal experiences)?
r. Are there traces in the mainstream academic canon (MAC) from CCAD that might
naïve listeners be missing?
s. Which CCAD do you want to see included in the MAC, and why? Please be
specific.
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t. In what ways can the inclusion of CCAD help students and Americans relate to
different cultures?
2) What have been the challenges and benefits associated with your commitment to
including Classical Composers of African Descent throughout their performance,
conducting and teaching careers?
a. What is your perspective of the state of how CCAD are engaged in American music
education?
b. Describe how you think CCAD are perceived by stakeholders in the MAC? Please
give examples of stakeholders you are referring to, as you explain your perspective.
c. In what ways are perspectives toward CCAD changing? Please give examples that
support your perspective.
d. What needs to be done to bring the works and lives of CCAD in the MAC?
e. What are the pros and cons of including CCAD in the MAC? Please consider
sociocultural, socioeconomical, and sociopolitical implications.
f. In what ways does the inclusion of information on the lives and works of CCAD
impact music education in America?
g. Which mainstream publication do you recommend as having done a significant job
in bringing CCAD to the fore?
h. What do you identify as four considerations for college music educators when
preparing future teachers with information on the life and works of CCAD?
3) What might contemporary scholars view as strategies for integrating CCAD in
the MAC?
a. What have you done or are presently doing to further access to the works and lives
of CCAD?
b. What strategies do you suggest for colleges to better prepare pre-service teachers to
engage CCAD?
c. How have musical organization like the National Black Music Caucus (NBMC),
National Association for the Study and Performance of African American Music
(NASPAAM), National Association of Negro Musicians (NANM), and the Center
for Black Music Research (CBMR) helped or hindered the dissemination of
information on the lives and works of CCAD in the MAC?
d. What do you identify as an important focus over the next 25 years to improve the
inclusion of CCAD in the MAC?
Closing Questions
a. What one question, not asked regarding the inclusion of CCAD in the MAC, is of
value to you?
b. Is there anything else you want to discuss?
Thank you for your contributions to this study. J. Donald Dumpson
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PHONE INVITATION SCRIPT
Hi ____________________ (name of person). This is J. Donald Dumpson.
I am a PhD. candidate at Temple University and am calling to see if you will
participate in my dissertation research. It is a qualitative study entitled, “Four Scholars’
Engagement of Works by Classical Composers of African Descent: A Collective Case
Study.” I would like you to participate because of your reputation of working with
classical music and the rich ways you include Classical Composers of African Descent
(CCAD) throughout your career.
Three over-arching questions guide this study. 1) How do you describe your
reasons for making the commitment to include CCAD in your teaching, conducting,
and/or performance? 2) What have been the challenges and benefits associated with your
commitment? and 3) What might contemporary scholars, such as yourself, view as
rationales for integrating CCAD into the MAC?
The study has been cleared by Temple’s Institutional Review Board and will
require us to engage in 2 two-hour interviews. Do you have any time this or next week, to
participate in the study?
(If no:) Thank you for your time. Good-bye.
(If they say yes:)
I will scan and email you a signed consent form (PDF). You will be asked to
print, sign, scan, and return their consent form to me via email.
Note: If the potential participant does not have access to a scanner, the document will be
returned to me via regular mail. I will reimburse the participant for the envelope and
postage.
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SAMPLE CONSENT FORM
Principal Investigator:

Alison Reynolds, Ph.D.
Department of Music Education and Therapy
Boyer College of Music and Dance
Temple University, 2001 N. 13th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19122
Contact Information: XXX

Student Investigator:

J. Donald Dumpson,
Graduate Student in the Department of Music
Education and Therapy
Boyer College of Music and Dance
Temple University, 2001 N. 13th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19122
Contact Information: XXX

Hello! I am pursuing a doctorate in Music Education from Temple University. In partial
fulfillment of the requirements to obtain the Ph.D. in music education, I am conducting a
research project.
The purpose of this collective case study is to investigate ways you have been able to
include Classical Composers of African Descent (CCAD) in the mainstream academic
canon (MAC). I will examine your insights and three other scholars who have been
committed to including CCAD throughout your teaching, conducting, and/or
performance careers.
The initial questions of this study are:
1) How do you describe your frameworks for making that commitment?
2) What have been the challenges and benefits associated with your
commitment?
3) What might contemporary scholars view as strategies for integrating CCAD
into the MAC?
I am requesting 2 two-hour interviews-- Either in-person or via Skype™. If interviewing
you in person, I will travel to you, at a mutually agreed upon location. We will take
breaks as needed, preferably no more than two ten-minute breaks per session. If possible,
I would like to complete the two interviews within a two-week timeframe. I also am
requesting that you review the transcript from each interview. I estimate that this will
take you one hour for each review. Finally, I am requesting that you review the colorcoded manuscript of the dissertation. The color-coding will highlight places in the
dissertation manuscript that contain my interpretation of your contributions to the final
document. I estimate that your involvement in this process will take no more than 10
hours.
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To compensate you for your time, I would like to offer you a $75.00 Amazon gift card.
The financial breakdown will be $30.00 per completed interview session, and $15.00
total for the review of the transcript and sign off. When you complete the study I will
present the gift card. In the event you do not complete the study, I will prorate the
compensation accordingly. For example, if you complete one interview, I will give you a
$30.00 gift card.
A signed consent form is a mandatory requirement for participation. Your involvement in
this study is on a voluntary basis. You may withdraw your consent to participate at any
time without consequence or prejudice. I will destroy all data related to your
participation, and not report anything I learned from you.
The data you will provide will be recorded (video, audio, pictures, programs, etc.) and
will remain anonymous. Your participation and anything you say during the sessions will
be held in the strictest confidence. To that end, please initial your preferences, regarding
each of the following:
May I use your real full name in the research?

Yes_____ No_____

May I use your real city and state in the research?

Yes_____ No_____

If you answer no, a fictitious name and/or radius from Philadelphia will be used.
I welcome questions about the study at any time.
Questions about your rights as a research subject may be directed to Chad Pettengill, J.
D., Director, Institutional Review Board, Student Faculty Conference Center, Temple
University, 3340 N. Broad Street, Suite 304, Philadelphia, PA 19140.
Agreement:
The nature and purpose of this research have been sufficiently explained and I agree to
participate in this study.
I understand that I am free to withdraw at any time without incurring any penalty.
Signature: _____________________________________ Date: __________________
Name (print): ________________________________________________
I, _________________________________, agree to participate in this study
implemented by J. Donald Dumpson for his dissertation.
Confidentiality Statement: Although the study team has placed safeguards to maintain the
confidentiality of my personal information, there is always a potential risk of an
unpermitted disclosure. To that degree, all documents and information pertaining to this
research study will be kept confidential, unless required by applicable federal, state, and
local laws and regulations to be disclosed. I understand the records and data generated by
the study may be reviewed by
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Temple University and its agents, the study sponsor or the sponsor’s agents (if
applicable), and/or governmental agencies to assure proper conduct of the study and
compliance with regulations. I understand that the results of this study may be
published. If any data are published, I will not be identified by name.
Questions? If I have any questions about my rights as a research subject, I may contact
the Institutional Review Board Coordinator at (215) 707-3390. The IRB Coordinator may
also be reached by email: IRB@Temple.edu or ground mail:
Institutional Review Board Coordinator
Temple University Research Administration
Student Faculty Conference Center
3340 North Broad Street- Suite 304
Philadelphia, PA 19140
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IRB PROTOCOL
Abstract of the study
The purpose of this collective case study is to investigate ways
Classical Composers of African Descent have been included in the mainstream
academic canon. I will examine the insights of four scholars who have been
committed to including Classical Composers of African Descent throughout their
music careers. The initial questions of this study are: 1) How do participants
describe their frameworks for making the commitment to include Classical
Composers of African Descent throughout their careers? 2) What have been the
challenges and benefits associated with their commitment? and 3) What might
contemporary scholars view as strategies for integrating Classical Composers of
African Descent into the mainstream academic canon? Upon attaining permission
from Temple University’s IRB, I will invite four scholars to participate in two indepth interviews. After transcribing the interviews, I will return them to the
participants for member checks. After receiving their feedback, I will examine the
interview data, seeking a collective representation of the research questions. I will
achieve an accurate assessment by analyzing the data and identifying emerging
codes, categories, and themes. Findings will be reported for the collective case
study in the form of a dissertation, with potential for presentation and publication
beyond the dissertation document.
Keywords:

Classical Composers of African Descent, Mainstream
Academic Canon

Classical Composers of African Descent (CCAD) is defined as
composers borne of the African Diaspora from the 1700s to present
whose musical contributions focus on classical literature as defined by
Western European musical standards.
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Mainstream Academic Canons (MAC) is defined as a prevailing
direction of activity and influence of academic laws or rules. A
canon is a body of fundamental rules, principles, or standards
accepted as the universal criteria.
1) Protocol Title
Include the full protocol title as listed on the Application for Human
Research.
“Four Scholars’ Engagement of Works by Classical Composers of African
Descent: A Collective Case Study.”
2) Investigator
Include the principal investigator’s name as listed on the Application for
Human Research.
Principal Investigator:

Alison Reynolds, Ph.D.
Department of Music Education and Therapy
Boyer College of Music and Dance
Temple University, 2001 N. 13th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19122
Contact Information: XXX

Student Investigator:

J. Donald Dumpson,
Graduate Student in the Department of Music
Education and Therapy
Boyer College of Music and Dance
Temple University, 2001 N. 13th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19122
Contact Information: XXX

3) Objectives
Describe the study’s purpose, specific aims, or objectives.
State the hypotheses to be tested.
The purpose of this study is to investigate, through a qualitative collective case
research design, how four scholars have been committed to including CCAD throughout
their careers. The initial questions of this study are: 1) How do participants describe their
frameworks for making the commitment to include CCAD throughout their careers? 2)
What have been the challenges and benefits associated with their commitment? and 3)
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What might contemporary scholars view as strategies for integrating CCAD into the
MAC?
Documenting the perspectives and insights of four scholars who consistently
utilize CCAD in their teaching, conducting, and/or performance settings may offer
educators best practices (materials and methods) to inform and inspire others to develop
educational resources, and more inclusive music curricula, and to support more culturally
responsive teaching.
4) Rationale and Significance
Describe the relevant prior research experience and the gaps in current
knowledge.
Scholars have researched, published textbooks, and written scholarly articles to
inform generations of music educators and students about the contributions of CCAD
(Abdul, 1977; Anderson, 2003; Banfield, 2004; Brook, 1961; Carey, 2003; Carretta,
1998; Curtis, 1988; de Lerma, 1970, 1981, 1990; Floyd, 1995, 1999; Greene, 2003, 2013;
Guédé, 1999, 2003; Moss, 2000; Nketia, 1970; Nichols, 1782; Perlman, 1989; Reeder,
1969, 1972; Southern, 1982, 1997; Southern & McGinty, 2003; Mosley, 2007; Taylor,
1981; Walker, 1991; Wilkinson, 1993; Wyatt, 1996; Zick, 2013).
Analysis of mainstream respected academic college level textbooks and other
educational resources, such as scholarly books and articles (Bonds, 2013; Borroff, 1971;
Burkholder, Grout, & Palisca, 2006, 2010; Burkholder & Palisca, 1996; Grout, 1968,
1973, 2001; Headington, 1976, Hughes, 1974; Palisca, 1996; Roden, Wright, & Simms,
2010; Rosenstiel, 1982; Scherer, 2007; Taruskin & Gibbs, 2013; Wright & Simms, 2010)
reveal that despite a rich history of those composers’ contributions, authors
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of such sources neglect entirely or feature less prominently those composers’
contributions (Levi & Scheding, 2010).
Scholars acknowledge that gaps in the literature exist, and that authors’
educational backgrounds, prior in-depth knowledge and exposure (educational pedigree,
and lived experiences) influence what they write about (Grout, 1968; Howard, 2006; Levi
& Scheding, 2010).
From this point on I shall use the term “history of music” in the same restricted
and specialized sense that it had up to a generation ago, namely as meaning the
history of European-American art music, excluding folk, popular, and commercial
music and excluding the other great world musical systems. (Don’t
misunderstand: I know they exist.) This limitation is deliberate, (and I make it for
practical reasons) because now I want to speak in some detail about the only field
of music history in which I can claim any specialized knowledge or competence.
(Grout, 1968, p. 142)
The literature review reveals that there is evidence of more inclusion in some mainstream
recent academic publications (Swift, 2011). However, most of the newer publications
include more popular music by composers of African descent (listed in order of some of
the academy’s focus: hip-hop, jazz, blues, R&B) and even fewer CCAD (Bonds, 2013;
Burkholder, Grout, & Palisca, 2010; Roden, Wright, & Simms, 2010; Taruskin & Gibbs,
2013; Wright & Simms, 2010).
Burkholder, et al. (2006) included a significant chapter, Music of African
Americans, providing information on spirituals and how similar characteristics are found
in ragtime, blues, jazz, R&B, hip-hop, and other twentieth-century styles based on
African and African American traditions. None of the compositions were classical
composers. To such points, George Walker (b. 1922), a contemporary CCAD, expressed
dismay that so little attention is given to the contributions of Black composers (1991).
Walker continues to speak candidly of the challenges he faces for mainstream
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acceptance—even as he prolifically composes, coaches musicians, and periodically
makes guest lecture appearances.
Describe how this research study will add to existing knowledge.
This study may contribute to the canon in ways that increase
awareness and acceptance of the intrinsic value of works by CCAD (see Protocol
Appendix A), opportunities to feature them, resources to support the sharing of
information (see Appendix B), and benefits and challenges of incorporating CCAD into
the MAC.
Describe any relevant preliminary data.
N/A
5) Resources and Setting
Note that the City of Philadelphia’s IRB may also require approval of your study.
Please contact its website for specific information:
http://www.phila.gov/health/commissioner/IRB.html
N/A
Beyond the required CITI training, describe how the investigator has ensured that
all persons assisting with the study are adequately informed about the protocol and
their study-related duties and functions.
All of my decisions are guided by my CITI training, feedback from the
dissertation committee (all are CITI certified), and the information contained in the
Belmont Report, which states that participants must be treated as autonomous agents
(AA). An AA generally refers to an entity that makes its own choices about how to act in
its environment without any influence from outside pressure. In order to achieve this, I
will do the following: 1) disclose to potential research participants information needed to
make an informed decision; 2) facilitate the understanding of what has been disclosed;
and 3) promote the voluntariness of the decision about whether or not to participate in the
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research. The invitation and consent form will let each participant know that he or she
can withdraw from the research project at any time without negative consequence (see
Protocol Appendices C – F).
Describe the study facilities, including the site(s) where your research team will
identify and recruit potential subjects and the site(s) where your research
procedures will be performed.
The potential participants will be recruited by phone and email. I will travel to
the participants at mutually selected locations and times, within the United States.
The interviews will be conducted in pre-selected quiet locations, such as an
office with a private well lighted and ventilated room, library, or mutually decided quiet
place for uninterrupted dialogue. One’s personal space (home, car) will not be considered
an appropriate location for the interviews. While face-to-face interactions are preferred,
Face-time, iChat, Skype™, or Yahoo Messenger are viable options for the successful
implementation of the interview protocol.
6) Prior Approvals
Describe any non-IRB approvals that will be obtained prior to commencing the
research. (e.g., school, external site, or funding agency).
N/A
7) Study Design
a) Recruitment Methods
Describe when, where, and how potential subjects will be identified and recruited.
I will invite four adult participants (N = 4) through purposeful sampling.
They are teachers, conductors and/or performers who incorporate music by classical
composers of African descent, and whose contact information is publically available.
After IRB approval, I will contact each potential participant with an official invitation via
phone call. I will use a script (see Appendix E). If the person does not answer the call, I
will leave a message asking them to return my call. I will not leave the invitation on the
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voicemail. I will call again. If there is no answer, the second time, I will send an email,
requesting they call me to discuss my interest in speaking with them (see Appendix F).
After I speak with the potential participant, I will send them a list of varied open, guided,
and closed questions (Allsup & Baxter, 2004). Creating an early opportunity for the
participants to review the questions may help with participant interest and retention. They
will know the types of questions being asked and will be able to make a more informed
decision as to whether the study is right for them (see Appendix G).
Once a participant accepts my verbal invitation, I will email them a thank you
note, and attach a copy of the consent form (PDF), signed by me. The form will be
scanned and emailed to each participant. The participant will print, sign, scan, and return
their consent form to me via email attachment. If the participant does not have access to a
scanner, I will sign and mail the consent form to them via USPS and request that they
return it to me via an enclosed prepaid envelope. I will arrange the mailing, with the
participant, once I receive a verbal “Yes” response. Upon receipt of their signed form, the
2 two-hour interviews will be scheduled. In order to keep continuity, I would like to
complete the second interview no more than two weeks from the first interview.
Describe materials that will be used to recruit subjects, e.g., advertisements.
Special recruitment advertisement will not be used. They will be recruited by
phone and email.
Describe any payments to subjects, including the amount, timing (at the end of the
study or pro-rated for partial study participation), method (e.g., cash, check, gift
card), and whether subjects will experience a delay in receiving the payment.
During the recruitment process, I will inform each participant that they will
receive a $75.00 Amazon gift card. The financial breakdown will be $30.00 per
completed interview session, and $15.00 total for the review of the transcript and sign
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off. If they complete the study I will present the gift card at the end of the study. In the
event they do not complete the study, I will prorate the compensation accordingly. For
example, if they complete one interview, I will give them a $30.00 gift card.
During our first invitation conversation, the participants will be informed about
the gift card and all the details associated with it. They must complete the study in order
to receive the Amazon gift card.
b) Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Describe the criteria that determine who will be included or excluded in the study.
I will use purposeful sampling to select the four participants for the study
(Creswell, 2007; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Patton, 2002). All participants will be healthy
English speaking adults. Their inclusion is based on their commitment to including
CCAD throughout their teaching, conducting, and/or performance contexts (see
Appendix H). If they accept my invitation and they ask to be withdrawn, I will honor
that.
c) Study Timelines
Describe:
•

The duration of a subject’s participation in the study.
Subjects’ participation begins with the invitation and ends when they sign off

on the color-coded manuscript of the dissertation. The color-coding will highlight places
in the dissertation manuscript that contain my interpretation of their contributions to the
final document. The total estimated duration is five weeks, asking the participants for no
more than ten hours, within the five weeks.
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There are two phases. The first phase is estimated to be four weeks (i.e., two
interviews, time for transcribing, a week for the participant to review and return the
transcript). The second phase, once the manuscript has been prepared, is estimated to be
one week (i.e., time for participants to review and return the final color-coded dissertation
manuscript.
The duration anticipated to enroll all subjects.
Two weeks.
•

The estimated date that the investigators will complete the study.

May, 31, 2014
Study Procedures and Data Analysis
Describe the study procedures and how the data will be analyzed.
Study Procedures
The procedures are based on a collective qualitative case study design and will
employ a two-step procedure: data collection (foreshadowing, semi-structured interviews,
and material culture), and data analysis (theoretical prepositions), plus triangulation
benchmarks. The semi-structured interviews will incorporate a variety of open, guided,
and closed questions, designed to enable me to explore differences within and between
the selected cases (Stake, 1995; Yin, 2009). I will assess any replications and draw a set
of “cross case” conclusions (Yin, 2009). Theoretical propositions will guide the data
collection and analysis process (Yin, 2009).
Foreshadowing
The concept of foreshadowing (Simmons, 2009) allows the researcher to
establish intentions at the beginning of the research process, but with the expectation that
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the foreshadowed issues may change or be redefined during data collection and as the
knowledge from the field deepens. Through foreshadowing, I will be able to respond to
methodological, historical, sociocultural, and philosophical issues, that may arise, related
to CCAD and the MAC, as the research progresses.
The data from the interviews may provide information that can be associated
with frameworks not included in the plans, such as Culturally Responsive Teaching (Gay,
2002, 2012), Contact Theory (Allport, 1954; Pettigrew & Tropp, 2011), or Parasocial
Hypothesis Theory (Schiappa, Gregg, Hewes, 2005). Foreshadowing provides a context
for such discoveries to emerge and be included in the study.
Data Collection
During the data collection process, I will use a combination of interviews (Yin,
2009) and material culture (Hodder, 1994). In addition, the data collection process may
incorporate electronic internet searches of diverse classical academic databases to aid in a
deeper understanding of the gaps between the availability of works by CCAD that do not
make it into the MAC. The collected data will be stored in a database for future use,
coding through concept mapping, and categorization (Yin, 1993).
The Interview
The semi-structured interview process will entail a comprehensive series of
questions, to investigate 1) How do participants describe their frameworks for making the
commitment to include CCAD throughout their teaching, conducting and/or performance
careers? 2) What have been the challenges and benefits associated with their
commitment? and 3) What might contemporary scholars view as strategies for integrating
CCAD into the MAC?
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Material Culture
Data may include documentation of critical incidents, print documentation of
things experienced both professionally and personally, open letters, discourse analysis,
narratives, video and audio performances, photographs, log entries, and artifacts, such as
concert advertisements, flyers, and posters (Hodder, 1994).
Data Analysis
The data analysis process will be implemented through a process that seeks to
ascertain the relevant evidence; acknowledges differing points of view; main questions in
the study are addressed; prior expert knowledge is included in the study. This will be
achieved through the use of theoretical prepositions.
Theoretical Propositions
The propositions will guide the data collection and analysis process. The theoretical
orientation will guide the case study analysis.
The proposition helps to focus attention on certain data and to ignore other data.
The proposition also helps to organize the entire case study and to define
alternative explanations to be examined. Theoretical propositions stemming from
“how” and “why” questions can be extremely useful in guiding case study
analysis in this manner. (Yin, 2009, p. 130)
They may include coding, categorizing, concept mapping, emerging themes generation,
which will enable me to process and systematically organize the data (Simmons, 2009).
During the data analysis process I will:
1. Analyze the data by reading each participant’s comments several times to gain an
in-depth understanding of their individual points of view.
2. Identify and code relevant facts that help shape the feedback related to CCAD and
the MAC.
3. Code based on the affect on the problem of CCAD in the MAC.
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4. Code and put the statements in categories and identify emerging themes by colorcoding similar content.
5. Identify the key barrier facing the inclusion of CCAD in the MAC.
6. Summarize the problem in one or two sentences and be able to describe how it
affects CCAD in the MAC.
7. Ascertain how and why the problem occurred and gain insights as to its cause.
Triangulation
Data triangulation will be used to increase construct validity and is most clear
when information given in the study is supported in various sources (Patton, 2002).
Triangulation will be achieved through the use of multiple source-points for data, such as
semi-structure interviews and material culture (historical accounts, publications, personal
files, and news articles).
d) Withdrawal of Subjects
Describe any anticipated circumstances under which subjects will be withdrawn
from the research without their consent.
The participants may be withdrawn from the research, without their consent if,
1) they are unable to complete two interviews, or 2) participants encounters extenuating
circumstances that prevent responses and feedback in a timely fashion.
Describe the consequences of a subject’s decision to withdraw from the research and
the procedures for orderly termination of participation by the subject (e.g., the
subject contacting the investigator for an end-of-study visit).
Participants may withdraw from the study, at any time, without consequence.
They will need to submit a written statement of withdrawal from the study. No reasons
need to be stated. When the participant withdraws, I will destroy all data related to his/her
feedback. I will not report anything I learned from their responses. This is clearly stated
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in the consent form (see Appendix D). As stated previously, I will compensate them, on a
prorated basis for their participation.
e) Privacy & Confidentiality
Describe whether the study will use or disclose subjects’ Protected Health
Information (PHI).
N/A
If the study uses or discloses PHI, the PI must do one of the following:
Submit a HIPAA Authorization Form or justify a waiver of HIPAA authorization in
this protocol. The criteria for a waiver of HIPAA authorization can be found in the
CHECKLIST: HIPAA Waiver of Authorization. Do not submit the checklist or
state “I request a waiver” or “the criteria in the checklist are met.” Instead, justify
the waiver in this section of the protocol by referring to the checklist and explaining
how each element of the waiver is met.
Additional information regarding PHI and HIPAA can be found in the “references”
section of the Temple IRB website.
Describe the steps that will be taken to secure the data (e.g., training, authorization
of access, password protection, encryption, physical controls, Certificates of
Confidentiality, and separation of identifiers and data).
N/A
Describe whether results (study results or individual subject results, such as results
of genetic tests or incidental findings) will be shared with subjects or others (e.g., the
subject’s professor, teacher, advisor, counselor, or primary care physician) and if
so, describe how it will be shared.
N/A
Describe the steps that will be taken to protect subjects’ privacy interests. “Privacy
interest” refers to a person’s desire to place limits on whom they interact with or
whom they provide personal information to.
The consent form asks each participant if he or she will allow his or her real
name, city, and state in the research. If they answer no, a fictitious name and generalized
location will be given.
Describe the steps that you will take to make the subjects feel at ease with the
research situation in terms of the questions being asked and the procedures being
performed. “At ease” does not refer to physical discomfort, but the sense of
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intrusiveness a subject might experience in response to questions, examinations, and
procedures.
To ensure that the participants feel at ease with the research situation, they will
1) have an opportunity to review the questions prior to the actual start of the research
process, 2) be able to ask me questions about any procedures being engaged, 3) be
informed that steps will be taken to assure that the they do not experience a sense of
intrusiveness as they respond to questions during the study, 4) review their transcripts and
be encouraged to express any concerns regarding accuracy of the information shared, and
5) if needed, we will listen to the taped interview and edit the transcript as necessary.
8) Risks to Subjects
List the reasonably foreseeable risks, discomforts, hazards, or inconveniences to the
subjects that are related to a subject’s participation in the research.
There are no foreseeable risks, discomforts, hazards, or inconveniences to the
participants.
9) Multi-Site Human Research
If this is a multi-site study where you are the lead investigator, describe the
management of information (e.g., results, new information, unanticipated problems
involving risk to subjects or others, or protocol modifications) among sites to protect
subjects.
Various cases will be studied to form a collective understanding of the issue or
question (Stake, 1995, pp. 3-4). I will interact with four different participants, at separate
times, and in individual settings. Their involvement in the study does not entail them
being interviewed at the same time.
Potential Benefits to Subjects
Describe the potential benefits that individual subjects (i.e., not society) may
experience from taking part in the research or indicate that there is no direct
benefit.
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Each participant is personally and professional committed to furthering issues
related to diverse forms of music. I believe that the participants’ experience will be
gratifying. Bringing attention to the contributions of CCAD to the MAC matters to each
of them.
10) Costs to Subjects
Describe any costs that subjects may be financially responsible for due to study
participation.
There is no financial cost to the participants. I will travel to each participant,
unless we mutually decide otherwise. In that case, travel costs would be at the
participant’s expense. I will provide my own rooming, board, and travel. In addition, if
we mutually decide to eat before or after the interview, I will offer to pay for the
participant’s meals (no more than $20.00 per person for dinner, $10.00 for breakfast or
lunch; maximum $40.00 per day).
11) Informed Consent
Indicate who will be obtaining consent and describe:
Where the consent process will take place
I will obtain all consent forms by implementing the following procedures: A
consent form (PDF), signed by me, will be scanned and emailed to each participant. They
will print, sign, scan, and return their consent form to me via email. If the participant does
not have access to a scanner, the document will be returned to me via prepaid envelope
and postage. I will arrange the mailing with the participant, once I receive a verbal “Yes”
response.
Steps that will be taken to minimize the possibility of coercion or undue influence.
I will make no intentional overt or implicit threats of harm to the participants,
nor present rewards or gifts that might coerce or influence the participants.
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Steps that will be taken to ensure the subjects’ understanding of the study.
All participants will be healthy English speaking adults. I will make sure they
are informed of the details of the entire research experience. This will include the title of
the research proposal, the type of research, the purpose for the research, the procedures,
the length of time they will be involved, any compensation for their involvement, and that
they will have a right to review the information and provide feedback on things they want
modified. Through the consent form and discussion, each participant will be informed of
all details related to the study and his or her wellbeing. This is clearly stated in the
consent form (see Appendix D).
12) Vulnerable Populations - N/A
Indicate whether you will include any of the following populations:
Individuals who are not yet adults (infants, children, teenagers) - N/A
Pregnant women-. N/A
Prisoners-. N/A
Adults unable to consent- N/A
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